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1) -Programma. 
2) Committee I 
3) " 

:The place of East and West Europe in a changing world.(P.Quaroni). 
:Prospects and limits of East-West relations (J.Laloy). 

4) Committee II :The changing role of military alliance and new requirements for 
secutity in Europe (Beaufre). 

5) " :The role of Great Britain in European security (P.Kirk). 
6) " :Small Countries and European security (A.Snejdarek). 
7) Committeeciii :The future of Germany in a changing Eoropean context (H.Schmidt). 
8) " :Germany and European security.A polish view. (M.Tomala). 
9) CommitteeiV China and the evolution of the alliance in Europe (R.Lowenthal). 
10) " Non-allignment and East-West relations (L.Mates). 
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What has changed, or is changing in the world? 

First: the steep decline in the relative importance of 

In 1914 the six main leading European powers could start 

a war without seriously taking into consideration the possible 

reactions of the United States; in 1962, at the time of the Cuba 

crisis, the decision for war or peace was purely between Washington 

and Moscow: the European powers, irrespective of whether they were 

the United Kingdom or Luxemburg, were only allowed to live in 

suspense. 

This is not to be forgotten: when we speclt of Eastern 

and Western Europe - by Eastern Europe I mean the minor communist 

states of Eastern Europe. Politically Russia does not belong to 

Europe - we must always have in mind the limited importance of 

what they can do amongst themselves. 

Second: the.nuclear.stalemate. We all knew, more or 

less, that the United'States were already well aware that the 

d~structive capacity of their nuclear armaments was so enormous that 

an all-out nuclear war could no longer be considered a realistic way 

of solving international problems. But we did not know whether the 

Russians shared the same opinion: the Cuba crisis has shown us that 

they do to6. 

This is the most tremendous change in foreign politics that 

has ever taken place. We know the history of mankind for about 

seven thousand years;and we.know that we have, most of the time, 

spoken of peace although knowing, at the back of our minds, that at 

a certain point the gordian knots of foreign policy were going to be 

cut by the sword. Now we know than an all-out war is ruled out and 

that we are only allowed as an eventuality local wars limited in 

space and scope. 

0 
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The trouble is thc>.t while VIe lmow this, the working of 

our every-day politics has not adapted itself to the new situation. 

We go on in our conventional foreign policies as if at a certain 

moment - as before - it were possible to resort to war: we go to 

the brink, we have a good look at the precipice and then we draw 

back. Minor powers have realized this radical change in foreign 

policy more than the two Great PoVIers, but even they are often 

inclined to act as if things VIere still as before. 

That is why, while I am rather optimistic about the 

possibility of maintaining peace, even a limited peace which may 

be simply no war, I certainly do not believe that we are going to 

enjoy a quiet life. I am afraid we shall have to go on from one 

suspense to another. 

Does it mean that I think that ~1e are not going to have 

a major war any more? Of course I cannot rule out one hundred 

per cent the possibility of a major nuclear war: we must always 

make allowances for human stupidity, which is great. Moreover it 

is precisely this·minimal grain of madness which we cannot rule 

out that gives a certain amount of credibility to the nuclear 

deterrent. If we were one hundred per cent sure that our leaders 

are perfectly sane there would be no more use for nuclear deterrents. 

This situation of a balance of power, by the way, is the 

only reasonable wey ever invented for maintaining peace. Some 

people go on repeating all the time that armaments are the cause 

of wars. I do not believe it: the danger of war arises when one 

power, or a group of powers, believe that their superiority in 

armaments is such that they may risk a short victorious war, that 

is when the balance of power no longer exists. The longest period 

of peace which Europe has known, 1815-1914, was. the consequence 

of a solid balance of pov1er: we had wars in that century too, of 

course, but they were limited in space, time and scope. 

Since the first world war we have been accustomed to think 

in terms of total war, total victory and total peace: the only 

conceivable end to war must be unconditional surrender; peace must 

cover all possible eventualities: it must be fool proof. 

ilhether this totality in war and peace is possible under 

any circumstances is a matter for discussion. Certainly it is 

incompatible with the concept of a balance of power: a balance of 

power does not admit any other solution but compromise, and accept

ing that certain questions must be left unsolved because, at least 

for the time being, the only way of solving them would be a war. 

I 
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Third: The rift between Russia and China. In fact this 

parting of the "ays has not changed things to any great extent for 

the United States. The confrontation between America and China 

which is going on in the Far East would have occurred just the same. 

The first act of this confrontation, the war in Korea, took place 

at a'moment when Russia and China seemed to be the best of friends. 

To what extent Russia and China acting together might have influenced 

the course of events in South East Asia might be a matter of philo

sophical ·speculation: certainly the split between the two major 

communist powers has not been to the advantage of Russia, or China. 

Russia, like any other Power, does not like the idea of 

a two-front war. Possibly, when the communists took over in China, 

the Russians thought that, with this, their eastern areas were 

secured. Now they have to split their military forces to cover 

two fronts: and it would not be surprising if somebody, in Moscow, 

is not already speculating on the possibility of a Sino-American 

alliance against Russia. To our eyes the idea seems obviously 

absurd: but does it look equally absurd to Russian eyes? 

But chiefly this conflict paralizes Russia. The Russians 

have been acctstomed, for nearly fifty years now, to being the 

f furthest to the left in any political set-up: now suddenly they find 

themselves bypassed on the left, They were utterly unprepared for 

this eventuality and they do not know how to react. 

The object of this ideological struggle is the leadership 

of world communism: the Chinese challenge is not only external, 

it is internal as well. Refusing the invitation to participate in 

the XXIII Party Congress, the Chinese Communist Party concluded 

the letter by saying: "we know that 90 per cent of the people, 

including the u.s.s.R., are VJith us"• 90 per cent is certainly a 

gross exaggeration, but for a certain percentage it is true. 

If one believes in the tenets of communism, there is 

no doubt that the Chinese are right and the Russians are wrong: 

the leaders of Russia, in so far as they are dedicated communists, 

must feel that too, and this sets limits to their freedom of choice. 

One of the characteristics of Russian foreign policy has been its 

absolute lack of inhibition: if it suited them they could, at any 

moment, change their position through 180 degrees• N011 they cannot 

do it any more: they are inhibited by the reaction of Mao in his 

role as repositary of the traditions of Lenin; and they must consider 

how other communist parties may react to the criticism of Mao. 

The other communist parties, whether on this side or that 

side of the iron curtain, represent votes in a possible oecumenic 
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council of communists; and as voters they must be cared for, just 

as any M.P. has to care about his constituency. 

That is why the Moscow - Peking rift has given the minor 

communist countries of Eastern Europe a certain, limited, possibility 

of movement. 

I do not think it is possible to try to analyze positions an 

and possibilities in West and East Europe unless we have clearly 

in mind the work within which they are bound to operate and the 

limits of what they can do. 

At present there is, I think, one point on which Europeans 

on both sides of the iron curtain agree: they would like coeXistence 

to have a wider and sounder basis. They knmo~ too well that should 

there be a war between_Russia and the United States, they would all 

be involved in it; and they do not at all enjoy the idea of becoming 

targets for nuclear missiles from both sides. 

For historical and psychological reasons we are all 

Europe-centred; therefore we think that the key to a more soundly 

based coexistence lies in Europe, and more particularly in the 

solution of the German problems: the unification of Germany, the 

frontiers of Germany, the nuclear armament of Germany. These are 
'· 

certainly important problems that weigh heavily on the general set-

up of European politics, but from the point of view of coexistence 

they are not decisive. 
":': .r<.t 

America and Russia could coexist perfectly well even if 

Germany were to continue being divided, her frontiers juridicially 

unsettled, and even, I believe, if Germany were allowed a certain 

amount of sharing in nuclear problems as foreseen by the MLF or the 

ANF or the McNamara committee. 

The obstacle to coexistence is a different on·e. 

In an interview granted to Lippman a few years ago, 

Khrushchev asked whether he thought agreement between the United 

States and U.s.S.R. possible on the basis of the status quo, answered: 

"yes, provided you accept that the struggle of the colonial peoples 

against their oppressors, is the status quo." 

More recently Kosygin said substantially the same thing 

in an interview granted to Reston. And the resolution of the 

XXIII Congress of the Communist party of the U.s.s.R. says: co

existence is not possible in the struggle between the oppressed and 

their oppressors. 

From the 

perfectly logical: 

point of view of communist doctrine, this is 

but the equation revolution - status quo, or 
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coexistence ~ revolution, cannot be accepted by the Americans, nor, 

if we think about it soberly, by any country of the Western world. 

In other words it would mean the green light for communist subversion 

in the whole of the third world: that foreign intervention is 

admissible to suppress a revolutionary movement from the right, but 

not against revolution from the left; that America, for instance, 

in order to practise coexistence ought to intervene in Indonesia 

and in Ghana to put Soekarno and Nkrumah back in power. 

The theory of Lin-Piao, the revolt of the villages of Asia, 

Africa and South America against the cities of the. Western world, 

is not substantially different from what Lenin more or less said: 

"the road from Moscow to Paris passes through Shanghai and Calcutta". 

The only difference - an important one in the eyes of the Russians -

is that the Chinese want to lead this revolt instead of the Russians, 

and that they include Russia amongst the cities which must be 

besieged and brought to capitulation. 

Both Western and Eastern Europe would like to see the end 

of the war in Vietnam: they are both afraid that the war in Vietnam 

might escalate and involve Europe too: they both think that European 

questions are far more important than South East Asia. But here 

the similarity of their views stops. Eastern European governments, 

being communist, must say and think the same things a,s the Russians. 

In Western Europe there is an old undercurrent of pacifism which 

considers any war a crime, an undercurrent of belated resentment of 

America's criticism, which in different degrees embarrasses the 

governments and makes it difficult for them to see the real point 

of the war in Vietnam. 

Lin-Piao has said squarely: "Vietnam for us is a test

case"; a test of the dogma that the guerrilla warfare of the people, 

strengthened by the ideology of communism, is invincible. 

If the test is passed in Vietnam, it is going to be 

repeated wherever possible; and the possibilities are certainly not 

lacking. If the test is failed, the Chinese and the Russians will 

have to reconsider their theories. 

But if Vietnam is a test-case for China and Russia it 

becomes a test-case for the Americans too., and for the Western 

world. It is the confrontation of these two tests which gives it 

world-wide importance and therefore also makes it important for 

Europe. 

Should the Americans leave Vietnam to the tender mercies 

of the Vietcong we would certainly hear, from both aides of the 
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iron curtain~ that now the road is open for coexistence. Such an 

illusion would last for weeks, perhaps for months, but certainly 

not longer; after that the hm super pov~ers would again be at 

loggerheads, only somewhere else. 

Vie can only progress towards real coexistence if the 

Vietnam war ends in a compromise: it does not matter if the 

compromise is somewhat more in favour of the Russians or of the 

Americans, so long as it shows that the Russians have begun to 

realise that their theory status quo - revolution does not make 

sense politically~ 

Can Eastern and ilestern EurDpe do something to help 

bring about a compromise on the Vietnam war? I am afraid not. 

At the present moment, Hanoi,.Peking and Moscow do not show the 

least intention of negotiating: negotiating in the sense of a 

reasonable compromise, that is. I do. not think any European 

country has the possibility of influencing any of the above mention

ed capitals. 

So the possibilities of the European powers, Eastern and 

vlestern alike, are strictly limited to European questions. · These 

questions are certainly very important for us but less important 

if one looks at them from a more oecumenical point of view. The 
l . 

world is no longer centred in Europe and lt never will be again. 

;<·:n
1
-:,.. ,fs,1 far ,':-s E;>rope is concerned, the most important problem 

is without doubt the reunification of Germany. 

In 1945 the Russians and the Americans were faced with 

two alternatives: either to go to war for the domination·of Europe, 

or to divide the continent between themselves: wisely they chose 

the second alternative. So Europe is divided along a line which 

runs across Germany. The partition of Germany is the result of a 

war which has not been fought; and as things are now it could be 

undone only through a war. 

I would like to qualify what I have said: there has never 

been a real agreement between Russia and America about this parti-

tion of Europe, not even a gentlemen's agreement. It is only a 

fact, the consequence of facts, arriv.ed at, but· never agreed: most 

of the important agreements in history have been reached like this. 

As things are now, it cannot be solved through negotiation. 

Eastern Germany is not only a glacis for the defence of the u.s.s.R. 

and her European allies, not only for the Russians a very important 

element of Comecom: it is also part of the Communist system which 

for obvious reasons cannot be returned to "capitalism" again. 
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There is much talk about what the Germans, or the West in 

might do in order to ease tension between ourselves and 

Eastern EUrope: recognition of the Oder-Neisse line, a more active 

and flexible policy towards the minor communist powers, no nuclear 

armaments for Germany etc., etc. I do not sa.y that some of- these _ 

things mj.ght not be useful for improving the atmosphere; but they 

will not help towards a solution of the German problem. 

The u.s.s.R. does not like the Atlantic Pact, this is a 

well known fact: if she really wanted to \/reek it, the easiest 

wey would be to offer the Germans reunification in return for the 

neutralization of Germany. . If such an offer were made, I wonder 

if a single German statesman 1vould dare to say no. But such an 

offer has never been made, because the Russians are not ready to 

pay the price. 

Reunification, by wey of a mere confederation of the two 

Germanies cannot be taken as a serious solution because it seems 

practically impossible to conceive of a common foreign policy, for 

instance. Real reunification means free elections in both Germanies 

to decide whether and how they want to unite. Now we know, and 

the Russians know too, that elections in Eastern Germany, if not 

rigged, would give an over~helming majority to the non-communists. 
. "·-. ~ 

And the Russians are not ready to accept that: they have been 

constantly repeating that the reunification of Germany is conceiv

able only if the "social conquests" of the people of East Germany 

are safeguarded: which means in other words that East Germany 

must remain communist. 

This most important European question, therefore, can 

only be solved by Russia: h'uropean countries, both West and East, 

can at best only try not to complicate a question which is already 

difficult enough; more they cannot do. 

The general situation in Eastern Europe is certainly more 

fluid todey: the iron grip of Stalin exists no longer. In various 

degrees in the different countries there is a limited progress 

towards liberalization, more marked in the economic than in the 

political field. They do not speak exactly the same language any 

more 1 and there are divergent views on various important issues. 

I do not believe in the theory of "gradual convergence" 

of East and West Europe, not only because I consider it as a mere 

wishful thinking and becaus·e there are fundamental obstacles to 

such a "convergence";• 
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For instance I hesitate to call the theories of Libermann 

in Russia, or of Sik in Czekoslovakia, liberalization in our sense 

of this word since all the present reforms must teJ<e place within 

a framework which is meant to remain communist. I do not want to 

discuss here the limits and characteristics of this process of 

liberalization; the important fact is that the minor communist 

states of Eastern Europe began to adopt this new economic policy 

only after it had been accepted by Moscow. 

Of course the national way to socialism, in politics as 

well as in economics, is certainly bound to lead to differentiation 

in the internal development of the various countries: they will 

probably all stay communist, but the pattern will no longer be 

identical. 

All this is undoubtedly true; but there are limits, and 

very substantial ones. 

One of the most devilishly clever things from the Russian 

point of view, which Stalin did, was the shifting of Poland towards 

the West by a few hundred miles. I do not know >Jhether the Poles 

have really given up thinking about their former Easter'fcrterritories 

ceded to Russia; certainly they have no intentiq':s d3~-.1giving up 

thei_r. new:j.;y: -1?-Cql.lire~ terri to,:ri.es_.. 1I do ,not want. to discuss here 
... •J:~~J,<)I .,.,.,·>.~ ~~·~-~-·1~~! ... ,_~"-." 

the hi'storical rights - historically speaking, in a continent like 

Europe,_ you cqn PZ:9:Ve almost anything; no doubt there were a very 
.- '(- '!' • f •i.·,.J' h.. ~ -

large number of Germans in the area, and they had to be forcibly 

evacuated in order to make room for the Poles coming from the former 

Eas1'tern Poicind. M:~! 

Similarly, on strong Russian advice, at least, Czeko-
' slovakia has sent across the frontier practically all the German 

population of the Sudeten. 

All this has created a tremendous German complex, both in 

Poland and in Czekoslovakia: Even if the Germans should officially 

accept the Oder-Neisse frontier and stop speaking about the 

Heimatrecht, I do not think it would change the situation much: 

Poles and Czechs will never believe, at least for many generations 

to come, that the Germans are sincere and they would go on fearing 

them. Unfortunately events before and during the Second \lorld War 

have given both countries proof that the West cannot do much in 

order to protect them from the Germans; the only country which can 

act is Russia; and so this German problem ties them to Russia, and 

they are terrified at the idea that Russia's policy may change. 
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vie all remember the shiver which went down the spine of 

Czechs and Poles when Adzubei visited Vlestern Germany. How can 

we expect them to have a foreign policy of their own really independ

ent from Russia? 

Then there is Eastern Germany: of course Ulbricht wants 

to remain in power - who does not want to remain in power? But 

what happens to them, should Russia give .. up her policy of let us 

call it containment of Germany,? 

feel and be independent. 

So we cannot expect Pankow to 

So here you have the three most important countries of 

Eastern Europe who are bound to Russia for reasons of political 

survival. They may not like the Russians, but that does not change 

things much: they may put some airs of independence in smaller 

things, but they cannot change the fundamental issues. 

The situation for Hungary and Rumania may be different 

because they have no "German complex" nor do they fear for their 

security. Last but not least: none of the communist parties 

in these countries feels really secure. 

The East German revolution of '53 and the Hungarian one 

of 156 would both have swept away their communist governments if 

Russian troops had not st&'pped ·in t'o restore law and order. It. 

is not too difficult to imagine what might have happened in Poland, 

also in '56, if the Poles had iwt had to reckon with the presence 

of the Russian army. 

The situation of the minor communist countries of Eastern 

Europe reminds me terribly of the Italian princes before 1859· 
They resented too Austrian interference and high handedness; and 

they were trying, as much as they could, to assert their independence. 

But they knew that if they coula not, in the last resort ask the 

Austrian army to intervene, their chances of keeping their thrones 

were very slender. 

In this s0nse the situation, in my opinion, is worsening, 

not improving. The economic liberalization, however limited, 

raises new problems and in particular a basic one. To what extent 

is it possible to give independent authority and initiative to the 

management of enterprises without touching the cornerstone of any 

communist regime, the absolute control of the party over anything 

which goes on in the country? 

Yugoslavia has been in many respects the ice-breaker of 

East European communism: the national way to socialism started in 
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Belgrade. And.they are still far in advance. It is possibly too 

early yet to assess the real significance of what has happ~ned.at the 

recent party congress inBrioni; but if ~;e take things at their 

face value - and it may be more than a face value - they seem to 

have accepted the logical consequences of the ne~< economic policy 

I hesitate to call it liberalization - submitting the party to the 

authority of Government and Parliament instead of the other ~<ay 

round~ 

\1i11 it stay, l<i11 it succeed? Vie cannot say yet. 

Anyho1< it is like an alarm signal: the ne~< economic policy leads, 

inevitably, to a downgrading of the authority of the party, and the 

party functionaries. 

Are the other Eastern countries ready to follow, can they 

do so without creating trouble at home? 

Is Russia going to allow them to do it? 

that here too the lead can only come from Moscow. 

I am afraid 
' 

And I .do not 

think anything of this sort is likely to happen in Russia in the 

near future. 

vie must not exaggerate the real importance of\,Jthis slight 

., breeze of non-conformism which is blowing over Et:tstrern Europe, 

~ ~' Th-e:r.-Ru~·siarislJseeniit·o~haVe nb.econie ... !rrtu:c4~~wi:SeziW:.thanc:·they were at the 

time of Stalin: their rule is more lenient and flexible. I do 

··'· n~! :':Y.~~l ~9, ~?-Y ~~a~.·the ~~~s:j.,';Uls d,~ I\Ot have their difficulties 

.:i'1m~'f,gi";~::~Jhe~_f.:Eas~,ern. ~:S~Peai}_.friends: the split 1<ith China 

ties their hands.to a large extent. But fundamentally the situation 
-·~-;-· ,;.."'1· ~··' : . ·~::r d.{ • .-

there is,still under Russian control and is likely to remain so . '~ ;.t ,..., . • -

for quite a n~mber of years • 
. .. 

The grip of Soviet Russia on Eastern Europe is still very 

strong: a real change in the Eastern European situation is only 

thinkable if something happens in Russia which may force her to 

loosen her grip. It may be a change at the summit in Moscow 

there are certainly strains within the party at top level, it may 

be a sharpening of the conflict 11ith China. In any case events 

which the \lest, Europe or America or both, may exploit - if they are 

able to - but cannot influence. 

All this does not mean that we, Western Europe, should 

simply give up Eastern Europe. We must certainly go on trying to 

expand our contacts as much as possible. They are eager for cultur

al contacts with us, let us reciprocate: we have nothing to lose 

and nothing to fear in this confrontation. If they want to expand 

trade, credits and other facilities for their industries, let us 
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give them too as much as we can. Tourism too ought to be encouraged: 

it gives great possibilities for human contact which is alv1ays very 

important. 

But we ought to be very careful not to stress the political 

aspect of what we may be doing: unfortunately, we do this to a 

considerable extent. 

First of all it is not realistic: 

a policy, we can only hope to gather in the 

long time. Moreover if and when we stress 

even if it could be 

harvest after a very 

the supposed political 

background of our economic or cultural action we will inevitably 

only push the Russians to apply the brakes that are still in their 

hands. 

The relations betv1een Western and Eastern Europe are to a 

very large extent conditioned by the relations between the u.s.A. 

and the u.s.s.R.: ·this is certainly true for Eastern Europe, but 

it is true also for Uestern Europe. Neither of us is independent 

enough and important enough to be able to condition effectively 

the policy of the two super powers. We may discuss as much as we 

like whether the U.S.A., and the U.s.s.R. belong or don't belong 

to Europe: "their influence on European politics is nevertheless a 

fact, a very important fact, .which cannot be •altered .by ·speeches or 

gestures. 

The greatest contrib•ltion which the powers of Europe, both 

East and vlest, could make tmo~ards peace and a tolerable form of 'co

existence between Hashington and Hoscow, is to try not to add to 

the instability of the world with our questions, our ~bitions, 

our susceptibilities, which may loom very large in our eyes but are 

not as important as all that. In this, I am afraid, Western 

Europe behaves Horse than Eastern Europe. 

I fear that my analysis of the possible role of vlestern 

and Eastern Europe in the changing world of today is not very 

encouraging, but I think it is fairly realistic on the whole; and 

the most important thing for a foreign policy is to be based on 
• realities, on hard facts and not on wishful tlrinking. 
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Introduction: THE IDEA OF EVOLUTION 

East-West relations are at present characterised by a 

contradiction. In the West as well as in the East we see many 

factors of change which are tending to shske up the order which 

was fixed in 1945. At the same time, beneath the weight of the 

risk involved in any modification of established sit~tions, the 

positions taken up at the end of the war remain frozen. 

The international world of 1966 resembles, at least in 

the northern hemisphere, the industrial world of 1840. Innovating 

forces (technical, intellectual, social) are coming up against 

unadapted structures. Violent crises still remain to be feared. 

In this situation, and seeing the risks of solutions by 

force, many people think that the only way out of the deadlock is 

through a progressive evolution in the moral, intellectual and 

structural field. Little by little~ mental attitudes would be 

modified and the states, .instead of demanding absolute freedom 

would, like the body of employers of the 19th century, agree to 

lay the foundations of a certain order by limiting their claims. 

There are a number of reasons for the present popularity 

of the idea of evolution: 

(a) If the use of force is no longer the ultima ratio, 

it is necessary to seek a~ which might be less brutal. 

(b) The world of today, despite its absurdity, is a 

little less irrational thsn the world of the wars of 

1914 and 1939. The regimes confronting each other are 

founded, in various ways, on a certain idea of reason, 
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not merely on resentment or the search for prestige, 

(c) Technical development opens up so many horizons, and 

sometimes such strange ones, that the old methods of foreign 

policy no longer seem adequate for the task. 

(d) The opposition between East and West involves such 

vast problems that brute force cannot settle them. 

Most of these explanations, each of which is ·partially true, 

are bound up with one central fact: international relations are 

tending to move away from the instinctive state (prestige, glory, 

gain) and are beginning to be suffused with reason, moral and polit

ical awareness, and universal values. This phenomenon, already 

noticeable before 1914, was apparent in the Russian revolution of 

1917, in President Wilson's policy of 1918, in the European idea 

from 1930 onwards, in the development of the Commonwealth between 

1920 and 1960, in numerous achievements since 1945. However differ

ent these movements may have been, each in its own way has been in

spired with the idea of an order transcending the old sovereign 

entities, of a developing international organisation. 

This process, which seems typical of the second half of 

the 20th century, is e·ncountering strong resistance. On the one 

hand national sovereignties of the classic type submit to common 

rule only with great difficulty. Sovereignty, the privilege of the 

strong, does not abdicate of its ovr.n accord. On the other hand the 

states controlled by communist parties have an even more uncompromis

ing concept of sovereignty than states of the classic type: they do 

not recognise any common rule, even of an ideal kind, between them

selves and the others. 

Therefore evolution towards a more peaceful society is far 

from being a necessary process. In itself it is nether sure nor 

probable. At the same time it is necessary, in the sense that 

failing it one can see little way out of the present blockage. 

Uncertain yet indispensable, the idea of evolution tends to 

dominate people's minds to some extent everywhere. 

Starting from the idea that the sources of conflict are 

still great but that these conflicts are in certain conditions 

open to less stupid solutions than those of the past, let us exam

ine, from the point of view of East-Vifest relations, 

r.· the appointed aims of both sides from the hoped
for evolution; 

II. the changes already in process in international 
relations; 

III. future prospects. 

, 
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I THE APPOINTED Allflll OF BOTH SIDES BY MEANS OF EVOLUTION 

At the present moment, no positive common aim exists 

between East and West. The communist leaders, almost to a man, 

still consider their aims to be of a different nature from those 

of the rest of the world. Correspondingly there exists in the 

West a school of thought according to which whatever comes out of 

the East must be bad. However, as the years rul.ve gone by, these 

uncompromising judgments have undergone some modification, whether 

by reason of events or whether by the natural play of the diversity 

of opinions and analyses. 

A. The appointed aims of the East by means of likely evolution 

Although at the present time there is no common view of 

international problems on the part of the Eastern countries, it is 

possible, taking Moscow as the centre, Peking as the left (although 

also on the right) and Belgrade as the right (although also.on the 

left), to present the following outline. 

The basic idea is of an evolution, more or less necessary, 

more or less spontaneous, more or less automatic, leading societies -

not without violence - stage by stage into a new form (completely 

new according to some, more or less new according to others) in 

which the contradictions betvreen classes and nations will be 

resolved. The movement is conceived as the result of pressure 

from below and a fit of conscience at the top. But whatever the 

conditions, it exists by itself; it is almost always conceived as 

the ultimate reality, concealed by events. \/hence the habit of 

"unmasking" the a.dversary (and sometimes of "unmasking" oneself) . 

by discovering the secret motivations for action, the hidden 

forces which operate beneath (and therefore above) the will of 

individuals, 

In the concept as set out by its proponents· the driving 

force of evolution is the conflict between classes, not nations. 

The national aspect is disregarded. In theory it is deemed due 

to be transformed of its own accord after the revolution has 

succeeded. Between now and then, it reflects the contradiction 

of a society not yet transformed; it has no value of its own. 

This outlook casts great obscurity over international relations, 

whether after the advent of "socialism" or during the 

"transitional period" when "socialism" has triumphed in some 

areas but not everywhere. The end is clear - the transformation 

of society, if not of humanity. The means are obscure, Must 

this transformation come about all at once,.as was believed in 

the beginning, or by successive stages? If, as everyone admits 

today, we are following the second hypothesis, what type of 
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relationship is being ,established between the "liberated" sector of 

humanity and the rest of the rrorld? 

On this point central to any s~Qdy of East-West relations 

we see a wide range of theses in the East, from the·most evolutionary 

and least intolerant to the most violent and fanatical, (l) 

On the right wing of the Communist Movement (Yugoslavia) a 

trend is emerging in favour of a peaceful evolution of relations with 

the non-communist world, This trend is not purely pacifist, it does 

not entirely renounce violence or force, but it limits the use of 

force and renounces it so far as propagation bf the system is con

cerned, The latter should spread itself very slowly, by virtue of a 

sort of general inevitability of socialism and develop in growing 

diversity,, ranging from socialism of the Scancjinavian type to social

ism of the communist type, includir,g all types of African, Asian or 

other forms of socialism, .Even in this very mild concept tinged 

vri th reformism there remains: 

(a) an essential difforence, that is to say a world which 

is communist and a <rorld which is not; 

(b) in consequence a greater or lesser degree of hetero

geneousness between the "communists" and the others which finds 

expression in affirming the sovereignty of the new type of state. 

The "ueaceful coexistence" accepted by the USSR since the 

mid 1920's, but formulated in 1956, occupies a central position 

(in both senses of the word) in this picture, although this posi

tion is capable of several interpretations. According to the 

ideas set out in 1956, the USSR occupies a special place in the 

world. She is the first socialist state by virtue of. chronology, 

but this chronology confers upon her an unquestionable political 

and ideological primacy. Originally conceived as the model for 

international relations, the Federation of Soviet Republics has 

not ceased to strengthen the concept of the sovereignty of the 

state as much as of the party, They do not have to account to any

one but themselves, It follows from the nature of thir.gs that no 

common rule applies ,permanently both to the Soviot Union and to the 

rest of the world alike, International law derives from the vdll of 

states, not from an order of reasoning superior to the movement of 

societies, The Soviet state and party are humanity's guidealong 

the road to scientific socialism. 

(l) The following remarks are concerned ;nth thinking among the 
leadership, not with public opinion which is difficult to 
ascertain. 

,, 
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A fundamental difficultY in relations between the USSR 

and the rest of the world (including even the "socialist states") 

results from this concept. The USSR is of a different order, 

of a nature apart, at the same time unique of its kind and 

universal in its design, 

This basic heterogeneity is more or less tempered by. 

the theory of peaceful coexistence. This is based on the idea 

that total war can and must be avoided, that, in consequence, 

revolutionary changes must come about tr~ough means other than 

force alone, and that therefore a certain diversity in the 

socialist regimes is possible and even tolerable. 

But the doctrine thus defined, however much it may be 

put to account, does not do away with the essential difference 

between the USSR and the rest of the world,. It mitigates its 

effects. It takes account of certain given facts of the present 

situation, But it does not admit the possibility of a common 

evolution of societies, whatever their regime may be, in terms 

of imperatives or values dominating all of them.and not belonging 

by right to any one of them. Evolution leads to oomnrunism, not 

to its ·being overtaken.. Thus 11 peacef11J. eooxistence", ~t an 

equal distance from peace.(in diversity) and war, (unity by force) 

continues in an in.termorl:La.te zone where force must be avoided 

if possible but may be used if necessary. This doctrine does 

not allow of envisaging the homogeneous evolution of humanity 

towards a future other than socialism of a more or less Soviet 

type. The universal character of the USSR finds fulfilment not 

beyond itself but within itself, 

There would seem no point in describing the extremist 

form of the same idea§--'!!hicp are _§ej;_"@'.J'Jl!l11L9_efended not by Chiffi 

but by a certain faction grouped around the present· leader of 

China, l.lao Tse-tung, These ideas are a caricature not only of 

11arxism but even of Stalinism and tend to ridicule lvlarx as well 

as Stalin, not to mention Lenin. So far as one can gather from 

the present Maoist fury, it derives from several sources, one of 

which is incontestably national and even racial fanaticism, the 

other being the intolerance peculiar to the idea of an inevitable 

revolution whose torch passes from hand to hand, and from West 

to East, ac0ording to the epoch; this idea, if not lilarxist, is at 

least derived from Marxism as propounded by Lenin and in turn by 

Stalin. 

Thus wherever one looks towards the East one finds 

affirmed the idea of an evolution which is necessary yet controlled, 
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automatic yet voluntary, inevitable yet uncertain, to which certain 

parties (controlling certain states) alone have the key. Result

ing from this conception there is a profound division between East 

and West, due neither to socialism, collectivism nor marxism as such 

but to the idea of an insurmountable difference between certain 

societies and others, from which is born the idea of total inequal

ity. In these conditions it is difficult to base international 

relations on a common principle • 

. Is it possible to arrive at a conception more receptive 

towards the evolution of contemporary,societies? That depends on 

the West as well as on the East, and cin Western ideas about the 

same subject. 

Il. The appointed aims of the West by means of likely evolution 

There is no Western political thinking as such. However, 

a certain number of trends can be distinguished among the multi

plicity of opinions. 

(a) The realistic factor 

According to this trend, which is strong in all 

countries but which finds expression particularly in 

France at the present time, evolution is taking place in 

the sense of a return pure and simple to national state 

entities. The great states which as it were overflov1ed 

their borders at the end of the war have been compelled 

little by little to withdraw to them by the re-emergence 

of intermediate states. Ideology is only a mask for 

ambition. Force remains the basis of international 

relations, ·The more forces are interwoven, the greater 

the stability. Nature has the last word, There are 

different peoples, like different species. 

his ovm master, all will be calm, 

Less radical versions of this thesis exist, In 

particular these stress the necessity, in order to avoid 

the fanaticism which too often fires ideas, of coming 

back to policies based on the defence of interests, None 

of these versions recognises the sacred nature of the 

·nation state. They accept its transformation as possible, 

but they do not think this will come about before a very 

long period of time, 

The realistic or traditional factor envisages an 

evolution which will lead Russia (Soviet only in name), 
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China (revolutiona.ry principally in vmrds), etc., back 

again with the other nations into a grouping of the 

whole whose rules v10uld be defined pragmatically, with 

each defending his national interests on the basis of a 

sort of political natural philosophy. 

(b) Ideological factors 

At the ot.her extreme we find the twin but opposing 

factors of anti-communism and communism. 

Communism, principally a French and Italian phenom

enon, is undergoing the repercussions of the present 

crises in the movement. It is threatened by revision

ism and is defending itself by exercising discipline. 

Discussion on the future of Western societies is hardly 

developing at all, at least not in public. 

Anti-communism, inspired mainly by the tyrannical 

aspect of the parties in communist states can hardly 

concede that evolution is possible in these parties or 

states, It wants them to disappear, but does little 

to define the means by which this is to be brought 

about. Latent in numerous sectors of opirion, anti-

communism finds little echo in responsible intellectual 

or political circles. Its fate depends to a great 

extent on events, on the outcome of the current crises. 

(c) Rational factors 

A number of tendencies underline the sweep of the 

changes which are in process in political societies, in 

the era of the achievement of mass education, 

Several strands may be distinguished: 

(aa) The convergence of regimes 

Drawing inspiration from, but falsifying, 

analyses relating to· "industrial society", 

certain people believe that little by little the 

Eastern regimes will become liberalised while 

those in the West will accept a certain degree of 

collectivisation. Ultimately the differences 

bet;veen them will disappear, This theory is 

generally rejected when it speaks of such a 

convergence taking place necessarily. It is 

accepted within certain limits, but few people 

believe that an analogy relating to economic 
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structures, even supposing that it should work 

out, is ade~uate for resolving international 

problems, 

(bb) Scientific rationality_ 

At a more profound level, another sector of 

o~inion thinks that the great phenomena of the 

age, the discovery of atomic energy, population 

upheavals, the development of social sciences, 

will bring into view little by little a new type 

of solidarity capable of supplanting ancient 

rivalries, Rationality, whether inherent in human 

relations or resulting from scientific discovery, 

will gradually supercede .the primacy of instinct 

and will allow the present differences between 

cultures nations or reg~mes to be transcended, 

This sector has given birth to initiatives 

like the plan for a world atomic energy agency, 

disarmament plans, suggestions for arms control or 

for common exploitation of space, etc. 

(cc) The socialist factor 

Western socialism, represented principally in 

Europe, wants to secure a change in international 

relations, not by means of the supposed triumph of 

one class but by a series of reforms both within 

states and in the international ordc.'r so as to 

avert conflicts of any kind, social or international. 

This organisation and pacifist tradition is unfortun

ately weakened by the lack of homogeneity in the 

socialist movement in the West, 

The socialist factor holds possible a return 

of Eastern socialism to the liberal tradition which 

is inseparable, in its view, from true socialism. 

(dd) The supranational or European factor 

-Quite close to the social democratic factor, 

taking certain ideas from the scientific factor, 

strongly influenced by the ideas of European 

Christian democracy, the supranational factor has 

developed since 1950. It looks towards the 

creation of community-type institutions ac~uiring 

under various forms the functions which national 

states cannot perform. Although strongly region-

al by origin, this factor does have a general 

:i 
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bearing. It seeks to extend its influence beyond 

the European system in the West, in particular 

towards the East, and it does constitute an un

deniable attraction for the countries of Eastern 

Europe. 

Its idea is less of·modifying regimes than 

of superimposing certain institutions on them, 

creating by their very existence habits of co

operation and tolerance. 

Thus from the diversity of political doctrines some 

major options emerge. While in the East, especially in the USSR, 

they do not yet envisage more than a possible successful con

clusion to the movement of societies, in the West three major types 

of evolution are held possible: a return on the part of all to 

traditional forms; the triumph of liberal democracy; groVlth on 

the part of all towards more rational ways of organising inter

national society. 

The first and third types endeavour to envisage solutions 

applicable to East and West alike. In the majority of cases the 

changes will be,imposed .just as much on Western societies as on 

the others. 

This question of the possible end of the evolutionary 

process is important. Either one considers tba t only "the others" 

must change, or one accepts that the transformation, more or less 

profound according to circumstances, applies to evelJrone. In the 

first case, progress tovrards peace will r~main slow and difficult. 

In the second, we mey hope for a way out of present problems. 

II. CHANGES IH PROCESS 

The idea of a solution to major international problems 

through the evolution of societies and relations between them is 

not· a theoretical one. Its chance comes from the fact that 

effectively over the past 21 years many things have changed in 

the East, in the West and elsewhere. 

It is necessary to try to appreciate at the same glance 

what is changing and what remains constant, because it is the 

relationship between these two aspects which allows of judgment. 

I will confine· myself here to some preliminary remarks, designed 

mainly to fix the limits·of discus.sion. 
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A. Changes J]l __ t_!l_e_)'_ast. 

(a) Relations between communist states 

Within the group of communist states there have been 

spectacular changes. Instead of the monolith (or at 

least the appearance of one) of 1945, we discover a di

versity of trends, whether along the line of national 

division of whether according to the three-way division 

of the communist movement (left-centre-right). Even 

within each of the states we see, according to the branches 

or type of activity, diverse tendencies being formulated, 

doctrinal rigidity in one field not excluding flexibility 

in another. To a ·great extent this decompression is the 

consequence of the Sine-Soviet conflict, but its results 

could be reversed only with difficulty. Even if China 

and the USSR returned to more normal relations (which 

cannot be ruled out), massive unity would be re-established 

only with difficulty. 

The crisis in the communist world has not however led 

to disintegration. In order to remedy the total absence of 

inter-party organisation the USSR has sought, not without 

success, to strengthen both bilateral relations at the party 

level and multilateral relations at the state level, espec

ially in Europe in the military field. Furthermore strong 

solidarity ·exists'if not. between the parties at least be

tween the party leaders in Europe. 

Thus we establish the existG.nce of a balance which is 

always in motion between the demands of reality (most often 

in its national form) and the demands of (ideological) 

unity. Crises remain a possibility. On the other hand 

we cannot see any tendency tO\~ards a regrouping of the 

East European states as a counterbalance to the USSR. 

Finally, all the·regimes, whatever their complexion, 

continue to defend themselves (in varying.degrees) 

against outside influences. The ·evolution, however pro-. 

found it may be, remains controlled. The crucial position 

of East Germany, her vulnerability and her difficulty in 

adapting herself, are one of the greatest checks to a 

more pronounced .evolution. 

The same features are to be found in relations between 

the Soviet Communist Party and the communist parties of 

the non-communist countries. Relativity and mobility .have 

become normal occura.~ces. But the links remain solid. 

.... 
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(b) Relations with the under-developed world 

After remarks .to be expected about "a peaceful 

zone", about "national democracy", etc., the USSR has 

accepted the fact of the diversity of kinds of 

socialism in the states "freed from colonialism", 

They continue to classify states according to their 

degree of fidelity to the general lines of Soviet policy 

policy, but they also take into account many matters 

of fact, The need to build a.barrier against_ 

Chinese monomania is by far the most important. 

Hence the importance of agreements like the Tashkent 

agreement of January 1966, 

.In this_way a more realistic and pragmatic view 

of international problems, which could in the long

term have an important effect on Soviet doctrine, is 

penetrating little by little the political concepts 

of the USSR and her allies, This effect will however 

·be rather slow, Most of the time the countries con-

cerned are in·effect preoccupied less with the 

evolution of the USSR than with their own immediate 

interests. ·Blunted by a vaguely pacifist and 

progressive vocabulary, their impact on the communist 

world is difficult to assess .• 

(c) Relations vdth the Western world 

The essential phenomenon here is the nuclear 

balance and the resultant necessity of redefining 

militant concepts ever-swhere where they risk leading 

to the use of force, This phenomenon has a great 

bearing, In the long run and save for unforeseeable 

contingencies it will undoubtedly be decisive, But 

great efforts are being made to prevent the danger of 

total destruction from completely eroding the concept 

of indefinite struggle between the imperialis.ts and 

the others, It is partly to this ·end that "peaceful 

coexistence" has been defined, Here, too, the evo-
lution is far from being completed, 

. We may wonder, in particular, whether it is true 

that the war in Vietnam alone prevents a rapprochement 

between the USSR and the United States, Even in a 

world without war, we should doubtless for a very long 
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time see developing complex relationships of "cooper.at

ion in rivalry" or "rivalry not without cooperation" 

which would be far from purely peaceful. 

The transformation is far from complete, But it is 

indisputable. It is held in check by a political doctrine, the pre

rogative of a minority with immense means of modern power at its 

disposal. But this doctrine is itself weakened, There again, the 

outcome depends not only on the East but also on the West. 

B, Changes in the West 

(a) Relations between Western states 

These relations arG characterised by the multiplicity 

of groupings or organs associating the various states for 

various tasks - military, economic, cultural or political. 

This phenomenon is perhaps more important than the 

crises which in certain cases disturb the functioning of 

these organisations. 

We cannot howevGr be unaware of the crisis in the 

Atlantic alliance. It derives from a number~ of causes and 

it is followed attentively in the East. If France has 

adopted an attitude of increasing reservation, there are 

also tendencies tovrards a diminuation of the military effort 

in J<."'urope which are making themselves apparent in Great 

Britain and the United States and are rGacting upon German 

opinion. Without doubt the outcome of the crisis depends 

less upon strategic considerations (the possibility of 

transporting troops rapidly, etc.) than upon the judgment 

delivered on the alliance. Can it or can it not be used 

to help bring about a peaceful change in international 

relations? If 'the answer is positive, modifications will 

be. necessary, but the modified body ought to be preserved, 

Other questions arise in Europe (the role of Great 

Britain) and in America (the position of Canada, the re

grouping of .the Latin American states). 

Generally speaking the Western system, despite its 

weaknesses, has, over 20 years, seen develop· a number of 

structures, more or less ne>?, more or less original, allow

ing an evolution which if not always harmonious hEw at 

least nearly always been peaceful. These observations 

are not without relevance to the German problem. 
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(b) Relations with under-developed countries 

The critical period of decolonisation has ended 

without disaster, Important progress is even to be 

noted in relations between the former metropolitan 

countries and their former colonies, Formidable 

questions are still extant, however, of which the 

crisis in the Commonwealth is a typic_al example but 

which also a.ffeots other countries, The problem of 

relations between the United States and Latin America 

is far from settled, 

OVer and above these difficulties, the more gen

eral problem arises of the too slow development of 

backward countries. This is a question between South 

and North rather than between West and South, 

From the political standpoint, recent years have 

seen the fragmentation of the third world. The 

apparent unity of B~)eng has come to the end of its 

life, India, Japan, several Asian and African. 

countries distrust China more than the Western ooun-

tries, including the United States, The war in 

Vietnam impedes this development to a certain extent, 

but does not impede it completely, If all states 

would like to see an end to the war, they vrould not 

all like the outcome to be victory for one of the 

adversaries, in fact. China, 

The essential fact, against which China is in 

revolt, is that the end of colonial domination, if 

it has given rise and is still giving rise to formid

able troubles, has by no means inv~lved a decisive 

disruption of the world balance to the advantage of 

the. East, 

(o) Relations with Eastern countries 

In this field, the changes have been limited, 

The territorial position resulting from ·the war still 

holds, even when the· demarcation lines are fortuitous 

as in Korea or ·provisional as in Germany, 

The balance-sheet of ten years of negotiation 

is less impressive than the number of hours of meet-

ings and negotiations of·all sorts, Two serious 

crises, in Berlin and in Cuba, have been averted. 

But little progress has been made as a result. The 

treaty of August 1963 remains an isolated instance, 
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Present initiatives are beirig directed towards the 

development of commercial and cultural exchanges. Some-

times certain reductions of the fo~ces facing each other 

in Europe are envisaged, or even a new status in which 

the European states would be free from alliances. But 

these ideas have hardly been developed. The present 

tendency is rather towards the tacit acceptance of the 

status quo for a long period. 

Thus on both sides the changes in process have not yet 

reached the level at which East-West relations are sited, The tendency 

towards a change in international behaviour is held in check, in this 

field, in the East by the ideological justification of power and in 

the West by the inertia of a boundless pragmatism. 

III. FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The present situation is marked on both sides by a greater 

fluidity. In the·west the colonial empires have disappEared, but 

without any ensuing catastrophe. In the East the absolute dominance 

of the USSR has become relative, but the system (exceptin the case 

of China, which is difficult at the moment to assess objectively) 

has held together. It would be normal in these conditions to be 

tempted to try to establish also between East and West the fluidity 

which exists within each of the systems. 

It must be admitted that the attempts made up till now have 

not brought forth much result. 

Efforts inspired by the realistic point of view have been 

undertaken by almost all the Western states, Visits, negotiations, 

divers offers have been put for>>ard in turn by the United States, 

Great Britain, France, the Federal Republic, Italy, and WEny otfuers. 

These efforts have concerned either the USSR or the ·countries of 

Eastern Europe, 

From the rational point of view numerous suggestions have 

been put forward, particularly in the field of disarmament. Certain 

results can be recorded, but compared with the hopes, particularly 

with those aroused by Kennedy' s e:>.:periments, these results are very 

Meagre. 

·At the present time two types of experiment with detente are 

in process. One, at the disarmament conference, is the continuing 

quest for an agreement on certain measures of stabilisation of 
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existing nuclear forces, The other, symbolised by French policy 

but practised by almost all the Western states, can be summarised 

in the formula: through detente to understanding, through under-

standing to cooperation. We are seeking, on the basis of 

national realities, to get round ideological obstacles so as to 

substitute little by little for the present out-off of a network 

of relations, proceeding from which one could conceive of solutions, 

From the Eastern side, efforts at renevring relations are 

no greater, Present policy is the same as it was ten years ago: 

to sanctify the status quo in Europe under cover of "European 

security"; to stabilise nuclear relations with the United States; 

to legalise in this way the actual situation resulting from 1945. 

We could examine the real chancesof evolution contained in 

policies of this kind; In certain cases they. can lead to temporary 

phases of detente, But they hardly affect the root of the 

difficulties, They would affect it more if they gave themselves 

broader objectives, while perhaps accepting that these cannot be 

achieved speedily, Instead of placing the German problem in 

parentheses they should place it in the forefront, not with the 

hope of solving it immediately but with a view to preparing for 

its solution, The difficulties v10uld increase, but the pros-

pects would broaden and policy would assume proper dimensions. 

(a) Questions of principle 

Taking the analyses outlined above, it is established 

first of all that no common principle exists on which to 

assess international relations, The long-terin aims are 

not of the same nature and hardly can be, Should be there

fore stop at this point? 

If it is true that total war is a catastrophe to be 

avoided, and that sovereignty will not of its ovm accord 

produce stability, we can seek to define a principle valid 

for the transitional period, 

The search for this principle could give rise to 

various studies or researches, ·in the West, in the East, 

and then between East and West, Study groups could be 

set up. These would not be governmental and their 

primary task would be to clear the ground. Their in

spiration could be as follows: if total war must be 

avoided, and everyone is in agreement on this (even no 

doubt Mao and Lin Piao), all wars should be avoided, or, 

at any rate, as many wars as possible. Wars (and crises) 
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can only be avoided by accepting in some way or another the 

idea of an international order, It may be embryonic, it 

may be confined to limited understandings; but once agreements 
' 
have been concluded it exists independently of states and 

ideologies, The strengthening of this order is the task 

for the present period. To strengthen the order is to re

solve disputes, To resolve disputes is to accept the 

peaceful change of situgtions, To aocept the latter is 

to envisage international institutions to this end, 

Undoubtedly we cannot go so far at a first attempt;· 

the discussions at the disarmament conference show the 

difficulty there is in envisaging principles of this nature, 

But discussion on the basis of peaceful change would be 

more profitable, even if it came to nothing, than discussion 

on the basis of the status quo, even if it reached a success

ful conclusion. 

At the same time as this research would be carried on, 

a whole series of problems would come to light; I shall 

only mention the principal ones here. 

(b) The problem of w~ 

If we want to prevent war, the present negotiations 

are quite inadequate, On the one hand the proposed solutions 

are limited to stabilising the nuclear balance, on the other 

hand crises and wars have not ceased to occur. 

At the same time as we speak a-oout disarmament we must 

provide for the negotiation of political agreements bearing 

on the course of our behaviour in case of crisis - the 

period of time to be accepted, the reactions to be foreseen, 

the means of negotiation to be envisaged, etc. It is not 

a question of repeating the experience of the Geneva proto

col of 1924, but of undertaking by agre2ment to observe 

certain rules; in this way there would be established 

among the great nuclear powers a sort of probation period 

before deterrence would be called directly into question, 

Agreements would naturally be open to all. 

If considerations of this sort should make headway, we 

would no doubt be led to envisage certain permanent insti• 

tutions. To begin with these would be no more than study 

groups. Later on they could become consultative, Beyond 

this, they would be \vritten into the United Nations 

Organisation. 
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Before setting these mechanisms in motion in relations 

between East and West, they could first be used within 

the existing groups. There is no lack of disputes between 

either Eastern or Western states, Rules of procedure,, 

less imprpvised than in the past, could be tried out. 

If they were successful, we could, at a later stage, 

apply them to East-West relations, In this way the re

ciprocal process of change which seems the most effect

ive in the long term would be set in motion. 

Such a task will be very difficult. It involves 

crossing a real threshhold. But even if we did not 

succeed, something. would remain from the enterprise. 

At any rate other negotiations or attempts in process 

on which it would cast some illumination, would be made 

easier. 

(c) The problem of inequality of opportunity 

For all those who envisage evolution as a way out 

of present difficulties, the question of contacts 

between East and West is fundamental. Failing in fact 

a free circulation of ideas, the evolution could be 

if not blocked, at least slowed down indefinitely. 

In so far as there is not as between East and West 

equality of opportunity in this field, a basic obstacle 

remains in the way of any progress. 

Perhaps no complete solution to this problem 

exists. But it is difficult not to raise it. There 

too studies should be undertaken so as to define at the 

same time ·some principles and a certain number of means 

of applying them. Rather than invoking liberty, we could 

begin on the level of objectiv~ty and try to see how, 

in the East and in the West, liberty could best be 

served. 

(d} · The problem of treaties and agreements 

In a world where evolution is taking place rapidly, 

no treaty lasts unless it can be adapted. If we want 

to adapt a treaty we cannot wait until everyone has 

consented. It would be a good thing to make provision 

already at the time of signature of a treaty for a 

supervisory and advisory organ to recommend the neces

sary adaptations at the proper time. 
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Would not the Atlantic crisis have been averted if we 

had made provision for an organ of this sort? What would 

the German problem be if an organ grouping Germany and the 

princi:pal powers rusponsible had been in existence for 

studying forecasts and recommendations? In the event of 

disarmament agreements being reached, a supervisory commiss

ion will be all the more necessary as technica~ progress 

unceasingly modifies the area of application of these agree

ments. 

If we could reach agreement on the principle of such 

organs, an important change in intarnational behaviour would 

result whose effect, in the long run, would make itself 

felt in relations betveen East and West, Here, as in the 

other cases, trials could be attempted first of all within 

the two systems before envis.aging them at the most delicate 

level, that of East-West relations. 

(e) European problems 

The question of evolution in Europe is still shrouded 

in obscurity. Neithor the limits of Europe, to the West 

or the East, nor the na ure of the states which are to make 

it up, nor- the manner in which it is to be organised have 

been defined. Among the questions arising one of the 

foremost is whether or not Europe can encompass both lib

eral and communist states at the same time. If it can, 

the European institutions will of necessity be very re

stricted; if it cannot, Europe will remain limited to 

Western states and the question will arise of their re

lations with the others, 

Problems of defence are no less complex. Can Europe 

defend herself on her O\vn? And against whom? Should 

she become organised? What place should be given to 

nuclear weapons? What Value do they have in a European 

framework? So many ticklish problems! 

All these problems are complicated by the German 

problem. Vihat,place should Germany be given? Vlhat 

status would be suitable for her? How can agreement be 

reached? There is material for a great many labours, 

numerous and difficult enough to discourage many spirits. 
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Perhaps we should see our way more cleariy if we 

concentrated research on the ·German question. For 

example one could picture GGrmany with her· essential 

rights restored, provided that she were to participate 

in variouS ways in several typas of community • One of 

these, based on the limitation of armaments, would unite 

her with certain Eastern states, Another, of a polit~· 

ical and economic nature, would maintain the links · 

created within the European Economic Community. So 

long as disarmament 

extending 

different 

as far as 

has not been achieved, a community 

the United States -but no doubt 

from the present pact in its practical arrange-

menta - would ensure the necessary balance in Western 

Europe as a whole, 

It cannot even be claimed that the problems pose.d 

by suggestions of this kind have been mentioned in out

line, These suggestions are intended to illustrate the 

idea that one of the essential tasks is to bring about 

the peaceful change of situations in dispute. 

exist. 

Prospects for the development of East-West relations 

There is no neGd to emphasise the obstacles which remain, 

They are tremendous, In the East as in the West, in order to 

make progress it will be necessary to shake off a great deal of 

inertia, It is therefore unlikely that we shall get very far 

along this road, 

If we were to try to do so, it uould not be by doing 

away with existing organs in West or East but by making use of 

them so as to be able to go beyond them one day, The efforts 

being undertaken at the present time to dGvelop bilateral 

relations should also be maintained and developed, 

All present efforts would be pursued, But they 

would be complemented and as it were crovmed by a more system

atic effort designed to modi~, by mutual consent, certain 

basic facts which have blocked all progress so far, 

Perhaps it will be judged wiser not to go beyond the 

stage we have reached so far and to confine ourselves to talk

ing about disarmament, about reciprocal reductions in troop 

strengths, about the stationing of nuclear weapons, about 

controlling troop movements, about eliminating foreign bases, 

about no nuclear rearmament of Germany, about trade and culture. 
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There is no certainty that at this level the limits 

would not be reached even more ~uickly, 

Between pure pragmatism and the views inspired by ide

ology, there may perhaps be a middle way, close to what is real but 

open to the infl.uence of ideas. The prospects for an improvement 

in East-West r0lations may be envisaged in a great many ways. 

The one· suggested here endeavours to find a middle path bet,. men 

the indefinite maintenance of the st~tus ~uo and the triumph of 

one camp over the other, the only prospects which have been open 

so far, It is from this point of view that it is worth appraising. 

- ' 
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I -The role of military alliances has·a~ways been first 

and foremost to combine the forces of several nations so as to 

counterbalance another nation or group of nations whose superior 

power se:med to constitute a danger. It was a defensive, and 

sometimes an offensive, alliance system. 

' The Atlantic Alliance as originally conceived was in 

conformity with this concept: a shattered Europe constituted 

·an area of·weakness which had to· be strengthened by a visible 

eXpression of solidarity with the United States·. The Atlantic 

Alliance led to the organisation of the Warsaw Pact as a mark 

of Soviet solidarity with the countries of Eastern Europe which 

had just been liberated from the Nazi grip. Thus we were trying 

to cure a deep-seated political instability by establishing a 

stable military equilibrium. 

Subsequently the character of the Atlantic Alliance 

·altered appreciably as a result of German rearmament and the 

development of nuclear weapons. German rearmament, held indis-

pensable for·replacing in Europe the forces which France had had 

to engage first in Indochina and then in Algeria, posed a special 

problem: so soon after a terrible war unleashed by hitlerism, 

the prospect gave rise to many reservations, in the West as much 

as in the East. Therefore this rearmament had to take place 

within a system which could guarantee allies and adversaries 

against a resurgence of German nationalism. This guarantee was 

achieved by the American policy of integration of the German 

forces.within the command s,ystem of the Alliance. So the 

military alliance acquired a very special political meaning. 

0 
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The development of nuclear armaments also in turn brought 

about fundamental changes, due to the intrinsic characteristics of 

these weapons. In each of the opposing alliances a great nuclear 

power - the United States and the Soviet Union - was in possession 

of all, or nearly all, the nuclear armament. Because of this the 

alliance lost its democratic character based on agreement between 

theoretically equal partners. The domination of the great nuclear 

power made itself plain, out with less and ''justification as the tension 

between East and \lest, after numerous ups and downs, tended to seem 

much less acute and to evolve towards a rapprochement in fact. But 

all the rather half-hearted attempts to mitigate the nuclear pre

dominance of the great atomic power ran into technical difficulties 

which were practically insurmountable. The problem of sharing 

nuclear responsibility remained unanswered. 

Meanwhile, if the military balance of power had forced a 

stalemate in Europe, the latent tensions resulting from the immediate 

post-war situation remained. Germany, still divided, felt herself 

threatened by the Soviet pressure which she experienced, particularly 

in Berlin, and aspired after reunification. Boland and Czechoslovakia, 

heirs to considerable former German territories, remained apprehensive 

about a revanchist spirit taking hold of Germany again. The. East-

West detente, the result of a complex strategic and political evolu

tion, did not resolve the difficulties >Qthin Europe which the system 

of opposing alliances was helping to prolong. 

II This is the c9mplex situation in which France took it upon 

herself to open the debate on the problem of NATO. It was in fact 

obvious that a number of important questions called for a precise and 

specific answer. Let us look at them in turn. 

(1) Taking into account the political and strategic evolution, 
are military alliances still indispensable in Europe ? 

The answer is clearly in the affirmative. 

(a) The political detente has not yet gone so far as to 

make us feel secure against any reversal of this trend, 

particularly with the present crisis in Vietnam. 

Moreover this political detente has not settled any of 

the problems resulting from the immediate post-war situation: 

the division of Germany, the division of Europe~ the Soviet 

sphere of 'influence in Eastern Europe·. So long as these 

problems remain, it will be necessary to maintain on both 

sides a defensive system guaranteeing the Federal Republic 

on the one hand, Poland, Czechoslovakia and East Germany 

• 

• 

( 
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on the other hand, against any possible threat. This 

guarantee is of a less urgent nature than it was a few 

years ago, but it is still of the same interest. 

(b) The strategic evolution has brought about a system 

which is at present completely stable. This situation, 

which results from the existence on both sides of ·nuclear 

strike forces which gre virtually invulnerable, is not 

likely to change in the near future. But 'in consequence 

there will be the risk of conventional conflicts becoming 

a possibility once. again, a risk which prescribes the 

maintenance of an effective minimum of conventional defence. 

(c) The world strategic balance results from the existence 

of the .American and Soviet nucle:r forces. For this 

balance to operate in Europe, it is necessary for the USA 

and USSR respectively to be associated with·the groupings 

of European powers. 

(d) In conclusion, .the military alliances in Europe no 

longer constitute the political axis of the European powers .• 

But they do still play a security role which is indispen

sable so long as the problems of Europe are unsolved. 

(2) In this environment, what sorts of.c~ises are the European 
defensive systems likeby to face ? 

In the present atmosphere of detente, the hypothesis of a 

major premeditated military attack, from either East or West, 

is highly improbable. That would require a complete trans

formation of the political as well as the strategic situation. 

On the other hand the fear remains that the local tensions 

existing in central and eastern Europe might give rise to more 

or less unintentional incidents which circumstances could cause 

to escalate to a dangerous level. It would seem preferable 

therefore to take the hypothesis of crises as an eventuality 

to be borne in mind. This justifies the study of means for 

avoiding such crises and for managing them at the lowest level 

if they should come about. 

The mechanisms to be put into operation might possibly 

include a system for speedy consultation between the eastern 

and western powers. 

(3) Since the danger in Europe results e~sentially from the 
tensions produced by European problems, how can we seek 
to solve these problems ? 

If the status quo in Europe is maintained indefinitely, 
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it can only make matters increasingly difficult. We must seek 

to put an end to the division of Germany and of Europe. Only 

by this means shall we cease to have a Europe founded on the cold 

war. 

But at the same time neither must German reunification lead 

to the reconstitution in the centre of Europe of a powerful state 

which could become a source of unrest, in particular by seeking 

to recover _her 1939 frontiers, 

Only one perspective seems likely to satisfy both these 

conditions f the perspective whereby Europe would regain her 

unity and whereby she· would constitute a political entity large 

enough for the whole of Germany to be included and balanced within 

it, that is for the future Europe .. tC? include _among others Poland, 

Czechoslovakia, Rumani.a and Hungary, This could only hope to be 

brought about after a rather lengthy period of evolution, but it 

is the one result capable of bringing peace to Europe once and 

for all. 

(4) What conditions must the military alliances fulfil in order 
not to impede this evolution ? 

In the Europe of today, the military alliances only act as 

reciprocal guarantees against serious fortuitous incidents or 

major reversals of trends, These guarantees which are indis

pensable - above all from the psychological point of view -

ought not to preserve 

them in the 1950's, 

the deep-seated hostility which characterised 

NATO must not look to the East like a 

Western war machine run by the United States, just as the Warsaw 

Pact must not look to the Hest like a communist bloc war machine 

run by the Soviet Union, 

In order to bring this about, it would be desirable for a 

political and military detente to develop betr1een the states of 

Europe and, correlatively, for the direct military hold of the 

United States and the Soviet Union on Europe to be relaxed to an 

appreciable extent, without however the c1~dibility of their 

strategic protection being weakened as a result. 

This presupposes that the United States and Soviet Union 

continue their policy of detente and make some disengagement 

from Europe the token of their rapprochement, 

(5) What conditions must the militaix alliances fulfil so as 
to help make the European perspective a reality ? 

From this standpoint, it would be infinitely desirable for 

both the eastern and western military alliances to contain a 
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purely European component, distinct from the system of defence 

in common with the major ally. 

This would be a way of bringing about a condition which is 

essential for the European states, eastern and western, to 

become fully avrare of the political and strategic problems which 

are special to them. Jl!oreover this could also be the way towards 

preparing for their eventual reunification after the pending 

European problems have been solved. 

III Conclusions 

These concepts may perhaps seem Utopian at the moment, 

because they are still very far from present realities. 

Nevertheless a profound change is working itself out in 

Europe. This present conference bears witness to it. This evo-

lutionary process can only generate fruitful solutions if it takes 

place within the framework of more distant perspectives which it is 

important to keep in mind from now onwards. 

Because Europe is still politically sick, military alliances 

with the great nuclear povrers still remain necessary. But we must 

do our utmost to bring "Europe" into being and, most important, to 

ettle the German problem, avoiding the indefinite continuation of 

he pres0nt status quo. In this intermediate phase, the military 

alliances must not act as a brake on the evolution which is taking 

shape. On the contrary, they should help to facilitate solutions 

capable of solving our difficulties. In order to do this, their 

aim should be to maintain the necessary guarantees while at the same 

time making possible progress in the detente between East and West. 
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Anyone rash enough to speculate as to the future course 

of Britain's defence policy in the autumn of 1966 is asking for 

trouble. Although there has hardly been a time since the end 

of the last war that it was possible to say that British defence 

policy was ·on an even keel, at the present moment it is probably 

more in a state of flux.than it has ever been before, This is 

not solely due-to the changes proposed in the Defence White Paper 

of 1966; indeed, a lot of the trouble in analysing the probable 

·future course of our defence policy is due very largely to the 

fact that it is quite impossible to say whether the policy out-

lined there will ever be' implemented. The economic state of the 

country, and the effect this is likely to have on defence require

ments, is also a major factor, but so too are the inherent contra

dictions arising from the policy pursued at least since 1954. 

rn·considering the ·role of Britain in European security 

at this time, therefore, it is simply riot possible to discuss 

this subject by itself. So many different factors must enter 

into account before we can decide not only what policy in Europe 

we ought to pursue, but also what policy we are likely to be able 

to pursue in the light·of the present situation. For twenty 

years, we have been trying to pUrsue a defence policy suitable 

to one of the great powers of the world. In doing this; we have 

not been unsuccessfUl, in· the sense that most of the goals which 

we set ourselves; we were able to carry out. But the ·economic 

burden- of· doing this has been colossal, and at the moment when 

the whole economic future of the country is in the balance, it is 

inevitable that defence policy is subject to the same uncertainties 

as ali other aspects of home policy. Before coming on to the 

'specific European issue, therefore, we must have a look at the 

situation as a whole. 
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Defence policy in Britain has been governed for ten years, 

and still is to-day, by two documents - the amended Brussels Treaty 

of 1954, and the Defence White Paper.or 1957. By the first of these 

documents, concluded at the London and Paris Conferences of that year, 

we committed ourselves to maintain four divisions and a tactical air 

force on the Continent of Europe for the length of the Treaty - that 

is until 1997. This was part of the price which we had to pay to 

secure French support for the rearmament of Western Germany. These 

forces cannot be withdrawn except with the agreement of the Council 

of Western European Union, though there is a safety clause for use 

in a period of grave economic difficulty. On the only occasion so 

far when we have sought the permission of the W.E,U. Council- to 

withdraw some 20,000 troops in 1957 - it was grudgingly given. The 

present British Government apparently has the idea of a further 

withdrawal in mind if the West German Government is not more forth

coming in aiding our balance of payments difficulties arising from 

the stationing of so large a part of our Army in a place where it 

has to be paid for in foreign currency, 

The 1957 Defence White Paper, which will always be assoc

iated with the·name of Mr. Duncan Sandys, the Defence Minister at 

the time, marked another major shift in British defence policy. 

Coming to the conclusion that the ultimate defence of Britain must 

lie in our own nuclear strength, the White Paper foreshadowed the 

end of conscription, and the return to the traditional British idea 

of purely voluntarJ forces. It led to the scaling down of our con

ventional- forces, so that now :we have a total of just over 300,000 

under arms, of which .about 180,000 are soldiers. The money ·thus 

saved vms to be devoted to the development of the nuclear arm, and •· - '' . 

the provision of the weapons necessary to deliver nuclear warheads. 

Two things went wrong with this policy, which seemed so 

logical at the· time. First of all, the development of the ·weapons 

proved impossibly costly, and very few of the major British attempts 

in this direction ever got past the development stage. Secondly, 

the hope that the role of conventional forces would grow less as 

time went on proved completely vain. At the moment when the policy 

was laid.down, the.major British·defence commitment outside-Europe

the crushing of the revolt in Malaya- was just coming to· an end, 

and- the Malayan State was being established in a way which,. it ITas 

hoped, would lessen our-commitment there for the future. At the 

same time, the abortive Suez operation had recently sh01m the 

ineffectiveness of purely conventional forces in a world crisis. 

From both these two events, the conclusion was drawn that the role 

• 
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of the conventional force would be limited to small policing operations, 

which would not require any great numbers of men. 

It was perfectly true, of course, that, in the sort of 

international crisis of which Suez has been one of the main examples 

since the war, conventional troops are pretty useless. In fact, 

anything which gets onto the world plain like that is likely to be 

dealt with by the two super-powers alone, if they can agree - Cuba, 

for. example - or not to be settled at all, if they cannot, like 

Viet-Nam. But we. completely overlooked the fact that, if.we were 

to maintain our.role as policeman to the Commonwealth- a role which, 

it seemed, many Commonwealth countries were not averse to our 

assuming - then this required a large effort in conventional, not 

nuclear, forces. Since the 1957 White Paper, British troops have 

been constantly engaged in various.types of small operation all over 

the world. I can recall vividly,.for example, one hectic week-end 

in January 1964. At that time, we had some 20,000 men in 1\!lalaysia, 

operating in confrontation with the· Indonesians. ·we had a similar 

number in Aden, where there was also a security problem. We had 

garrisons of some size in Bongkong and Malta, and of a very much 

smaller size in Gibraltar, Libya, Bahrein, Gan, and Guyana. In 

addition, there was a unit in Swaziland, which had been sent out 

there at the time of some civil disturbance a year before, and seemed 

to have got forgotten. Our forces formed the major part of the 

United Nations force in Cyprus. 

At this moment, when our forces seemed so stretched that 

there was no more slacl< left, we were suddenly confronted with a new 

emergency in East Africa, from which our troops had been withdrawn 

only six months earlier. The Governments of Kenya, Uganda, and 

Tanzania vmre all faced simultaneously with mutinies in their armed 

forces, and called for help. Luckily, we had a Marine Commando 

afloat off the East Coast of Africa at that time, and this uas able 

to land at Dar-Es-Salaam in time to save the situation there, while 

troops were air-lifted from Aden to cope with the situation in the 

other two countries. We were, in a way, rather pleased with our

selves, as we had felt only a few days before that we simply could 

not deal with another emergency, if one arose. But, at the same 

time, there was a distinct feeling of resentment that, at a time 

like that, over a quarter of the. British Army was immobilised in 

Germany, doing nothing effective. 

Despite the warnings which this incident gave; nothing 

has really been done to alter the situation. The present Govern

ment's Defence White Paper of February this year purports to launch 
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a new policy, but nothing has reallor . been changed. We still accept 

obligations all over the world, and there must be even greater doubt 

than before whether we have the means to fulfil them. In particu

lar, the_ East of Suez policy may be slightlyless costly as a result 

of the proposed withdrawal from Aden, but this is unlikely to help 

very much with the manpower problem, as we intend to maintain a 

sizable base in Singapore for· the foreseeable future, arid whatever 

may be our intentions as regards Bahrein, it is difficult to see 

how, in the present disturbed state of the Middle East, which is 

likely to remain disturbed for a considerable 'time, we are in fact 

going to be able to save very much on manpower there, however much 

we may wish to. 

Quite apart from the manpower question, however,. the whole 

East of Suez. policy, to which both major parties in Britain pay lip

service, must be under the closest scrutiny. Various eminent men 

in British political life, notably the former Navy Minister Mr. 

Christopher Mayhew, and the Conservative spokesman on defence, Mr. 

Enoch Powell, have declared against it for a variety of reasons. Mr. 

Mayhew believes not only tbat it is impossible to carry out such a 

policy without a carrier fleet, but also that it is undesirable to 

carry it out anyway, and that the only white troops which should be 

tolerated East of Suez should be under U.N. Command. Mr. Powell 

believes-that the defence of Britain's own interests must be the 

first consideration, and, on our meagre resources, this must involve 

a withdrawal into European defence. Both of these views are valid; 

I take perhaps an even simpler view. Given the circumstances in 

which we now find ourselves, the logical consequence is that, within 

the next ten years, we shall have no East of Suez policy at all. 

\~t worries me is that, because of the.emphasis which has been placed 

on the Far East, we may have no defence policy for the rest of the 

world either. 

The Government's present policy, it seems to me 1 .cannot 

possibly work. I agree with Mr. Mayhew that a ca=ier force is· 

indispensable, if we are to carry out a role as policeman of. the 

·Indian Ocean. The island strategy, so often discussed and now 

apparently embraced by Mr. Healey, is a non-starter. However much 

the R.A.F. may yearn to build .an airstrip on Aldabra, I doubt if it 

will ever'be built. Our one experience of this kind of thing -

the building of an airstrip on Gan- has. not been something which 

we would ~ant to repeat, and if it is maintained that Aldabra is 

uninhabited and therefore we shall not be faced with the complications 

there which we had in Gan, .the answer must be that.if we start major 

works there, it won't be uninhabited for long. One of the major 
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arguments in favour of Gan was that the population was so 'small that 

there could be no political complications; within two years of 

operations starting, we had to have a frigate permanently standing 

by to take off the British Resident in case of trouble. 

But even if we were able to pepper the Indian Ocean with 

airstips, it is still doubtful whether the policy would work. The 

.capabilities of the FIII still remain highly questionable; it may 

eventually go down to history as Mr. Healey•s Skybolt. But even 

if it turns out to be evei"Jthing that Mr. Healey and Mr. McNamara 

claim for it, 50 planes will never be enough to carry out the role 

they have been assigned, granted that not more than 20 are ever 

likely to be operational at any one time. To get any more would 

run us into very heavy cost across the exchanges, as it is clear 

that the price at which we have contracted to buy the plane will 

be nothing like the eventual full cost, and any further orders will 

inevitably have to bear the full cost. Furthermore, I am extremely 

doubtful whether, by 1975 - and this is the time-scale we are dis

cussing, for the carrier fleet remains operational until then -

Governments round the Indian Ocean will really see the need for a 

British policeman. Even the desire of ·the Singapore Government to 

see us stay on there seems to be based much more· on economic ·than 

military factors. 

There is only one way in which I can foresee any British 

military presence effectively East of.Suez after 1975, and that is 

if it is part of an Alliance in which the non-American members of 

NATO play their full part. I li.ave argued elsewhere the case for an 

extension of NATO outside the European and Atlantic .sphere, not only 

because it seems to be necessary if burdens are to be shared, but 

also because it is the only way I can see in which the very reasonable 

complaint of General de Gaulle that the European powers are liable 

to be dragged into a nuclear war in America's wake over a Far East 

quarrel in which they have no say can pos~ibly be answered. Only 

this way too, I believe, through an Alliance which covers all aspects 

of mutual concern to the .Allies, can the appallingly difficult pro

blem of nuclear control be solved •. However, this is not the place 

to argue this case, and e;rryway, I am Pessimistic enough to think it 

highly unlikely that such a development will ever occur. 

All of this may seem a long way removed from the specific 

topic of Europea~ defence which I have been asked to discuss, yet 

unless we can see the whole picture of British defence commitments 

after 1975, it is impossible for us to foresee exactly what contri

bution we are likely to be able to make to Europe at that time. 

\. 
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Up to now, whenever we have been accused of not pulling our.weight in 

Europe, we have always been able to reply that we have commitments 

elsewhere which have made this impossible, and it is perfectly true 

that we have spent more per head.on.defence than any other NATO country 

except the United States. This obsession with defence outside Europe 

was also the main reason why we were so cool to the idea of a European 

Defence Community in the early 1950s, even though we had suggested it 

in the first place, and it is a little galling to think that, for the 

same price that we paid to secure Western European Union, we could 

have had the E.D.C., even without ourselves as members of it. The 

action of Winston Churchill's Government in turning our back to Europe 

in 1951 was, in my opinion, the worst mistake made by any British 

Government since the war, not only in the political, but in the mili-

tary field as well. Circumstances, it would seem, which have been 

forcing us back economically to the position 11e rejected then, will 

also force us back politically and militarily as well, and the picture 

for the mid-70s will be a Britain with cirtually no commitments out

side the European area, and in any case without the weapons to fulfil 

them. 

There is one other consequence of this which I ought to 

mention before going on to see how we should best deal with this 

situation. I do not see how, under these circumstances, it is going 

to be possible to maintain the principle of a voluntary army. This 

may be something of a relief to those responsible for our defence at 

that time, as the abandonment of conscription has not led to the great 

savings which were envisaged in 1957. This is not only due to the 

fact that the nuclear deterrence delivery system proved so impossibly 

costly. The voluntary system proved to be immensely costly as well. 

In a time of labour shortage, the forces had to compete with the home 

market, and therefore had to offer rates of pay and living conditions 

which were reasonably ~omparable with life outside. Very nearly half 

the defence budget over the past ten years has gone on pay, and the 

provision of benefits such as housing and welfare services, and it is 

this that has made major reductions in that budget so difficult •. 

Even then, recruiting was not easy, and there has always been an un

easy feeling that the target figure for the armed forces was adjusted 

up and dovm, not according to the number of troops the military felt 

they needed, but to the number the politicians thought they could 

obtain. 

Of only one thing could we be certain, and that was that 

recruiting went up when our f.orces were engaged in combat, and went 

down in times of quiescence. The lure of action was very strong, and 
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equally strong - as market research, in which we have engaged 

extensively, conclusively proved -was the lure of exotic places. 

Hongkong and Singapore may not have looked very good when the soldier 

got there, but they looked terrific on recruiting posters, and even 

places like Tripoli and Benghazi, where· our troops were housed in 

incomparably worse conditions than they were on Salisbury Plain, 

undoubtedly helped to bring the recruits in. Withdrawal East of 

Suez will remove this vital element from our.recruiting. Under 

those. circumstances, if all we have to offer is service in Britain 

or with the British Army of the Rhine - where our men have always 

been in greater danger of dying of boredom that from enemy.bullets -

the greatest attraction of service life will have gone, and though 

there always will be men prepared to take the job on, they will be 

infinitely fewer than our present forces, which are already too 

small for our needs. 

Vfhat I envisage then after 1975 is a British defence force 

primarily engaged on the defence of our islands and the Continent 

of Europe, raised through some form of conscription - probably by 

means of selective service, and stationed partly on the Continent 

and partly at home. It will be a force ·whose role is totally 

different from any which any British force has known for the past 

300 years, and it is therefore vital that, long before this time is 

reached, we have a clGar idea of what it is we are aiming at in 

European defence. 

Happily from one point of view, we have been given the 

opportunity of a thorough review of the situation now. Whatever 

view one may take of General de Gaulle 1s policies and actions -and 

certainly the absence of courtesy alone makes him difficult to defend -

one good thing will certainly come out of the present crisis. He 

has forced the NATO issue into the front of people's minds throughout 

the Alliance, and made us concentrate on the shape of European defence 

to· come. The opportunity will be completely wasted if we merely sit 

back and say that we want NATO, the whole NATO, and nothing but the 

NATO. The whole European situation has completely changed since 1949, 

both with the waning of the Cold War·, and with the growth of a strong, 

self-reliant European Economic Community which, whatever the views 

of the French Government, either now or in the future, will inevit

ably develop into something closer and stronger in the political 

field. The danger of war in Europe is now greatly lessened, though 

it must be realised that, as long as Germany remains divided - and 

in consequence, Europe does too - this danger will always be there. 
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The framers of NATO were more prophetic than they knew when they pro

vided for revision after twenty years, and it is up to us to make full 

use of their wisdom. 

We must assume first of all that Germany will remain· divided, 

at least for the foreseeable future. It would not seem to me to be 

in the interests of the·Soviet Union and the East European countries 

to encourage a united Germany at this time, even though I believe that 

the threat to peace which arises from its division is as great for 

them as it is for us. We must assume, too, that Britain will shortly 

be a member of the European Economic Community, and that this Community 

will steadily develop in political, and therefore, military fields. 

We must. assume that the fundamental anti-Jimericanism of current 

French policy is not something limited to General de Gaulle himself, 

but is endemic to France at the moment, that it is likely to be pur

sued by almost' any conceivable alternative French Government, and that 

it awakes a sympathetic echo in a number of other circles in Europe 

as well. 1Je must assume, however, that any West German Government 

is likely to take the American alliance as the cornerstone of its 

defence policy, and that any British Government will do the same, 

though possibly not to the same degree. And finally we must assume 

that no future American Government will relapse into isolationism, 

and that therefore we can rely on an American presence in Europe so 

long as NATO lasts. 

Some clarification is required to the phrase "an American 

presence" in these assumptions - clarification which in itself leads 

to an additional assumption. It seems to me almost inevitable that, 

within the time-scale of which we are talking - that is, between now 

and 1975 - a drastic modification to the pattern of American troop-

concentration is inevitable. A number of factors would seem to lead 

to this conclusion. The United States suffers almost as much as 

Britain from the strain which the maintenance of large-scale con

ventional forces in Germany imposes on her balance of payments. 

Politically, there has been a considerable growth in the pressure 

within Congress to ''bring the boys back home", and militarily the 

growing pressure of the Viet-Nam war, •r.lth its incessant demands for 

more American conventional forces is bound to make the Pentagon look 

with ever more envious eyes on the forces in.Germany. Furthermore, 

should there ever be a genuine detente in Europe, this in itself would 

force withdrawal of some, if not all, the troops. One could also 

add that possible technological developments, in the field of giant 

transport aircraft making possible the reinforcement of Europe by 

several divisions in a matter of hours, vmuld also encourage the ten

dency to withdraw, 
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I think it. unlikely that the United States would not leave 

some token forces behind, especially in Berlin. But it seems to me 

highly probable that, taking all these elements into account, we can 

expect the withdrawal of the major part of the U.S. ground forces 

from Europe in the next few years. Provision would have to be made, 

of course, for adequate backing to be available for the possible re

entry of these forces, ·but even that might not be enough to· ensure 

adequate defence in the event of a sudden emergency,· If this were 

to happen, therefore, it would make even more necessary the provision 

of more effective defence of Western Europe by the~ themselves, 

All these are assumptions, but I think they are reasonable 

ones on which to base our forward planning, Though they may seem 

mutually contradictory, there is I think sufficient of a common basis 

in them to enable us at least to review the situation, and not just .to 

claim that it is hopeless, What is. the common ground from which we 

can proceed, and what, if any, is the British role which can emerge 

in this? 

There are, I think, two basic elements which vrould be 

accepted by all. First,· that NATO cannot continue for very much 

longer in its present form, if only because Genera~ de Gaulle is 

determined to see that it does not, and he is in a position to enforce 

his vievr. Tentatively, I vrould suggest, as a corollary to this,· that 

there .. is general agreement that it .should not continue in its present 

form, even among Americans. The search for some kind of multilateral 

force a few years ago was indirect confirmation of this .• Second, 

that. so long as Germany remains divided, the existence of military 

blocs in Europe is bound to continue, and that therefore some kind of 

collective defence is necessary. As a corollary to this, I would 

add that this may.be no bad thing, as collective defence implies 

collective control, and if vre stress the positive side qf control, we 

may learn much of use on a wider field, 

France remains a member of NATO, but not of the organisation 

set up under the Treaty. This is now the somewhat· curious position 

of the French Government, which seems to carry the French reputation 

for logic a stage further. The problem is that, with the virtual 

French withdrawal from NATO discussions, it becomes a little difficult 

to see how these problems can be discussed. The basic French ob-

jection is to what she regards as American interference in purely 

E~opean matters, and it is unlikely therefore that she will welcome 

any fundamental discussion in an organisation in which the Americans . . ' . 

are not only present, but. have .in the past tended to dominate all 
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the discussion. The necessar,r transitional militar,r measures needed 

to· get over. the immediate problem may be decided at NATO, but the 

long-term settlement of Etiropean defence policy will not ·be decided 

there. · Where else can it be decided then? 

European Union? 

Vlhere else but in Western 

This remarkable and little-known organisation was once des

cribed, by one of my Labour colleagues in the House of Commons, as 

the 11pompier de l'l~urope 11 • It is a striking image. . Totally ig-

nored when things are going well, it is to the Brussels Treaty that 

th~ politicians turn when they begin to go badly, and usually through 

the Brussels Treaty, some kind of arrangement can be made. In 1954, 
. . . 

the Brussels Treaty wa,s amended to create Western·European Union, and 

to get over the cri·sis caused by the rejection of the European Defence 

Community in the French National Assembly, In 1957, it was the W.E. U. 

Council which resolved the crisis brought about by the British balance 

of payments position. In 1960, it was to W.E.U. that the politi

cians turned when seeking some way of closing the breach between the 

E.E.C and E.F,T,A. It is always there; it can be used for· anything. 

It has a .very 8mall staff, with no opportunities for self-aggrandise-

ment, and virtually no functions except· to be useful. 

it has certainly been, 

And useful, 

What is more, it has been notable throughout the whole of 

the NATO controversy since the General's press conference· in March, 

that the French Government has behaved with noticeable enthusiasm 

towards WEU. French spokesmen have gone out of their way to state 

that the obligations contained in Article V of the Brussels Treaty -

which ·are a good deal more· far-reaching than those contained in 

Article V of the North Atlantic Treaty - remain fully valid for 

France. It is true tliat France h'as maintained thr~ughout that she 

is not going to accept· in VIEU the type of integration ·which she has 

just rejected in NATO, but at least we· seem to h~ve· thesaasanaace that 

in WEU she is prepared to discuss, because ·it· is a purely European 

forum, while in NATO· she. is only prepared tQ.: dictate. The drawback, 

of course, is that .in WEU only seven of the·. fifteen NATO countries are 

.. ·present, .and more particularly that the Americ<ms. are absent. Tt 

will be necessar,r, I am,afraid, for the others to. trust France's 

partners in. WEU not· to betray the cause, for unless a dialogUe starts 

in that forum, I.very much doubt. whether ·it will start at all.· 

It is essential that such ·a: dialogue, if not sub spec.ie. 

aeterriitatis, should at least concern itself rather more with the 

long term~ We have short-term problems', of 6ou:rse, most notably 

the French withdrawal; and the British threat of withdrawal from·; 
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Germany. These can, I think, be overcome on a short-term basis. 

I am much more concerned with 1975, when Britain will, I think have 

ceased to have any defence policy outside Europe, and the ~ull 

weight of her influence can at· last be brought to bear there, V<hat 

sort of terms should we be .thinking in? 

Clearly, there will have to be a puxely European organisa

tion,· linked in some way with the United States .and Canada- and, 

if possible, Australia and NeVl Zealand as ·well, for one of the con

sequences of the ending of our role East of Suez is going to be the 

gradual isolation of these two countries, It would, I think, be 

dreaming to think in terms of going back to the old EDC context, at 

any rate as an immediate goal. This may be something which we 

should be aiming for in the distant future, but the element of supra

nationality will certainly put off any French GOvernment in the near 

future, and probably any British Government as well, While not 

wholly supranational, the new body must be fairly tightly integrated; 

it might be worthwhile to start with the implementation of those 

clauses of the 1954 agreements which have remained something of a 

dead letter, especially those relating·to compulsory inspection. 

(.I think it would be foolish, however, to imagine that this can be 

done by revitalising WEU; some new form of organisation will be 

needed.) This European defence organisation, allied to some kind 

of political link between the European countries, would be the 

European end of the bridge across the Atlantic which President 

Kennedy foresaw in his speech in Philadelphia on July 4th, 1962. 

Britain must make it perfectly plain that she is on the 

European side of the bridge. Enough trouble has been caused in the 

past by the attempts of successive British Governments to have it 

both ways by trying to pretend that our geographical position was a 

few miles south of Iceland rather than 20 miles off the coast of 

France, Precious though the special relationship between Britain 

and the United States has been in the past, I doubt very much if it 

has much longer to go anyway, and we might just as vrell call it a 

day novr and finally admit that.vre are part of Europe, Certainly, 

by 1975, this fact will be forced upon us, 

Britain's total identification with the European side of 

the bridge becomes vital when one considers the most difficult question 

of all - that of nuclear control. The.Frenoh idea of the future 

organisation of European defence seems to be that the countries of the 

European Economic Community at least will be able to relax, conscious 

of the fact that they are defended by the might of the French foroe 

de frappe. It is understandable that France's partners do not see 
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it in quite the same light, not only because they have little con

fidence in the deterrent power of the force de frappe, but·also because 

they are not quite certain what sort of Government will follow that 

of General de_Gaulle in France, and prefer to rely·on the known capa

bility of the United States Strategic Air· Command and the· Polaris 

system. Despite this, however, there is no doubt that the concern 

felt at the concentration of so much Alliance power in the hands of 

the United. States is genuine- and understandable. It would be 

quite absurd for the new European defence orgenisation to set out to 

duplicate the United States effort in nuclear development, even if 

the European nations were 

sacrifice. Besides, the 

prepared to make the necessary financial 

effect of this in terms of nuclear prolif-

eration, especially in Eastern Europe, could be quite disastrous. 

The addition of the British deterrent to the French, how

ever, while in no way forming a substitute for the American, might 

change the situation sufficiently to satisfy all parties. It vrould 

still be too weak to be regarded by East Europe as a menace, but 

strong enough as a second strike weapon·to give some measure of con

fidcmce to Western Europe. It would be indisputably Western European, 

but not solely French or British. While its use would have to be 

planned in conjunction with the United States, it would still be 

capable of acting on its o;vn in a supreme emergency. And it would 

not involve any element of proliferation. 

Of course, this raises problems as well. It would still 

not solve the problem of the nuclear imbalance within the Alliance, 

which can in any case only be solved in the context of complete aban

donment of sovereignty over the weapon within the Alliance, and the 

United States Congress is unlikely to contemplate that with equanimity 

for some considerable time. Nevertheless, someone has got to start 

sometime with the thorny problem of nuclear control. The various 

suggestions for Atlantic multilateral forces are now stone dead; a 

European nuclear force based on the present British and French forces 

might be an experiment which could persuadG Congress that such ·joint 

control is feasible. It might even go so far as to persuade the 

Russians of the same thing, and therefore help in the Geneva dis

armament talks, but this is not something that one can plan for. 

The principal problem, of course, lies in the machinery of 

control itself. One of the first tasks of those drawing up such a 

scheme would be to test exactly how far the French are wedded to com

plete nationalism in this field. If it was made.plain that this 

was an autonomous European force, allied tci but not in any way sub

servient to, a larger American force, then the French might be 
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prepared to compromise on the principle of·absolute sovereignty, and 

agree to some committee of control, which would have . to have a system 

. of weighted voting. If this accord i~ princ.iple could be. achieved, 

then ·this committee would appoint the,l':uropean s~preme ooJlllilander, and 

w~uld lay dovm for hilit his general instructi~ns. . It would be up to 

this officer to ·liaise with the .'linerican who would. be the supreme 

Atlantic commander, presumably appointed. by ·tlie North Atlantic Council 

as now. 

The disposition of conventional foroes under this committee 

would be more easily achieved, Britain, no longer required to carry 

out a major role outside Europe, would find a good deal less diffi

culty in the maintenance of 'tlie' Rhine Army. ·'Considerable· flexibi

lity would be needed here; there are already'signs that Germany, 

With the growth of~the Bundeswehr, is·gettfng just·a little bit too 

full of· troops, and the situati'oi:i.', 'particuiarly with regard' t'o train

ing groi.uids, is already very tight, It· is likely to get tighter as 

the ye-ars go by, : but the popular sol ut ion of bringing t~ boys home 

would only make matters worse, · The training position may be tight 

in Germany; in Britain it is chaotic, · · It is now virtually impossible 

to 'exercise at more than 'b:dgade strength, and short of new grounds 

being found· in Canada, or Australia, divisional training will bave . 
to· remain in Germany, With the growing pressure on German training 

grounds, this. would mean. that full. divisiona"l exorcises would be un

likely to be carried out more than ab.out once every five years, 

This is one argument, of course - which seems to have 

escaped the French so far, though they are faced with the same problem -

for the maintenance of NATO. The empty spaces necessary for training 

a modern army are unlikely to be found on the crowded lands of Western 

Europe. 

If, hmmver, Rhine Army remains where it is at roughly its 

present strength of 50,000, it would be reasonable for the British to 

ask for a similar alienation of troops from the other members of the 

European defence organisation, It would thus be possible to form 

a conventional arm of some strength, available for the land defence 

of Europe, and also, perhaps, for operations outside Europe, either 

under United Nations or Allied command. But the whole thing must 

depend on the creation of the proper organisation within Europe, and 

achieving the right balance between nationalism and supranationality 

which woUld be required, 

Here, I believe, Britain can play a considerable part. At 

the moment, all moves to any kind of political - and therefore defence -
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co-operation within-the.Six are-blocked by the fundamental difference 

of view between France and the rest, If Britain's entry to the E,E.C, 

by 1970 seems a fairly_ safe bet, then there 1vill. still be five years 

for. the development of the necessary. organisation for European defence, 

.It is likely that B;:oitish entry will be f'ollowed by_ an upsurge of 

interest in political and m~lit?"ry co-operation!_ and equally likely 

that the British attitude to this ~regrettably in my opinion- will 
. ' '• . ; ' ' t . ' .. 

be closer to the French position than that of the other five~. Th,is, 

in itself, may make the French more prepared to consider some kind of 

organisation of the-kind that I· have outiined, 

To sum up, then,I suggest that, by 1975, Britain'_s role 

outside Europe will have. virtually-Ce~?-sed to exist, .. We shall s~ill, 

have a nuclesr.deterrent force of five or more Polaris _submarines, 

the French submarine strike force w~ll probably just be coming into . . 

service, and we both.may haVe land-based means. of delivery as well, 

We will probably .have had. to- fall,in line Jlith the other countries . . ~- "'·- . ~ . . - - . . 
of Europe in introducing some form of conscription, and we shall be 

. . ' . . 

full members of- a European Economic C?~unity rapidly developing a 

.political and military role, .. Britain's essential task ;in this, other 

than contributing part.of the European nuclear force, is to ensure 
. ~ - -. . ' . . 

that_ this new constellation of power does not got divorced from.the 

United States and other NATO countries, but that it remains one o.f 

the two twin pillars of the_Atlantic alliance, It will not be an 

easy. task, and we should start planning for it now. 

• 

• 
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The role of. small. countries in world policies has under

gone development throughout history and it may be said to have been 

determined primarily by three factors, The first is the importance 

in the given historical period of the technical potential for the 

power of individual countries; both in the military and economic 

fields, ffilenever the industrial potential and the development of 

technology of different Cciuntries within·a certain region were more 

or less balanced, the security. of small countries grew alortg with 

tlie growing influence of these countries in international relations. 

Conversely, while disproportions between·the industrial potential 

and the technology of small and.large countries grow, the depend

ence of small countries on decisions of countries disposing of the 

decisive technical potential grows as. well, 

The second factor has been determined by objective 

relations among great powers. History gives evidence of the 

effort of the great PowGrs, many times resorted to, aimed at 

creating around themselves a sort of security zone or zone of 

dependent countries which would provide them with more freedom 

and certainty in manoeuvring in. international politics, The 

small countries neighbouring on great Powers are then drawn into. 

such a· zone. Similarly, as history gives evidence of repeated 

attempts to create· such zones· of influence of great P0wers, it 

also gives evidence of the disintegration of such systems which 

·oocurswi~hregularity according to certain historical laws at 

the time when the great Power· which initiated the system finds 

itself in a complicated situation, awakened by.internal or 

external factors. It is .usually the relation between individual 
f , determining Powers which is decisive for the fate of such group-

t ings, ·As soon as the balance of forces is stable, the security 
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system of Powers is strengthened! and vice-versa. In the period 

of evening up the balance o·f forces·between the ma1n determining 

Powers, small countries hav-e. possibi:!-:j, ties_ of pursuing their orm 

independent policies which might affect world events, in a relatively 

minor but _d,ecisive manner._. __ _ 

The third factor documented in history may be characterized 

as constantly repeated attempt.!> _by_ small .Pountries to get out of 

dependence and to acquire the widest possible sphere for their own 

foreign policies. This trend has many times in history l~d_to 

romantic ideas; some politicians in small countries who based 

their concepts on.-s)lch .ideas lived ·to .. see a co].ossa1 coll.apse of 

their concepts within a very. short time-. At the same time, however, 

history proves that in some cases, when the policies of small 

countries relied on realistic conside~ations.and paid regard to 

objec_tive factors .determining international political processes, 

small countries scored good .and, not inf_requent~y ,_ ~9-sting rGsults. 

The entry of atomic weapons into history marked the 

beginning of a quite different. era in the relations ·between large 

and SFsll countries. It was alread,y evident at the time of World 

War II that small countries cannot .arm themselves quickly with 

sufficient quantitites of most modern~veapons, which are still 

being perfected, and cannot rapel the armed might of a Povmr which 

has.all the conditions for utilizing its enormous industrial 

potential. The attack of Hitlerite Germany on the small European 

countries ended mostly in a quick defeat of the· armies of those 

small countries, and although other, unmilitary factors, having 

no relation. to industrial pot<mtial, played their role, it was the 

reality of potential supremr.cy that ~etermined the course of events 

at that time. 

World War II was followed-by a period in which small 

countries, incapable of manufacturing atomic weapons, became in 

respect of military security in large measure more dependent on 

great Pow-·ers than ever before~ Although the process that follmved 

showed that there were possibilities of manufacturing- atomic 

weapons even in small countries, and such possibilities have become 

quite big by now in some of them, this fact could change nothing 

in substance in the decisive position of the great Powers in world 

policies. In the first period after World War II and· in the 

period of the tWo· super Powers disposibg of atomic weapons as a 

monopoly,· the possibilities of small· countries to influence world 

politics dropped to a minimum; in all probability this role of 

small' countr-ies in world 'policies was never so small as it was then. 
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However, historical processes went on, First of all for the first 

time in the history the world socialist system, grouped around the 

Sovic;t Union which, until World War II, had been the only socialist 

country in the ;vorld 1 came into being, Capitalist countries came 

under the direct influence of the United States of America and 

became dependent on the; USA for a long time ahead in the economic 

and above all in the military.fic;ld, Sc;veral years later another 

great historical process gained maturity, namely the; disintegration 

of the ·colonial system and the birth of new States, the so-called 

third world. For a certain period the division of the world into 

two large blocs, headed by the two atomic super powers, remained 

relatively unchanged, stable and to a certain extent frozen, 

The balance of forces between the two blocs, brought 

about by the fact that the Soviet Union, contrary to the expecta

tions of US strategists, achieved a balance of forces with the 

United States in the field of missile technology, created a strange 

and historically unprecedented system of security based on mutual, 

even though tacit, respect of the forces of the other bloc, That 

system in itself showed the objective necessity of the existence 

of the two blocs, The West, and particularly the United States, 

was for a long time unwilling to recognize the existence of the 

newly-established socialist States in Europe and in Asia as a fact 

which cannot be changed, Practical experience sho;ved that any 

hopes for iriterrial disruption in the socialist countries were only 

dreams which would not be sanctioned by reality, In the latter 

fifties, when the Soviet Union started its drive to urge peaceful 

coexistence in international relations as a basis for relations 

among States having different social systems, those opposing the 

idea of peaceful coexistence found themselves first on the defensive 

and later in a situation in which they had to adjust their policies 

t·a new realities, In that new period peaceful coexistence, with 

several exceptions, started to be recognized as a political necessity 

and a human need, 

The blocs remained in existence, and the relations between 

them and between individual members of these blocs started gradually 

to be normalized, Not only was there formal regulation of these 

relations; it was the beginning of a relatively broad process of new 

contacts between members of the two blocs involving ever wider 

sections of the economic, political, cultural and psychologic life 

of those countries, The objective possibility of peaceful coexistence 

became evident, and this peaceful coexistence was hailed by hundreds 

of millions of people in different countries as a great hope ushering 

in long-lasting peace and prosperity. However, it vmuld be incorrect 
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not to see that this process has recently been adversely affected 

by disturbing interventions, primarily on the part of the United 

States, The launching of th,e war in -vietnam has create.d a .nerf 

situation which puts a brake on the process which is novr going on 

of the normalization of relations· among States with different social 

systems, puts a brakE:) on the international relaxation of tensions 

and, indeed, imposes a ba~ic barrier against a further relaxation 

in international relations and against a further normalization in 

the relations of States having different social systems. It is a 

paradoxical situation, On the one hand there are exceptionally 

good conditions for a broad normalization of relati~ns between 

countries vdth different social systems, better than ever.before, 

world public opinion having been very largely won over in support 

of the principles of peaceful coexistence in international relations; 

on the other hand there is an artificial barrier blocking this 

entire process and even creating symptoms of_a new, highly grave, 

danger of growing tensions and military conflict. 

~ ivo, th• 
o change 

blocs has 

In this new stage of _the historical process in which we 

position of small countries in world policies has started 

as well, The balance of forces between the two existing 

placed before the small countries .a number of new problems; 

the most important of these is~o~lem ef creating relations 

.of a new ty"pa within. the existing blocs, The members of the 

existing blocs, linked by a number of'interests, have started to 

constitute new relations among themselves, both conceptually and 

institutionally, .determined primarily by their common presence in 

one bloc, In view of the profound differences in the two blocs 

the principles on which these new relations have started developing 

were different as well, In addition, they were also affected by 

the consequences of complex and long-term historical processes and 

conditions emerging from the economic structures of the members of 

the existing blocs, Despite all difficulties certain new relations 

in this respect have succeeded in both blocs, even though the core 

of the relationship is different in each bloc, For the first time 

in history, the socialist system has succeeded in laying the founda

tions of new relations among States which have socialized the means 

of production and have therefore all prerequisites for eliminating 

all antagonistic differences forever, However, one should not dis

regard the fact that this is a process not void of considerable 

complexities nhich will probably last for a whole historical epoch. 

The capitalist grouping has succeeded in laying the foundation of 

economic integration, even though it continues to exist in a state 

of major differences ru1d many ambiguities. 
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~ing the i~t~l;peroiodoof ~--exis.tgnce of this process, 
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the positions of the two blocs were separated by a strict line 

of irreconcilability, the main significance of the policies of small 

corintries lay in the problem of finding a relationship to the processt 

. of the estaolishriient of blocs and regulating in a new way the rel~ 
of the respective countr;y within the existing blocs,1 The period of 

~ 
~ adv cy the ful nee of States having different · 

social s laced before small states the ~uestion of organizing 

and intensifying relations vdth the countries of the other bloc. 

In addition, the fact that a few years brought into being dozens of 

new States in continents nhich only yesterday were colonies faced 

small countries with the ~uestion of how to organize relations with 

these new States,, _A large majority of them established active 

contacts with these new States and continues to promote them, 

Small States, in whichever part of the world they ~-be

situated, are now faced with the problem of how to avert the growing 

military danger and to secure the intensified process of the normal

ization of relations in complete peace ~~d mutual respect among 

States with different social systems, Small countries do not have 

possibilities for settling major world problems and do riot make 

world policies., Their interests concentrate primarily in the fields 

in which their possibilities are the best, This field is delineated 

mostly geographi~ally, 

Following the development in recent years of international 

relations in different geographical regions of the world, we discover 

that apart from common features, there are also deep differences, 

This, after all, is nothing new in history, The core of interest 

of the main factors determining history was always at certain periods 

created in certain regions, while being limited in others, This 

time, however, we observe that in different regions of the world there 

are forces not entirely identical, The dynamic forces of anti

colonialist revolution accompanied by colossal nationalism in the 

nations of the third world of Asia and Africa are active as the main 

factors and the main driving force of the historical processes in 

these continents, The situation in Europe is different, ·First of 

all, Europe has ceased to be the centre of the world, although it has 

remained an exceptionally significant factor in world policies, -It 

was in Europe that the balance of forces of the existing blocs made 

itself felt lost, since in the process of their creation the two 

blocs proceeded primarily from their European positions and the blocs 

were formed particularly in Europe, The existence of the two blocs 

has created in Europe the most perfect form cif the security system 

based on mutual respect for the strength of the other partner, This 
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system, relying on the military blocs of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty, 
' 

. concentrated in Europe, more than at any other place in the. 11orld, 

the largest ~uanti~ies of atomic weapons and created in Europe the 

largest and numerically the strongest military concentration in the 

world; at the same time, however, particularly recently, it has 

provided. the States members of the two blocs v:ith the possibility 

of substant}ally normalizing their.mutual relations. 

The establishment of NATO created a dangerous hotbed of 

conflict in Europe: German revanchism, represented .by.the attempts 

of the influential circles in the Federal Republic of Germany to 

take advantage of the Federal Republic's membership of NATO in order 

to implement plans for changing the state of affairs which was 

established in Europe in 1945 and which found its legal expression 

in the Potsdam Agreement. The existence of this hotbed in Europe 

helped maintain tensions among European States members of the two 

blocs for years, The fact that in the centre of Europe there is 

a State which has a huge industria~ and by now even military, 

potential and which raises territorial claims a,o-ainst its nE:igh

bours and against other countries has naturally prevented and stands 

in the vray of the normalization of the relations along.the line 

dividing the two existing blocs, i.e. at the points of the greatest 

and most imminent danger. Despite this fact, ho11ever, a careful 

analysis of the situation in Europe v<ill reveal that it was there 

where stabilization and normalization tendencies have been strongest 

in recent years, These tendencies not only reflect the will of 

the overwhelming majority of the people of the European continent 

but are an expression of certain eXisting political necessities of 

which the leaders in European countries are well av1are, The 

processes which started in Europe and v1hich are going on there are 

~uite different from the processes existing for example in Asia 

or.in Africa, . Let us recapitulate now very briefly some of the 

typical features of the processes going on in Europe. 

Two blocs have been created, the members of which are 

countries having different social systems. Both these blocs have 

undergone certain processes of integration whic~ have reached a 

relatively. high stage, However, since the very beginning, the 

leading force in NATO has. been extra-European and its interests 

are far from identical with European interests, This force is 

engagE}a in the other parts of the. world and is in particular in

creasingly engaged in Asia in the war to which no European can agree 

and which can bring no benefit to any European country. It is, 

therefore, ~uite natural that the opposition of European partners 
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within NATO to the dependence on the force engaged in. such·· a danger-

ous action is ever stronger, Moreover the economic dependence of 

Western-Europe on the United States, which after World War II was a 

typical feature of the"entire West ~1lropean development, was over-

come long ago, The -two economic groupings in Western Europe are 

very strong and prosperous tod~ and have rather become competitors 

of the US economy, We are >ritnessing the naturally progressive dis

integration of NATO, The realistic politicians, like, for example 

de Gaulle, have been dissociating themselves distinctly from NATO 

poli?ios and have set of~ on their own roads, independent of tre 

United States. However, the United States_ .still remain in Europe 

and_tries to preserve NATO, even without Fra.Il;ce, on a new basis, 

having chosen as its main partner on the European continent the 

Federa;l Republic of Germany, i,·e, the CO\ltltry wherein lies the only 

grave hotbed of danger for Europe. ·The .States members of the 

Warsaw Treaty would welcome 

provide the poss~bility for 

the dissolution of NATO since this would 

dissolving the Warsaw_Pact. Since the 

very start of its activity, the Warsaw Pact has been considered as 

a counter-measure against NATO and particularly against the integra

tion of the Federal Republic of Germany into that grouping, It. ~ 

be eliminated if NAT9 is dissolved, 

·0he hotbed of danger in Europe consti tilted bY the ·absence 

of a solution to the German question according to the principles of 

the Potsdam Agreement, and the revived revanchism in the territory 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, make Europe the most dangerous 

spot. Until recently those inspiring such policies were· success-

ful in blocking or at least in making substantially difficult the 

development of relations among the other European countries,ospecially 

among smaller European States, Only a short time ago European 

countries, and here again small countries in the first place, tried to 

break this vicious circle. They took concrete initiatives aimed at 

the normalizat~on of relations between themselves, which may be 

charactGrized as the interdependence of the German.problem ~d the 

process of normalization of relations among the other, non-Gorman 

European States, A characteristic feature of the situation is the 

fact that it is. no longor possible to block the expansion of contacts 

between non-German European. countries by the German problem and that, 

on the contrary, oven the German problem itself is being affected by 

the progressing normalization of relations among non-German European 

States. However, making a more thorough analysis: "bf the problem, we 

\\

_come to see t. hat t. ~ere is .still a possibil.ity for t~e German problem 
to block a further rapprochement of European count=es: no longer 

at all levels, but at least at' the top level, It. is therefore evident 

' 
I 
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.. · that it is impossible to re·ach agreement on any security system in 

Europe unless the two existing German Statos participate in such· an 

agreement. At the same time, however, the pressure of the ·non

German Eurbpean.Statcs on the forces still standing in. the.way of a 

peaceful and reasonable s.olution to the German ques;tion is growing 

constantly. 

In some· parts· o'f Europe there have been growing tendencies 

·aimed at safeguarding the security· of Europe within regional agree

ments, espGcially such as would elimiiiato atomic weapons from some 

parts of Europe where the' danger of their use is particularly great. 

Despite those tendencies no specific agreements to this effect have 

been reached so fa:£. On the other hand, however,· some detailed 

plans have· been submitted that have received the approval of public 

opinion and of some official cirole.s in both groupings, It should 

be noted that the main initiatives in this 'direction were taken 

mostly by the member countries of the Warsaw Pact, The NATO 

·countries; ~rith the exception 'of F~ance~· have shovm relatively 

little initiative in this respect, Proposals have ·been submitted 

also for the creation of certain zones of controlled armaments in 

certain parts of Europe; in the most exposed areas. It should 

be particularly str0ssed here "that most of these proposals·c<were 

·initiated by small European countries, which, in roy opinion, 

constitutes significant evidence for the fact that these countries 

mostly feel themselves in danger and feel the necessity for in

fluencing the future· development of the situation in Europe in 

favour of peace and security, 

Let us now tcy to study in a vsry summarized form some 

aspects concurning the objective possibilities of the small countries 

.of Europe of influencing the process of creating European security. 

At the outset let us put to ourselves the basic question, namely, 

which are the factors facilit~ting the·process of European secur

ity and which are the ones adversely affecting it, · If we regard 

·) the pr'ocess of crGating European security as an agglomeration of 

· forces aiming at one objective, namely at a total agreement ·or 

European countries on the elimination of vrar as a means for settle-

, ment of contentious issues in Europe, we see that the process v10uld be 

be best facilitated by the follovdng: 

1. recognition of the status quo in Europe, including not only 

recogni;tion of the present boundaries between European .. 
countries but also recognition of the objective state of 

affairs that has taken place after 1945. This includes e.g. 

recognition of the right of nations to choose whichever 
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social system they·regard as the most suitable and the 

elimination of any external interference into the 

domestic affairs of Eur~pean countries. This includes 

recognition of the resettlement of thc.German ~opulation 

from. some European countries, as agreed under Article XIII 

of t~ Potsdam Agreement; 

2. renunciation of the idea that with external assiatance and 

possibly even by force it is·possoble to restore the former 

social systems in .countries which.had overthrown.them. 

The figroe anti-communism which is still. encountered 

constitutes a highly dangerous factor facilitating the 

growth of tensions among ~tates with different social systems; 

3. adoption of the principles of.peaceful coexistence as the 

basis for relations.among European countries having differ-

ent social systems. These principles of peaceful eo-.· 

exis.tence should be codified and should be allowed to pene

trate deeply ·into all specific actions in the field of 

foreign policy by European countries; 

4. conclusion·of agreements .on economic, cultural, political 

and forms of other co-operatio!l among European States 

with different social systems. The prerequisite for 

such agreements is, of course, primarily the normalization 

of relations among European countries .having different 

social systems. Accordingly i.t c.onsti tutes an .act 

facilitating the establishment of a basis for co-operation 

on the part of European countries.in order to ensure 

normal diplomatic relations among States with different 

social systems in Europe; 

5. promotion of contacts among the population, especially 

young people, proceeding from the endeavour to consolidate 

fri~ndship among European nations. This includes 

facilities for tourism and the organization of free ex

changes of opinion among nationals of countries hnving 

different social systems under the assumption that. such 

exchanges are understood not as part of a system of ide

ological.subversion but purely as· a really free. exchange . . . 
of possibly different views on varied questions in the 

field of science, culture, economy and politics; 

6, agreements on.the limitation of armaments, and/or .dis

armament, on the creation of atom-free zones or oth~ 

agreements facilitating a relaxation of the danger of 

a military conflict in Europe; 
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On the either· hand; the process of creatirig European 

security is basically hindered by the folloning trends: 

1. denial of the status quo in Europ.e and organization of 

actions aimed against this status g~. This includes, 

for example, attempts to cultivate the spirit of revenge 

even in the youngest generation;·support for revenge

·seeking and revisionists organizations, and propaganda 

for building up hopes that the current European status quo 

may.be changed iri the future by force· and that there might 

be a return to the' situation existing before the complete 

defeat of Hitlerite·Germany; 

2. propaganda in support of the idea that the triumph of social

ism in some European countries is.but a transient phenomenon 

and that steps ·should be taken to make preparations for 

its overthrow, This includes assistance given to groups 

of various emigre's who strive· to prepare· subversion in 

different forms in their home countries from the outside; 

3, propaganda for the idea that peaceful coexistence is only a 

passing phenomenon 'Which will lose effect after a change in 

the balance of forces and/or after such a shift in ~hat 

balartce of forces as would lead to .the supremacy of the 

Western countries in Europe over the socialist States. 

These concepts include the preparation of so-milled local 

wars which at a certain stage would be waged with conven

tional .. arms and which at various levels might be escalated 

to express a certain form of increased and dramatized 

pressure; 

4• rejection of the normalization of relations among countries 

having differemt social systems under various pretexts. 

Processes' and actions standing in the way of the promotion 

of economic, cultural, political and other co-operation 

among States with different social· systems constitute negative 

acts aimed against European security; 

5. support for attempts to take advantage of contacts among 

the peoples of countries having different social systems 

for ideological or other subversive activities, taking 

advantage of such contacts for hostile actions against the 

other side or endangering the security of the other side, 

a11:1 such activities being acts blocking development towards 

European security and a relaxation· in relations among 

European states; 
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6, rejection of agreements on limited armaments or on a 

relaxation of tensions in certain areas are acts directly 

fomenting tensions and rendering impossible any rapprochement 

among European States, 

Let.us now pay attention to the role·that small European 

countries may play today in urging and facilitating the process 

of easing international tensions in Europe and creating European 

security, As we pointed out earlier, the division of Europe 

into two g-roupings remains. Let us put the first question: 

Can small European countries pursue their policies of the 

and the.security 

Should we accept 

relaxation of international tensions in Europe 

in Europe by withdrawing from those groupings? 

the hypothesis that all small European countries would withdraw 

from the two existing blocs without anticipating any substantial 

changes in the relations of the principal elements of the blocs? 

Such a position would hardly .last for very long or have much 

importance for future development, This is because the blocs 

did not come into being of the will of small countries, nor do 

small countries play a decisive role in them, At the same 

time, small countries.look for a certain protection vdthin 

these groupings, whether they are justified in doing so or not • 

. Their withdrawal from blocs while tensions between the main 

elements of the two blocks would remain,·therefore, add nothing 

to their security; on the contrary, it would constitute an 

increased danger. The question of whether small coUntries 

should withdraw from the existing blocs, while tensions be

tween the main elements of thos.e blocs remain may be answered 

by saying that it would offer no solution whatsoever and that 

that nould not be the road towards European security. 

A characteristic feature of the policies of small 

countries in today's Europe is the natural effort of those 

countries to eliminate the danger of war from the European 

continent and to create a smoothly operating and lasting system 

of European security based on the equality of rights of 

European countries, big and small. Accordingly, small 

countries take a profound interest in urging measures which 

would eliminate the danger of war from the European continent 

and introduce such a security system, Having regard to their 

possibilities for taking practical steps in international 

relations and viewing realistically their specific potentiali

ties, we come to the following conclusions: 
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In their relationship to the existing blocs, small 

countries depend on the development of the relations between 

the principal elements of these blocs, It is not within 

the power of small countries to dissolve the blocs, and actions 

such as arbitrary withdrawals of smp,J 1 OQllnbies frQm the 

blocs without anY change in the policies of the principal. 

partners cannQt be considered ---
as realistic. 

2, ~· ~mall countries have the possibility of worki~ 

to;1ards a relaxation of tensions and facilitating the process 

o;' creating European secnr]ty even r1ith the existence of the 

blocs, Their possibilities lie especially in the follmving 

directions: 

(a) actions within their respective blocs in favour of 

measures which may lead to a relaxation of inter

national tensions and which may contribute to the 

establishment of the system of security in Europe, 

(b) 

In view of the fact that the governing bodies of the 

existing groupings operate on the principle of equal 

participation of all partners within the bloc, specific 

possibilities of the small countries of Europe are 

considerable in this respect; 

establishing normal and friendly relations with States I 
adhering to the other grouping, especially in cases 

where these.are neighbours in the region of the .line 

dividing the .two blocs; 

(c) making broad contacts between the peoples of countries 

adhering to different groupings so as to eliminate 

as much as possible the influence of the groups 

opposing the relaxation of international relations 

among European countries and wishing to prevent the 

creation of a permanent security system in Europe; 

(d) expanding scientific, economic and cultural contacts 

to give·full expression·to the unity of interests of all 

all European countries and to create in people's 

minds the true idea of European coherence, 

Small countries of Europe have the possibility of acting 

in the direction of e~uring that ·the existing blocs, which 

should be taken as temporary ·groupings, oome to an end and 

that with the co-operation of all European countries a · 

system of European security be created which would be based 

on the principle of peaceful coexistence of States having 

different social systems, 
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4. · Small European countries are well aware that it is 

impossible to shut themselves up inside Europe and live in 

isolation from world 'events, Therefore quite understand

ingly they. feel themselves jeopardized by any dangerous 

situation in the world, in whichever continent, The 

United States' operations in Vietnam, which have brought 

about a dangerous situation in East Asia, cast their 

shadow on Europe as well. It is, therefore, in the 

interest of small European countries to be as active 

as possible so that these operations be halted and peace 

be restored in that part of the world.· Small countries 

of Europe have before them a concrete possibility to 

act so as to prevent the birth of such dangerous situ

ations by clearly dissociating themselves from aggressive 

actions by the Power concerned and condemning similar 

action, 

Let us now touch upon another aspect of the foreign 

policies of small European countries. Vf.hile the blocks are in 

existence and the relations beti>een them remain tense, there may 

be attempts to take advantage of the independent policies of 

small States of Europe to bring pressure on a small country in 

order to weaken the other grouping. (we have encountered 

a":t'""t'-'e~m""p:..t:.:s~o::f:_:t:h::i::s:..._::k::i~n::d~i:::n:._::s.:o:m::::e_p::::_ol:_J.:_' t:::.~l actions by some 
Western Powers. Although certain partial achievements may, be 

~de in this direction, it may be said with certainty that this 

is not the right road leading to the easing of international 

tension, to the dissolution of blocs and to the creation of 

European security. On the contrary: actions of this type 

increase the obstinacy of a number of factors in the matter 

of weakening the blocs and bringing about a, rapprochement 

of States members of other blocs, In my opinion it is highly 

inadvisable to use such tactics, since it injures the cause of 

European security, Whe analyzing 

strictly differentiate between the 

actual intention of the tactician. 

concrete phenomena we must · 

tactics applied and the 

It is possible to support 

the expansion of contacts between countries having different 

social systems with good-will and in the endeavour to contribute 

in this nay to the understanding among European nations, It 

is likewise possible to support these contacts in an attempt 

to use them for ideological subversion in the territory of 

the partner and to weaken him or upset him by means of such 

contacts, The other method will surely bring about increased 

caution on the part of the. other partner, more careful 
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procedures in establishing contacts and eventually a limitation 

or cooling of such contacts, The consequences assume the form of 

a revived consolidation of the grouping which feels itself in 

danger and of a growth o'f distrust for any action which is taken 

by the other side, 

On the other hand, however, contacts of states having 

· ·different social systems cannot do without exchanges of opinion 

and a certain form of ideological contest which is the expression 

of the existence of different ideologies in today's Europe, 

However, the ideological 'fight must be waged with methods which 

do not pursue the ends of -ideological subversion, It must be a 

true exchange of views, defended with the best of intentions, and 

not obscure objectives hidden behind an ideological presentation 

of questions, 

In conclusion, I should like to summarize in brief my 

view on the SDeoific mission of the policies of small European 

countries and the potentialities of such policies, Even if they 

pooled their efforts, small countries of Europe cannot eliminate 

dangers from Europe and cannot 

of collective security in that 

by themselves establish a system 

continent, By their active and 

realistic policies, however, they may considerably contribute 

to such objectives. B,y their example and through their peace

ful actions they may pave way to agreement on the part of the 

great Powers, There can be no European security without such 

agreement. If small European countries are aware of these 

potentialities and if they find the right way for concrete activi

ties in their foreign policies, the creation of the European 

security system may come about much sooner than if small European 

countries take no initiative and wait for the great Powers to 

take action. At the present time all countries of Europe face 

the task of negotiating together on safeguarding European security,· 

Quite a number of serious proposals have been presented by un

official and official sources in this respect. It is no~~ 

fortuitous that quite a few of these have been initiated by small 

countries. Small European countries have now the possibility 

of raising their voices in support of the conference of author

ized representatives of all European States which vrould open the 

door to an accelerated process of creating a long-term system of 

European sectirity. 

• 
._ 
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1. It can hardly any longer be doubted that peaceful re-unifica

tion of the German people will only be possible in connection 

with Europe being restored. At present , however, Europe is a 

more geographie notion without political identity. In Central 

Europe the two world powers have.kept each other at bay for al

most two decades. At the situation of Europe will be decisively 

influenced by the development of the relationship between these 

two world-powers, it will, however, by no means depend exc-lu-

sively on it. Also the development within the Third World and 

its relation to the industrial countries as well .as the scien-

tific and technical development of the great industrical coun

tries will exercise a decisive influence on Europe. But the most 

decisive influence will come from the european states stem-

selves. 

2. The confrontations of Berlin in 1961 and Cuba in 1962 have led 

both world-powers to that conviction of considerable parallelism 

of interest which had.flashed up and quickly disappeared again as 

early as. during the double-crisis Suez-Hu~garia in 1956, Since 

Cuba, both world powers have definitely realized the existence 

of parallelism of interest. For this Kennedy's.strategy fur peace 

bears evidence as well as the Moscow test-stop-treaty in 1963 and 

the endeavours Of both sides to bring about a treaty on the non-

proliferation of nuclear weapons, The mutual nuclear patt has con-· 
' 

siderably restricted the ability of foreign policy actions of both 

world-powers as regards their correlation in Europe. Both know 

this: the strategy of both is at present - at least in Europe-direc-

ted towards maintenance and consolidation of the gained spheres of 

influence, With great conc~rn both look at China which.inevitably 
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developes into a third world power, arid they look at China with 

more concern .than for example at Europe or a 'G Germany, The Ameri.

can post-war policy in Zurope which was planned to pass over from 

• containment to roll-bac,k, has again arrived at a policy of con-

tainment. 

3, In spit~ of great disappointments, the Soviet Union has not given 
• 

up the ideblogy of a communist world revolution, but the manipu

laticn cf the i.deology as a means' for sec?ring the po'iler of the 

SovJet Union has become more important than the actual contenos·o: 
' . 

the ideology itself. 

Thus not from ideology cones the essential dr.ive for the foreign 

policy of ~oscow but the national interests of the Soviet Union 

are the decisive notiveQ. The interests of the ao~iet Uriion.are 

l present - si~ilar to those of the United States - reitricted ~o 
a~ 

1 consolidation of the scope of possession and influence, This consc-
' . 'I quence is not only a resmlt of the mutual ~ilitary situation, but 

1 also of the enormous efforts whi·ch are to be made towards '!;l'::e ir:·;::!·-

1 

ryrocess/ · · 
'nal economic/Ofdevelo;Jment in the.Soviet Union. The Soviet leader· 

~hip :mo1·1s -;hat social and economic developL,ent of the count!'Y n:0 • 

a 1ot of years of peace. He, who at present imputes to the S::vi<": 

leadership a secret intention to attack l:estern Europe, :Leads !:"..:::-

self astray. ;,;oscow wo;,~ld be glad if the state of affairs in 3c'C.!'" , ---: ----
COUld be ::l;);ptahJc<La.t....:tl\e.Jrre·~~nt State., it knows, h01••ever, ·:i,a'. 

' • ------ _______ .> ____ -

the s~allcr ~nd ~iddlesized courit~ies of.ohis continent ~il~ "3ir. 

!!:Ore and more in::le:cendence •. On the, -grounds of this re as or: t;1e 

' ,, Soviet UFion might· wish 'GO leave her troops at the terri torie~ o: 

the "DDB.", Poland and Hungary in sp.i te of· t.h~ econ~m.ic sa~rifit~ 

I ~hich is involved. ~oscow•s endeavours to isolite the Federal R~-

public of Ger::n1l.!:Y! to stimulate the fear of, Jermany and the u-'.:ie::~··w 
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to use the disagreement within the North Atlantic Treaty, serve 

for the strategy of preservation as much as the attempt to,melt up 
. se~/ .. 

the East Bloc countries in the ec,onomic/by means of the Comecon 

and the attempt to back up the Ulbricht-regime as regards its 

international status, 

r,Joscow is not afraid, of the Bunde_swehr (FRG defence force~s) as a. -----
possible opponent, but it fears a possible calling-forth of crisis 

or war through Gernan politics, This is one of the reasons to refuse 

Bonn the access to nuclears weapons, The second reason is the 
• 

anticipation of the fact that Soviet allies would want to follow 
• 

lthe example of Bonn, The wish of Moscow to obstruct a proliferation ., 

of nuclear weapons is' as original as that of Washingon; ~t derives 

from the same motives, The Soviet Union is not in favour of Ger-

man reunification, all the more so as a lot of difficulties are 

approaching the Soviets already as regards the smaller part of 

Germany which is under communist rule, At present and for the con-

ceivcble future, th~ Soviet Union is a status-quo power. She needs 

peace and she knows also that her own existence would be at stake 

in case she would run the risk of a war against the USA. 

4, The great risk of any European move of both world-powers and the 

almost complete stiffness of their European diplomatic frontiers 

as a result of this risk, has - on the other h~nd - brought about 

a restricted extension of the so far shrunk scope of action of the 

other European countries, a development which was hardly foreseen 

only a few years.ago. At this.it should be kept in mind that from 

the very beginning the scope of action of the smaller partners of 

the Atlantic Treaty Organisation was much bigger than that of the 

members of the Warsaw Treaty, At present France has moved on much 
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. - ? farther than Rumania. Differently from the WaTsav:, Trea,ty, the 

crisis of Western strategy h~s also fully. seized th~ military · 1 
. 

field, Kennedy's great plan of an Atlantic Commun,ity has·failed, 

Johnson has not devi.sed a nevl 'American •po,licy iowards .Eu~·ope, He 

confines himself to counter the Fren.ch po.licy as much as possib::.e 

and to. rr:aintain the substance· of the organisa'tion within. t'he Alli

ance. Therefore Paris will· have the lead as compared with ';'lashing-- - . : 

ton as long as Eu~ope ~ill not be.seized by new Ost-~est-tensions. 

·This might even continue if new.tensions should arise on the grourids 

·of. the"Vietnam-cri:sis, In Western Eu~op~ a natural tend·endy- towards· 
' - "' 

neutralism can be expected as regards Vietnam. Washington realizes· 

the increasing freedom of .action of all her European partn'ers, 
' - .-:· 

..)i • ' ( \ . 
· 5, .Ln almost' all cap,i.tals of Europe a feeli11g of detente }:.as t,ome 

. .. ' 
2bout. At present many goverments think that a war in Europe is 

. I · , • '1 

' the most improbable of all wars, From Asia r.:inor ·to ·scandinayia 

the fear of Soviet aggressi.on has markedly decreased and public 
. . . 

opinion in many. •:iestern European. countries tends to underestimate 
. ·. 

the necessity .of ·defence as regards the .Soviet Un;ion, and tends 

~\,. .~to be satisfied wi'th tne present state of affairs i~·Europ·e. ·s~-

>milar.to this, 'tbe fear in Eastern Europe .oJ a,_\)'estern attac:C is 

'> goi~g to fade' away, The conceptton of a11: anta'gonistio- bi-pol~ri 'tY . 

of. a hlgh tension, whic~ h~d been valid and relevant for E~rope 

for almost .two decad·e·s, now gives .way to a conviction· of an at 

.least partly co-operative.bi-polarity and of the expE;ctation of 
.. ~. 

a·multi~polar, polycentric division of' poR~r •. 

6 •. Paris and Bucharest have exploited'this process to the greatest 

'extent, At the same time they ~ttributed the ~ions's shar~ to this . ' 

process,, obviousiy \;;i thout being afraid .of the:i:'r ovm military 

vuln~rabili ty and obviousl;r without belng afraid of risit+ing .the .. 
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possiblility of taking recourseto their respective leading 

powers as regards their security, 

Other nations will possibly follow this example if the mutual 

f neutralisation of the two world powers should make further 

! 

progress. In the second ha~f of t~is decade european states will 

have more freedom of action than hitherto, they will, however, 

also have to pass more decisions as regards their owen problems 

' ' ! 
I 

than up to now. The way in which these decisions are passed 

decides whether the points can be shifted correspondingly for 

the next decade. Also for the Federal Republic of Germany the 

scope of action will be extended. 

7, We Germans will have to free ourselves from maximised conceptions. 

Neither can there a reached an absolute security for the Federal 

Republic of Germany by means of NA~O nor is absolute security 

im;;tginable as a. modell at alL 

The extent of the attainable security of any state depends on 

the specific opponent, the geographic. situation and many other 

facts although of course also on one's spending on de fense -· 

only, that additional spending ~oes by no means always create 

to the same extent, additional sec·urity, and - if the opponent 

ar!IIS additionally to the same extent, no additional s·ecuri ty 

at.all might be gained. Since the existence of the Federal 

Republic of Germany the extent of her security has been in 
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inverse ratio to the extent of her chances of re-unificatior.. 

This will probably continue. ·The attempt to increase the . . 
chances of security to loo per cent, decreases the chances for 

~ 

re-unification to zero; It' is absolutely sufficient if the 

defence-capacity of the West imposes an intolerabl~ risk 

on any poter.tial aggressor; thus the situation of balance, 

and - as a result - of security will be upheld sufficiently. 

8. The double-.aim of the long--termed. German strategy - unique 

·' 
:·.....-

in the whole world- i.e., securing of freedom on the one-

hand and peaceful re-unification on tne other hand, makes 

necessary a special and unique balance of methods and.means. 

·.As iong-as the world had 'been under the sway of antagonistic 

bi-polarity of the· two world-powers during the past lo years, 

we could hardly pur:5ue our aim of re-unifica-tion. As far as 

now - at least partly - and· especially on our own continent 

' multi--polarity gains ground, the aim of re-unification ~ecome10, 

" at least theoretically - again possible. It is understood that 

we can get_near this aim only at the end of a long, complicated 

1_ process of detente,· re'conciliation and normalizsation. 
i 

Our strategic problem is to bring to common denominator 

detent~ and balance. TheoretJcally this is a problem that can 

be solved: By an equivalent reduction of armaments the balanoe 
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can be transposed down to a lower level of armaments and the 

lowering of the armament level will serve the elimination of 

fear and further detente. It i:s probable that the failure of t.he 

non-proliferation - negotiations at Geneva. will newly stimu-

late the reflections on regionally restricted 
• 

systems of arma-

ment controL 

Today one,. has to realize quite clearly that the common interest 

in a limitation of armaments and in arms control has gained pre-

cedence over the interest in re-unification of Germany. This app-

lies also to our friends. Moreover, the European countries attach 

a very differtiated importance to the re-unification of Germany.· 

Although the. leading poli ticans of the European countries realize 

that the unsolved German-questions remains to be a basic problem 

of politics and represents and will continue to represent one 

of the moral princ.i.ples of the free world, public 'opinion of the 

majority of the European countries have a relatively small .inter-

est in the re-unification of·Germany at presento The same applies 
' . . . 

to the politic~l leading elites of these countries. Moreover, 

there is no country in Europe- apart from Germany.- which· wants 
. . 

an alteration of those frontiers in Europe: which came into 

existence after World War II. 

lo. As far as the internal German situation is concerned, the judge-

ment of the situation by the West-Germans was determinded by 

the fear of Soviet power,by the rejection of the communist 

coercive regime in the so-calleO. "DDR" and also by our conspicuous 

lead as regards economic development. These facts, which 
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contributed essentially to th~ West-German picture of the 

so-called "DDR", led to prejudices and biases in the long run, 

To this contributed also the completely silly and abstruse. by 

Ulbricht controled, communist agitati.on within the Federal 

Republic of Germany. ·This agitation lacks usually all actua2. 

psycholog:i.cal qualification thus causing very often just rid::.

culousness inside the Federal Republic of Germany. Due to this 

reasons of often rather primitive anti-communis~ has gained grou~: 

and has found for· two decades now a relatively indiscr.imnaV.rg ac· 

ceptance by the citizens of the Federal Republic of Germa':ly. Th':' 

construction of the Berlin wall in 1961, the daily cruel hunt 

after people and the shooting at the barbed wire and at the 

wall in Berlin have stiffened the categorical refusal of co:nmu:r:.is: 

and contributed at the same tiine to judgements on the si tuat:. ::c: 

iri the so:.called "DDR" which do not quite apply any longer ar:j to 

the full extent. 

11. It has only been during this year that there seems to develop 

a readiness to examine the situation uneffusively and without 

prejudice, a development which is, however, indispensable for 

re-unification .. The facts in the "DDR" ao not speak a: s::.mple 

but a rather differentiated langua'ge" On the one hand the rC~c.: ng 

elite of the SED is still based and dependant· on mere viole::1eP 

and or.. the presence of 2o Soviet divis:i.ons and by any mean10 r..::-t. 

on,the consent of the majority of citizens. On the other han-:l 

, the alternation of gene~ation and 33 years of intellectual and 

', 

social strangulation and of biased information and propaganda have 

begun to produce marked changes within the psychological struc~ 

ture in the "DDR". Many are proud of their economic progres3 anj 

they arc right to be proud. To be cut off. from the outsi.de wc:>ld 

has contributed a lot to the f.a-ct that people compromised w:.th 
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the existing situation. 

Although the population .in the "DDR" and especially the young 

generation, takes a sensible view of the situation and although 

the self-confidence has grown, the wish for re-unification of our 

people is so marked in the "DDR" that the SED regime has t.o cope 

with it again and again. 

\ 

12. During the fifties to some foreign observers the wish for re-· 

unification in the Federal Republic seemed to diminsh. Today this 

wish is, however, stronger than ·ever, especially as far as the 

young generation i.s concerned, although they regard this problem 

very coolminded and without pathos. Especially this y~ung gene

ration does rightly not feel guilty about the cruel dictatorship 

of Hitler and it rightly does not suffer of any complexes as re

gards the failure of the Republic of Weimar. This generation has 

no burdens of this kind and it tackles the problem without pre

judices, a generation which increases by one million each year in 

the Federal Republic. But the same young people are very disappoir. 

ted about those 2o years of promises and rhetorical embellishme~ts 

of a policy .of re-uni.fication which passes, obviously without 

having any tangible effect. These facts confront the poli.tical 

leadership of the Federal Republic with new tasks and necessitate 

new ideas. 

13. From the analysis of the situation we come to the 

a)~here will be not re-unification against the intention 

of one of the four powers. Before long, no effective 

initiative of re-unification will be taken by the four 

powers due to their present situation of interests. Also 

re-unification by one act followed by free negotiations 

on a treaty of peace lacks reality. The attempt to come 
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to an agreement about a sequence of steps lacks also 

reality and is bound t9 fail due to the-present situation 
' of Europe,, The German themselves have to be prepareo to take 

steps - a~ways keeping the aim in mind·- although no fixlng 
. 

of specifie further steps will be possible in advance. Due 

to the present phase of increasing detente a~d due tO· the 

trans:forrnation towards a possible mutual approach of t!'J.e 

existing 'syst·erns of defence and security in East and w·est, 

a policy as rega.rds the gerrnan question which confines ltself 

to a mere sticking to the legal positiohs, would lead past tte 
. . . 

problem of re-unification and would _even cement the'preseP-t 

. situation. In case Germany would offer opposition to a f~rtter 

detente it would be cornpletly isolated~ 

b) Therefore the methods of a policy_ for Germany have to be 

. ' changed and those possiblilities have to be used which 

are a result of the general process of detente that c~n be 

observed at present. This is not only necessary in order tc 

consolidate the confidence and the understanding of our 

neighbours and friends in the West, but also in order to 

.1

. create the same atmosphere as regards our neighb,ours 1n the 

East. German contributio.ns in respect . to a Common aolu tion o ': 
'< 

the problem of security J.n Central Europe have to try to corn-
. . 

bine our in.terests with those o1' our neighbours. We could be 

the more successful the more we would be' abJe to elirni.nate 

·any fear of Germany.- This fear is always being nourished by 

the maximum demands of the Federal·Republic on the one hand 
' ~· ,' 

and the complete subjugation ·of the "DDR" under Soviet policy 

on the other. 
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c) The line to be taken should leave no doubt for the other 

' nations about our recognition that re-unificatioh demands 

sacrifices - even in the mQst favourable case - which refer 

to the eventual definition of the borders of a re-·unified 

Germany, to her military status in relation. to her neigh

bours and within a system of security in Europe on the whole 

as well as to economic questions in the fields of domestic 

~ 
and foreign policy, Without our readiness to compromise 

with our neighbours there will be neither confidence nor 

agreement, The Federal Republic, however, wi~l and has to 

refuse - now as in future - each compromise with bondage 

and insecurity, 

d) In spite of our consequent refusal of the communist regime 

in the so-called "DDR" and its recognition by international 

law nothing should hinder us from examining all possil:ilities 

l 
for the improvement of the intra-German relations, those 

possiblili ties which lie be row the brink of recogni t.ion, The 

breaking - off by the communists of the project to arrange 

political meatings in the "DDR" and the Federal Republic at 

which each time the other .side could deliver speeches (the 

so-called "Redner-Austausch"), the permament attempts of 

blackmail during the negotiations on permits for East Berlin 

(the so-called"Passierschein"negotiations) and the vocabulary 

which has been used this summer by some gentlemen in East-Ber-

lin, which reffiinded awfully of Hitler and Goebbels, complicate, 

however, the above mentioned steps, 

14, The German range· of action as regards foreign policy has not been 

fully used at present, This scope comprises particularly the 

fields of ~ast-European policy and this in turn includes arms 

control and limitation of armaments, 
/12 
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We have to demonstrate and to state veraciously to the Eas'; and 

to the West that our aim is peace. The so-called peace-note ot 

the Federal Governmentof March 1966 can be the beg1nnlng of a 

conprehensive and lasting policy of pea'cEl and reconciliation of 

the Federal Republic of Germany visavis her eastern neighbours. 

This policy would indirectly serve re-unification. Our neighbo~r~ 

ln West and East have not forgotten the tw,o world wars an:i ?.:.t:er~. 

crime of genocide. 'I'hey set down more blame o:p us thari·· can. be 

justifiep by means of history but the ascer-tainment of this fact 

helps us j~st as little as the•stupid attempt to set off germar.. 

crimes with those of other peoples. 

15.· How far can Germany ·contribute to a policy of an armament limi

_tation? World-wid~-disarmament is by anybody considered to be 

an illusion~ Limitations of arinamerit which come about either m"'a':.; 
;-
1' 

of mutual agreement or tacitly- are·however a real possiti.:.:ity" ':'hF 

c_ould a-lso be regionaL The exchange o·f statements as regar:i.s :hr 

"'· 
abster.t.ion_ from application of for,ce betwe~n Bonn a;,d Eagter>:J 

·European' states is under discussion. It should include the 

territory of the "DilR" without ma!dng ·the "DDR" the adressee, 'Y.l:'.e 
' ' 

exchange of observers· on tl:)_e occasion of manoeuvres is a pos:s5..--

blility also. 

Naturally the \>lest· could not agree to a conference about the 

security of Europe in which the Soviet Union does partic!.pates 

bi:lt not,, howElver, the Unites States. 'The Soviet note of ar.swer 

~nvites 1 however, to take Up t'he thread p.f the idea of a Europ~a!". 

"' system of security again. THerefore it is useful to enter once 

more into a reappraisal of the'well-known Polis*roposals, wh:ch 

a~e again explicitly promoted by the Soviet Union in her answer;:,, 
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16.- The then Rapacki- and Gomulka proposals contained three 
·, 
• 

principle~ which still have\to be kept i.n mind when the 

West thinks of regional arms limitation in Europe: 

a) They did not demand the withdrawal of American troops 

from Germany. 

b) They did not demand a neutralization of the concerned 

participating countries, but insinuated the continuence 

of their being members of alliances and of obligations anc 

_the guaranties of assistence by the USA and the Soviet 
Union. 

c) They regarded the territories of Poland, the CSSR and 
the "DDR" only in their entirety as an equivalent .for 

-the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

17. On the other side the Polish proposals contained, however, 

two principles which cannot be acceptedg 

a) They confined themselves mainly to nuclear weapons, left 
the conventional armed forces quite outside atod did thus 
not at all exclude an endangering'of the total balance 

in Central Europe. 

b) As the proposals 7 as far as Western territory. was co!!
cerned, did refer exclusively to the Feder·al Republic 

they teq~ed to give the Federal Republic a spe~ial status, 
v1hich wou'ld and probably should give the Federal Republic 
an is:iated position among her Europe'a'n alli.es. 

18. Si.nce the Rapacki proposals almost one decadE;. ago, the 

repeated realisation of the endangered situation of Berlin, 

demonstrated by the examples of 1958/59 and 1961, has rendere" 

red designing of Central European system of security more 

diffieult than·on the middle of the fifties. Also the re-

fusal of France to accommodate on her ~erritory any part 

of the Western military apparatuses and armed forces· which 
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have been stationed up to now in G~rmany impedes the 

situation, 

• In spite of th\5,. it would seem useful- to me, if the Pede..: 

" ral Republic would continue her way of examining regional 

proposals as started by means of her peacenote. The mutual' 

establishment of control outposts - of the East in the 

vlest and of the West in the East - against sureprise .attack 

would already do a lot of good in the psychological field 

and such posts would not affect anybody's security. 

Anyhow, .and I would like to emphasise that, German proposals 

for the. .improvement of European· security have to be care

fully worked out in order to serve as .essential elements 

for subsequent regulati~ns in connection with a peace-treaty 

~or Germany, Especially under this point of view they are ne

cessary, Such an activity simply .offers itself at the pre-

~· sent situation of Europe. German policy of detente would ensuJ 

re and increase German influence on the development of' 

Europe. Their weight depends on the question , in how far 

it will be possible for Germany, to urge on such a policy. 

of detente in· agreement with the interests of German ''s 

neighbours,· 
. . 

19. However as long as a comprehensive system of collective 

security, which includes West - and East-Europe, nas ncit 
" . been created, the safequarding of peace in Europe demands . . 

categorically the maintenance of the balance of military . ' 

power.· 
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This, in turn, necessitates - due to military and political 
' 

reasons - the maintenance of ~he Atlantic Alliance, the main·-

tenance of the membership of the Federal Republik in this Alliance 

and the American presence in Europe. In order to avoid that Germ;:q; 

c'ould merely fall· vi tim · to foreign governments qecisions in case 
' 

of critical situations. I regard German participation in planning 

of the general strategy of the Alliance and in crisis-management 

necessary. Moreover, I think it necessary that the German Federal 

Government get a right of veto in the alliance in respect to 

certain cases of application 'of nuclear weapons on German terri--

tory. 

The nuclear soluti.on within the Alliance has exclusively to be 

found under the aspect of security and by no means under the 

as.pect of prestige. ·German eo-ownership of nuclears weapons and 

Germany's participation in joint control as regards the firing 

of nuclear weapons are not necessary. Moreover, the Federal 

Republic must not make her agreement ·.to a treaty on non-pro-· 

liferation of nuclear weapons dependent on political condi.tions 

which cannot be fulfilled. The same applies also to a German 

eo-ownership in any interallied or multi~ateral nuclear a~med 

force. Such claims do produces fear without even having a chance 

o-f realisation. 

It is in the interest of Germany - and it would be welc'omed by 

the whole world ~ if the Federal Republic of Germany would be 

successful in normalizing step by step her relations to Eastern 

Europe. An acti.ve German policy towards Eastern Europe could 

of course not be started because one thinks that by help of 

this policy the East Bloc could be split. Our motive for the 

/
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to 
such a policy is/reduce the fear of Germany, The reduction 0.:' 

fear has to precede if ·unders_tanding for our aim of re-unifi-

cati.on of Germany shall be reached. But both can then become 

_endangered, if we would present, with- the same degree of im

pprtance,,the question of the Oder-NeiBe-problem together with <Sur 

aim of re-unification of those Germari territories which· are 

internationally !:!<:2~ contested, These are two different things. 

·The Federal Gqvernment of Germany declared in its peac)'(e-note, 

that it is prepared to make sacrifices for re-unification and 

that Germany continues to exist according to international law 

Government will re-cognize different frontiers. 
--------------~-------------------------------. . 

21. At present I can only imagine re-unification if I start from 

the·assumption that it will come about in the-course of tedious 

and protracted changes of the· status quo in Europe; changes wj eh 

will demand from the Soviet Union on the one hand and from tree 

West on the other not q~~.'P.!:~P<2!:~~<2~~~~,but.quite the opp0:olte, 

P.!:~E~!:~~-~~1!:~~ fo·rfe i tures of their hitherto influence or their 

geographic scope of influence. The more a change of the status 

Quo endangers at the same time the territorial title to pos-

sessions of other coun~ries - or seems ,to endanger it - the . 
less probable it its realization. The·Germa~ cannot expect of 

any f~ture, German.Government 1 that at the conference table of 

a peace-conference, Which takes place one generation after the 

end of the war at the earliest it will make ].mdone or even w.in 

subsequently a war whi-ch was started by Hitler, both waged and 

lost totally, 
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22#hile it seems to be relatively simple to establish normal re la-

tions to the SCilth-East-European states we will have to put forth 

very much patience, take pains and produce understanding in the 

case of Poland. Without reconciliation the idea of re-unific•tion 

will remain a mere.hope. The course and the end of world war II 

represents a burden for our relationship to Poland which is for 

both sides from the huiJlan point of view a very heavy one. We will 

be hearvily leaden with this for a lflng time to come. Therefore 

we should be all the more thankful for tendencies of reconcilia-· 

tion which publicly begin to stir within both peoples. 

23. I understand that there is much bttterness as regards the rela

tionship between Germany and Czechoslovakia •. There are, however, 

no problem regarding frontiers. Reconciliation with the Czechos

lovakian peoples seems there for to be not as difficult as vi sa vis 

the Poles. 

24. We can, however, not fulfil the Polish request to recognize the 

so-called "DDR" and to establish diplomatic relations with her. 

To this request our answers can only be negative. Recogni.t.ion 

of the so-called "DDR" according to interna:tional law by the 

Federal Republic of Germany would without any doub~ lead every

where in Europe and in the whole world to a loss of the aware

ness of the anomaly of Germans seperation, and lead to a dis

integration of the four-powers-responsibility. Recognition 

according to international law would mean that we waived our claim 

that that we are the legitimate speaeker and representative of 

the interests and hopes of our nation and not those potentates 

in East-Berlin, Recognition acc.ording to international law and 

waiving our claim to be the sole diplomatic representative of 

/18 
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the German people would pot only extraordinarily consolidate the 

·communist SED-regime as ·regards its domestic policy. but would 

also cbnfirm the Sov~t Union and other nations to maintain 

that ,regime and thus the division of Germany, not mentioning 

yet the ethical and the human aspect, Le.. the dis'truction of 

hopes in many, many human beings in Germany. I do not think I 
' 
need-~ention 'that any collaboration between the Social Demo-

• 
crates_· and:the.Communist SED ist completely out of the question. 

0 . 
That does not mean, however, that we dorlt have to have talks 

ranging from negotiations about trade within Germany to negotia

'tions or visits of people along the zonal border, in order to 

maintain our national substance and in order to help the people 

. . "' ·of our d~vided nati-on to keep in touch as far as the human sphere 

and. daily happenings are 'concerned. The general principle at 

the filling of such an elbow-room ist, as I said abover not to 

touch the threshold of recognition, but to look, apart from this, 

for easing and rela~ation of the relationship with~n Germany. 

I 

One has to talk about the possibUities of a r~-unification of 

Germany very soberly, without illusions, and coolmin\ied::i.y, 
. , 

although inevitably with emotional engagement. If the other nat1.or 

·have-fear of Germany, unification will not take place. Just the 

' same however it will not take place, if the other nations are in 

the long run content with a division of Germany. The German 

division is a curable evil, although the prevailing conditions 
• •• 

in world polities and distribution of power are at present unfa

vourable for the Germans. 

/19. 
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We have to ha.ve courage for the t'ruth and to face facts, The 

German question is a political and psychological question and 
. I . 

not just a bundle of legal problems. It is true, that merely 

sticking to German max.imun demands in the territorial, military 

and legal scope and confining, ones policy to the mere maintenance 

6f such demands for the day of comprehenqive negotiattons, once 

to come, cannot influence the. development of Europe iD. direction 

of an approach to such a day of negotiation. It remains also 

true, that we worry about the military safeguarding of freedom 

of Europe and that we will and have to contribute our full share 

to military security. 

We will unwaveringly pursue our _aim of uni.fica.tion and if cer

tain c-ircumstances obstruct one way towards this aim, we will look 

for another. We are reasonable enough to know that all 

peaceful re-unification will never come about liKe i.n a lawsuit in 

which the judge passes the judgement after the trial, but that 

re-unification has to find the approval of the world-powers and 

of all our neighbours, i.e. that the anxieties of our neighbours 

have to be overcome and that their aims have to be respected. 

vie understand that re-uniting Germany has above all to be a 

re-unification of the German people and their human beings; the 

question of the geograpryie borders is of course important, but 

by any means not as important as the re-unification of the human 

beings under a common roof. 

We understand alike that only re~creation of Europe as 

will give the opportunities for German re-unification. 

a whole) 
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The question of European security is of central and key 

significance to Poland. Its importance derives, in the first 

place, from the general principles of our policy, which is geared 

towards ensuring international ·security and the development of 

peaceful relations and co-operation among nations. Twice within 

the last fifty years, Europe was the scene of wars which were 

perhaps the bloodiest in the history of·the world, and which 

extended far beyond its borders. The wars which began in Europe 

spread to practically all continents, and the dramatic effects of 

the last war are felt to this day by the entire world. During the 

laat war.Poland suffered incomparable losses: 4o% of the national 

wealth destroyed and 6,000,000 citizens murdered as the result of 

the occupant's policy of extermination. I mention this not as 

a reminder, but because it is our responsibility to remember. 

Vie cannot forget this even if we do not speak of it. 

Secondly, the actuality of the problem of European 

securj.ty is based on the signj.Llc::mce which peace on this continent 

has for the rest of the world, Nowhere else in the world, as 

precisely here in Europe, do the armed forces of the two greatest 

contemporary powers, the Soviet Union and the United States, face 

each other within shooting range; here the line is drawn between 

the two most important military-political groupings of the NATO 

and Warsaw Pacts. 

The idea of creating a system of mutual security in 

Europe is not a new one. During the years before \iorld War II, 

in a desire to learn from the. lessons of World War I, and at a 

time when the danger of aggression on the part of·the Third Reich 

was more and more clearly evident on the European political scene, 

attempts were made at uniting the efforts of European nations to 
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counteract the aggressive intentions of the Nazi Government. During 

World War II, parallel to the plans for creating a system to ensure 

world peace - which was the precise aim underlying the creation of 

the United Nations Organization - the creation of a separate system 

of unity and alliance for Europe, where both world wars had their 

beginning, was also proposed. 

I would like here to call attention to one element of these 

plans which in my o:.pi.nion is essential. During the war, both the 

European powers and overseas powers stressed - and expressed this 

through their actions - that a system of European security must 

prevent aggression on the part of German imperialism and militarism. 
~ 

By the same token they must have considered that the main force 

destroying peace in Europe had always been German imperialism and 

militarism. Ho~ else can one evaluate the contents of the agree-

ments concluded during World War II between the Soviet Union and 

Great Britain in 1942, the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia in 1943, 
the Soviet Union and France in 1944, as well as the "Big Three" 

conferences held during the war in Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam? 

All of the pacts and agreements concluded during the war, 

therefore, created realistic possibilities - unfortunately, only as 

a result of the tragic war experiences - for the ultimate regulation 

of the question of European security. Such, after all, was the 

universal conviction after the war of the broad masses of society 

in all the countries of the anti-fascist coalition. l!lay 9, 1945, 
the day on which the Third Reich capitulated, was for millions of 

people - regardless of whether they were in Red Square in Moscow, 

Trafalgar Square in London, or the Champs Elysees in Paris - a day of 

joy, not only because the most horrible of wars had ended, but 

because the day brought the profound hope that the future would provide 

an effective system of security which would protect Europe from German 

militarism, the chief cause of the war just ended. 

The idea of peaceful co-existence, although it was not 

legally formulated, found expression both in the establishment of the 

United Nations Organization and in the resolutions of the United 

N~tions Charter, which defined the rr~in goals of the organization 

in the area of maintaining international peace and security. 

Article 1, paragraph 1, of the UN charter states that in order to 

maintain peace and security, the UN should11 apply effective collective 

measures to prevent and eliminate the threat to peace, suppress 

acts of aggression and other disturbances of the peace, settle and 

mediate differences or situations which could lead to disturbance of 

the peace by peaceful means according to the principles of justice 
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and international .law". 

From the beginning of its existence the Government of 

People's Poland has given expression to the fact that its chief 

goal is to ensure the peace, ·secliri ty and the just borders of. the. 

Polish nation. The I~ifesto of the PKVIN (Polish Committee for 

National Liberation) stated that "Polish foreign policy will be 

based on the principles of collective security". 

The idea contained in the PK\'IN Manifesto was the basis 

of the first international act of People's Poland, which was the 

Pact of Friendship, Mutual Assistance and Co-operation concluded 

on April 21, 1945, with the Soviet Union. Every subsequent 

international act of People's Poland was undertaken in accordance 

with the policy outlined by the Manifesto, 

Similarly, in the first years after the capitulation of 

Nazi Germany, the desire to ensure collective security, combined 

with the desire to secure themselves against renewed German 

aggression, was reflected in the pacts concluded by other.west 

European countries, I should like to mention in particular the 

pact between France and Great Britain, concluded at Dunkirk in 1947, 
as well as the peace treaties with Italy, Finland, Hungary, Rumania 

and Bulgaria. 

However, the "cold war", which came into being at this 

{ 

time, gradually began to negate the first elements of collective 

security in Europe. One of the most characteristic signs of the 

violation of the accepted bases of collective European security 

was the departure of the Western powers from the Principles con

tained in the Potsdam Agreement. This took place on many levels. 

One of them was the negation of those resolutions >1hich dictated 

the destruction of the bases of German militarism by neglecting 

the basic and key decisions of the Potsdam Agreement: "The Allied 

powers, by mutual consent shall undertake now and in the future 

other necessary decisions in order to achieve certainty that 

Germany will never again become a threat to its neighbours or to 

world peace". 

During those years, our Government observed the develop

ment of the international situation, particularly in Europe, 1¥ith 

anxiety and great concern. The inclusion of the West German 

Army, the Western powers' tolerance of revisionist claims of the 

Bonn Government, all this caused a turn of events in the face of 

which our Government's position could not remain passive. For this 

reason, in the most - shall I say - "hopeless" years also, we did 
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not spare efforts, to the extent of our abilities at the time, to 

prevent the deepening of the division of Europe, to prevent the aggra. 

vation of the situation, Several of the .statements made by our 

representatives at the General Assembly sessions of the Till on the 

subject of the acceptance of some of the disarmament proposals attest 

to this fact. 

Besides supporting the plans for complete universal disarm

ament, we spared no efforts in the direction of the realization of 

partial steps which might lessen the degree of danger in the most 

sensitive areas. This was in agreement with the principle of con-

structive peaceful co-existence practised by Poland, The growing 

threat to peace in Europe caused by the increasing armament of the 

German Federal Republic, its postulates of annexation and its pressing 

demand for nuclear weapons clearly endangered the security of this 

part of the world and the security of our country, For this reason 

also, our GOV§l;'_®\en:t.,motiyated _by __ the _vi tal interests_ of_ its- _s_ecur:i, ty ) 

and encouraged by signs of a certain_l~sening ()f interna~ional,_ tens_ion 

in 1957, proposed a plan to create an atom~free zone in Central · 
- .. -- --- . ::::±:J¥1 -
~ope. 

Military as well as political considerations favoured the 

creation of such a zone. Checking the concentration of arms at one 

of the stages of deconcentration, not only of nuclear arms but also 

of conventional weapons, would undoubtedly lessen to a great degree 

the threat of conflict, which, after all, is more easily provoked 

in a situation in which weapons are focalized than when they are 

scattered. 

In political terms, not only would the realization-of the 

Polish plans have most certainly raised the degree of confidence 

among the nations of both groupings, but it would have been an 

~essential step in solvigg the Ge~wgn_problem, since this problem can 

~ onl~ be solved by decreasing armaments in general, but never by means 

of an armaments race. \Jhoever thinks in this way is .under dangerous 

illusions. Solution of the German problem must be-preceded by con-

crete steps towards at least partial disarmament in Central Europe, · 

and may be only one stage in a series of concrete steps in which the 

German Federal Republic must also participate. 

If we look at the activity, proposals and statements of 

Polish diplomacy from a perspective of years, we can claim that they 

form a certain logical sequence. Thus -the first-Polish initiative 

in the area of.creating an atom-free zone in central-Europe was the 

Rapacki P:lan, presented by Poland ·for 

session of the UN General Assembly on 

the· first time· at the twelfth 

October 2, 1957. I will not 
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go into the details of the plan, since it is well known to every-

one here. I wish only to call your attention to the fact that 

the B&packi Plan took into consideration the existing state of 

armament in Central Europe and was clearly not intended to aggravate 

the situation in this area. The fact that it collided with the 

foundations and plans of the Bonn Government is understandable, 

since it was and is a plan for European security, whereas the Bonn 

policies to put it mildly, are calculated to maintain the status 

guo. It is clear that these two tendencies will never concur. 

The next Polish proposal, known internationally as the 

Gomulka Plan and officially presented by out Government on 

February 29, 1964, was also based on the premise that the most I 
urgent step to be taken in Europe is the freezing of nuclear weapons. 

( 
This resulted from the fact that the efforts of the German Federal! 

Republic to obtain access to nuclear weapons were taking on very } 

disturbing pr.oportions. Our Government could not ignore this. . 

The Gomulka Plan has, in a sense, limited validity, but it concerns 

a very important problem, and its realization would constitute a 

serious step tovnards lessening tensions and strengthening security 

and progress in the area of disarmament, 

Although our plans have not become the subject of 

official international deliberations, we would like to believe that 

they have not lost their timeliness. . On the contrary, the greater 

the impression made on Western political leaders and here on my 

colleagues from the West of the peaceful intentions and aspirations 

of my country, of the peaceful aims of its foreign policy, the 

deeper and more universal will be the interest in our proposals. 

The last chapter has not yet been written, 

It is not especially surprising to note that at once the 

greatest and the least constructive opposition came from the West 

German Government. An entire catalogue of alleged dangers that 

would face the West if the Polish proposals were accepted was 

presented. Even mild blackmail was used on the grounds that if 

the Rapacki Plan were accepte~ a dangerous vacuum would arise which 

could "encourage a possible aggressor to unfriendly steps". Such 

a vacuum would only be exploited by a country which itself intends 

unfriendly steps and the maintenance of tension in Europe, since 

it is itself an outgrowth of this tension, 

We are, however, confident, and I say this with complete 

conviction, that it is not the Bundeswehr generals who will influ-

ence the policies of other Western. powers. It is becoming more 

and more generally accepted that.West Germany's practice of 
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I 
threatening its allies with the possibility of an attack by the 

. 

S~cialis~ countries is w~thout foundation. _Lven certain-political 

c~rcles ~n 11est Germany ~tself no longer beheve the charge. · Need 

I remind you of some of the statements made by Chanceller Adenauer, 

or of the sober and rGalistic voices at.the convention of. the larg

est West German party, the Social Democratic Party of Germany? 

It w·ould be a gross simplification to claim that our plans 

for disarmament which aim at the creation of the basis of collective 

security in Europe are dictated solely by our own interests. These 

no doubt lie at the foundation of our proposals, but at the same 

time they harmonize with the general·principles of security, and for 

this reason constitute a formula which any nation can find objectively 

possible to accept. We have no pretensions to infallibility, and 

for this reason, too, we willingly engage in discussion. We engage 

in discussion, since we sincerely and honestly seek understanding. 

If the idea of an atom-free zone, which is the foundation of our 

proposal,were in conflict with the interests of respective countries, 

it would certainly not be ·the basis of discussions aimed at creating 

such a zone in other parts of the world. 

Polish plans for part-

ial disarmament or the freezing of nuclear armaments would lead to I 
.-::/The argument that acc;eptance of the 

a permanent division of Germany is voiced by the West German Govern

ment as well as by some of the other Western governments. Permit 

me to explain a few matters. Let us speak frankly and clearly: 

the union of GEl~maror_wiJ.Lnever be bro,ug~t a)l"H.t .i!'!~the s_~,<ig!T_2f 

l~unching pads for modern rockets armed with nuclear.warheads, 

situated on West...Qerl!lan .ter~i toryTand~aimed ,invthe~dire_ctio_n of t!Je 

Socialist 0o~~ries. It is also a mistake to classify·our plans 

as plans leading to the. union of the two Germru1 nations. The 

Polish plans, however, can influence the improvement of the inter

national atmosphere and the lessening of tensions, developments 

which, in turn, would undoubtedly have a favourable influence on 

the creation of the climate necessary for deliberations on the 

German question. Rejection of our proposals does not bring any 

closer the kind of German unity envisaged by some West Germans, 

but only further separates the two German nations, s;i.nce a German 

·nation supplied with nuclear arms will never be the subject of 

unity. -
The countries in our c~p,as well as the governments of . 

some West European nations (let us recall, for instance, the 

position of President de Gaulle expressed at a press conference qn 

February 4, 1965), represent· the attitude that the creation of a 
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system of European security would undoubtedly solve the German 

question. Solution of the German problem, however, must be sub

ordinated to the system of European security, West German circles, 

by contrast, as well as a number of governments of the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization, represent the position thil.t only the uni·on of 

Germany will create conditions for establishing a universal system 

of security in Europe, adding, at the some time, that the division 

of Germany is the chief element in international tension, or at 

least in European tension. Such a line of reasoning constitutes an 

attempt to reverse the problem. 

~Danger to the peace of Europe has ita roots in the division 

of Germany to the extent that it results from concrete and deliberate 

policies of one of the German nations, the German Federal Republic: 

from its policy of territorial claims, its policy'of military 

aggrandizement, its demand for nuclear weapons and its rejection 

of all prcposals for lessening tension even when these are 

suggested by a Western power (for example, the British plan for 

disengagement, presented by Prime Minister Eden, concerning the 

creation of inspection groups, etc.), 

For this reason, too, the union of Germany under con

ditions such as those proposed by the German Federal Republic, 

conditions, therefore, involving the liquidation of the German 

Democratic Republic, would not in the least decrease international 

tension in Europe. Above all, it would alter the balance of 

power within the Western camp, with the GFR dominating its 

European allies to an even greater extent. From a position 

with a broadened economic, territorial and human base, German 

militarism, it is clear, would continue to voice its territorial 

claims inan even more ruthless manner, reaching for the. position 

of a world power. 

However, we do not see the possibilities for the cre

ation of collective security in Europe only in terms of the 

acceptance of our own plans, Time and again we have stressed 

the need to discuss other plans, proposed by Western statesmen. 

It is not our fault that we are still in the phase of discussion. 

The possibility of peaceful co-existence on our continent 

was pointed out in the declaration made at the recent conference 

of~ nations held in Bucharest early in Jul.y 1966.. The 

declaration enumerates a variety of ways in which tensions in 

Europe could 

an influence 

be relieved, measures 

on other parts of the 

which would undoubtedly have 

vmr ld, too~ First, points out, 

that the member-nations of the Warsaw Pact consider it necessaey 
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I to make every effort t,o '·develop neighbourly relations among alt 

European nations, both in the area of economics and· in the area of 

culture • .... 
;second, it mentions a readiness to dissolve the Warsaw 

Pact on condition that other military pacts are simultaneously 

dissolved. If, however, the members of NATO are not ready for this, 

the Socialist_ countries propose an understanding which would at 

least li~uidate the military organizations of NATO and the Warsaw 

Pact. 

~hird, it stresses the role of partial steps which could 

help to lessen tensions. Among these are the Polish proposals 

for creating an atom-free zone in Central Europe or freezing atomic 

weapons at the .existing level, i.e. the Rapacki Plan and the Gomulka 

Plan. 

~urth, it discusses the need to eliminate the threat of the 

nuclear armament of the Bundeswehr. In light of what we have already 

said about the power and revisionist character of the German Federal 

Republic, this condition appears indispensable. 

Fifth, it calls for universal reqognition of the sovereignty 

of the existing borders in Europe, including the border along the 

Oder and Neisse Rivers. This border is, in fact, ade~uately defended 

by the power of the Socialist camp, but its formal recognition would 

be an exceedingly important factor in stabilizing peace in Europe. 

Thus, the confirmation of the famous thesis of Wladyslaw Gomulka, who 

stated that "there is no problem of borders, there is only the prob

lem of peace". 

Further, the Socialist countries do not fo:r:ge_t_ab.out~the 

ne.ecl_t.9_s_o1Ye-the-German. ~uestion; _indeed. they~tre_s~_tha.:t. i:t_s.an 

@ly_9Ql!le-about·-as~a~re·sul t ·of· the-lessening. of-tension~in~.&u-ope 

and must, of cours_~_,_take _into con?idera tion ~tile., e_e()W"i ty_interesj;s 

of all C?f__Eu;r_ope •• 

Finally, the Socialist countries stress in their declaration 

the great significance which the calling of a European Security 

Conference would have. They do not exclude, however, other forms 

of discussion of the problem of strengthening peace, discussions in 

which no nation would be denied participation. 

The theses which we have suillmarized are not merely the 

results of wishful thinking. They are in agreement with the aspir-

ations of a great many realistically thinking political leaders 

in the West and have their basis. in the actual European political 
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situation - a situation which is in fact pregnant with great 

problems, but undoubtedly more favourable than it was say, 

fifteen years ago, 

~ As far as i§ concerned, in our approach to this l 
problem we bJ>s.e our.selves on reality;. This reality is the exist

ence of two German nations, We are associated in fraternal 

alliance and close co-operation in all areas of life with one of 

them, the German Democratic Republic. There is practically no 

area of political, social, economic, cultural or·athletic activity 

in which our mutual relations are not vital and, what's more, do 

not continue to develop. 

In the implementation of the Potsdam Agreement, the German 

Democratic Republic recognized the Oder-Neisse border as the final 

German-Polish boundary. This nation conducts a policy which is 

in full agreement with the Potsdam resolutions, which envisaged 

the full democratization of life in Germany, This nation not only 

combats all propaganda geared towards revision of the borders set 

in Potsdam, but simultaneously. educates its citizens in the spirit 

of respect and esteem for other nations, Such policy in regard to 

Poland was never before conducted by any German government, We I 
are developing a broad and multilateral trade exchange, whose level 

has already exceeded by 20o% the pre-war exchange of goods between 

Poland and the whole of Germany, The scientific-technical co

operation between our two countries is increasingly varied, and 

Polish machinery and Polish engineers employed in the GDR are more 

and more frequently a synonym for the changes which are taking 

place in our mutual relations, 

A broad range of Polish writers reach German readers, 

correcting misconceptions created by German imperialistic 

as regards the alleged inferiority of our culture, This 

propaganda 

kind of 

relationship may seem insignificant to some people; perhaps it gives 

the impression that we concern ourselves with secondary matters, 

There are no secondary matters in Polish-German relations. Every 

matter, even the most minor, is 

outstandingly political aspect. 

important, and each one has an 

T;:,;h:;;~;;· S;;;_;~;;;· S:;;,..;W;::by,::i:..,:W;_:e;_;;a;,;t;.:t;,;;a;;;C;,;oh;..,;;s;,;;U;,;;C;;;h;,..,~a t 
importance to strengthening the position of the German Democratic 

R:;~ablishing its sovereignty and its security, It 

is in the most vi ta1-:tfiterests4of~Po'l:and1and-,all~0' .:E)\lrope tliat 

an arrow of imperialistic Germany never again stands at our western 

border, that this border be peaceful and characterized by peaceful 

co-operation, We desire this border to unite, not divide. 
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· Thus, too, there is profound truth in the saying that the 

"::::.. security: of tpe Gei'ma;J. Democrat~c __ R~p~~~~i~ __ al_s~ @EQl']j,ty._?f 

Poland, The foreign policy of the Bonn Government in regard to · 

Poland, on the other hand, eloquently illustrates the fact that to 

this day the GFR does not have normal relations with the Socialist 

countries. And this is strictly the fault of the GF~. 

Beginning in 1955, when it declared· the state of war with 

Germany as terminated, our Government time and again stated its .desire 

for normalized relations .with the GFR in all areas of activity, 

This was a great concession on our part; sinc·e, after all·, it is 

the defeated country vrhich - if it really admits to its responsi* 

bility and guilt - should give satisfaction to our country, which 

was destroyed by the Nazi Army, and seek establishment of relations. 

However, it is through no fault of ours that our constructive efforts 

did not meet with the proper response in the GFR. Quite the 

contrary, the entire political line of the GFR Government in regard 

to Poland has for years been characterized by revisionism a?d the 

demand to change the existing Polish-German border on the Oder and 

Neisse Rivers. A programme of recovering the territory returned 

to Poland by the Potsdam Agreement _has been advanced, and there is a 

direct tendency to physically _annihilate Poland as an independent 

nation. We are not misled 

members of the Bonn Cabinet 

by the statements of representatives or 

which attempt to whitewash the attitude 

of the Government with claims that the GFR does not conduct a re

visionistic policy in regard to the.Socialist countries, nor i~tends 

to do so in the future, and that it desires to live in peace and 

neighbourly relations, 

_No one in Poland is worrt~d about our western border; it ~ 
is well guarded. If, however, we require that t.he_v~.s.t_Ger,man 

Government recognize this border, we do so because the campaign 

in this direction 

It only causes an increase of tension and clouds the international.\ 

scene. We in Poland know tl~t this same government which makes 

territorial claims endeavours in every possible way to obtain nuclear 

arms, despite the fact.that it. is threatened by nothing and no one. 

Is it not our fundamental responsibility to call attention to this? 

Ne must approach the so-called Peace Note with the caution dictated 

by a tragic history and the actual attitude of the GFR so long as 

that Note is not accompanied by concrete deeds,_ Yet in our criticism 

of the Note we are far from alone, since even. West German political 

circles have pointed out a number of its awkward passages. 
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I would like to deem a misunderstanding the suggestion 

of some political leaders in Bonn, as well as in other Western 

countries, that the territorial claims of Bonn in regard to Poland 

are merely a bargaining trump in Bonn 1s hand, held for a future 

peace conference, and that in return for our agre_emE)nt_in .the matter 'i 
----·~.,---"-,.. __ 0""" -~- -" -- =-----'"" --- ------- _____ ,._._:_·.----~:::~-· 

~f the union of Germany along the lines desired by Bonn, the GFR 

is ready to recognize the Polish-German border on the Oder-Neisse. 

No one in Poland denies the German nation the ;igh.t=to--imfty and 
~- - --~--- ---- --- ----- --- . --- . -:___;- ·-- - -==-=--~-'J:MC-

self-determination. However, we will never allow_unity and self-
--- --- -- - . - ·-- --~"'"-=--=-,---~ 

determination to signify a green light for the annexation of the othe 
-- . ·- --- --

German state, the GDR, whether by means of a new 'Anschluss 1 or by 
---~ --· --- -. . , 
any other method-;-"- 'ro'd:ay it is no secret to anyone that the process 

of German unification must take place within the present condition 

of the existence of two nations with completely opposite socio

economic systems and historical processes, and, what is very essen 

Only such an atmosphere can allow the development 

and the gradual union of the two German nations. 

of lessened 

On the other 

hand, the GFR 1 s subordination of any agreement whatsoever to take 

steps towards lessening of tension and disarmament in Europe to 

the question of German reunification is only an escape which 

leads not only theproblem of lessening tensions and disarmament 

but the very problem of German unity into a vicious circle. It 

seems to me that at the basis of this policy is the mistaken 

evaluation of reality. There is a lack of awareness that we are 

now in _1966 and not 1953, 

· Permit me to quote here from an article entitled "We 

Are Not in the Centre", by B. Bohm, which appeared in the well

knorm West German monthly Di.2. Poli tische Meinn!!{!;". in January 1965: 
"The political dragon, or when there is a lack of means of force, 

a narrow fanaticism saturated with illusion, has always been the 

German danger. Y/e possess that dangerous tendency (and the 

necessary ability in such a case of convincing ourselves) of 

seeing things as they look in the light of our desires, and we 

easily lose the ability of differentiating desire from reality. 

This can only result in an incorrect evaluation of the facts and 

with this an incorrect policy". 

On our part there is a full readiness to normalize 

relations with the GFR, a readiness which could have been definitely 

confirmed during trade negotiations. Economic relations 

Poland and the GFR were normalized on the basis of mutual 
between I 
benefits, 

however, and the existence of trade missions in our respective 
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countries cannot be regarded by anyone as even the beginning of 

political relations, But we know full nell that even now, when 

the policies of Bonn in regard.to Poland and the Socialist countries 

are still marked·by road signs pointing to Konigsberg, Bres+au.or 

Oppeln, which actually lead to a blind alley, there. exist in that 

country political powers which soberly look at the past and even 

more soberly to the.future, They, too, understand that the future 

of the German nation lies in peaceful development and not in the 

creation of new obstacles. 

Despite the tragic past of war, we are not at all anti-

German, as we are sometimes accused of being, We are enemies only 

of German imperialism, about whose character in history, ·the most· 

recent history, everyone here would probably agree, We are and will 

remain enemies of those forces which want to annihilate us, to expel 

those Poles who inhabit the western territories of the Polish nation 

to work in French mines, A large dose of ill-will is needed to 

equate this attitude with alleged anti-German feeling, Are not 

the relations with the community of the German Democratic Republic a 

rather eloquent example of our attitude? I·deliberately say 

community here, since recent years have brought such a range of· 

relations that they encompass tens of thousands of inhabitants of 

our countries. Are not our contacts with the youth of the GDR who, 

when ooming to Poland, do not hesitate to visit the former death 

camp in Auschwitz an eloquent example of our attitude, which supports 

everything that has a peaceful and anti-war character in the German 

Democratic Republic? We do not wish constantly to recall that 

tragic chapter of our history, but neither can we allow ourselves to 

forget it, We shall be the first to accept with great satisfaction 

any real and honest peaceful policy of behaviour on the part of 

official West German circles, but it must be a policy which takes 

reality into account, That such policy is painful for the ruling 

circle of the GFR is not our fault, but the fault of those who declared 

World War II. Are there no sober minded statesmen in West Germany 

who know that this must be paid for by the recognition of what we call 

status quo? 

We shall be happiest in Poland when we are able to devote 

our work to peace without having to think of threats, Anyone who 

visits our country leaves convinced of the peaceful aims of our 

policy, of our sincere aspirations. for a lessening of tensions in 

Europe, whereever they· exist. And it is precisely because of this that 

our words attacking those who desire to provoke new conflicts resound 

so sharply •. 

.. 
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We would like to believe, however, tr.~t it is not these 

circles which will shape the development of international relations. 

We are here at this meeting to try to improve mutual understanding, 

to heighten an atmosphere of confidence. Every achievement along 

this road, even the smallest, is worth the effort, since it serves 

the success of a cause of vital interest to us all. None of us 

here can give a simple answer as to the direction of this road, 

but in a mutual confrontation, from our respective positions, 

we may find a mutual line of behaviour, discover that which unites 

us, and how to proceed further in order to eliminate or mitigate 

that which divides us. If we appro~ch this matter with sincere 

desire for mutual understanding and the achievement of results, 

I firmly believe that these results will come within our grasp. 
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1. China as an independent· factor in worlc'c nffu.irs. 

a) The virtual breakup of the Sino-S;oviet alliance since 1962/3 menns 

that China must be considered a conpletely inc1open:1Gnt factor in 

world c..ffo.irs., A basic alignnent of the Ccn:rtnunist p':::17ers versus 

the West co.ri no longer be taken for grantee, on any specific issue; the 

internatL)nal system has become tric:mgul:1r rc,ther than bipolar, even 

though Chinese power is still of a lesser orr1er than thC>t of the USA 

and the USSR; varying conbinations of twc •cf the three ~ain powers 

against the third are pc)ssible on different issues. This rlevelopnent 

is not likely to be reversec1 as it hr,s been brought about n0t only 

by major differences uf national interest between the CPR and the 

Soviet Unicn, but· also by profoundly ~civergent trends of internal· 

evoluti,•n: the change of leadership in the Sovid Union has not 

' chnng8d this si tuatic.n, vrhila the current internal crisis in China has 

even accentuated it •. As a result, both the USA and the USSR, as well. 

as the Gurop;3an alliances led by them, fin(~ thGr:'lselves confronted wi t:Q. 

new opportunities for rliplcmatic manoeuvre nncc new problems of 

priority rcmong their rrbjectives. 

b) The importance of Chin-, as a factor in wurlc: affairs has been d:r=atised 

by .her first nucle8.r explosicns "-S \'rell as by the extrene ILilitnncy of 

both her anti-Jmeric"n and anti-Soviet propaganda. This has tended ~d 

obscure both the present limits of Chinese pcwer and the practical 

caution imposec1 by the b<msciousncss of those limits on Chinese inter-

n~tional connuct. The technical advances QU~ Capit~l investments that 

have rosulted in China's promotion to nuclenr rank appear to have been 

achieved on a rather narrow frcmt, and will not by ther~selves make 

China a true ;wrld JYWer so long o.s her fundrcmental prcblem of 
•• 

J 
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industrialisation remains unsolved; it cannot be taken for granted 

that this problem V!ill be solved at all under the present type o{ 

regime, while even if the necessary changes of policy should be made 

and maintained, its solution could not come very fast. The Chinese 

conduct in relation to Taiwan, to Vietnam and to India during the 1965 
crisis has shmm that for all their boastful and aggressive language, 

the Chinese Com~unist leaders are sufficiently aware of the present 

relation of forces to seek to avoid a direct military clash with one 

of the superpowers, 

c) Peking's main foreign policy objectives in the present phase appear 

to be to weaken 1\merican mili ktry encirclement, nctably by getting rid 

of the American presence in Tai1'J:J..n, Vietru'1ra anc1 Thailand; to· avoid 

·'economic isolation, notably by expanrhng trade relations with Japan 

and Western Europe; to create a buffer zone of "friendly states" under 

Chinese influence in competition to 1Ll'JOrican, Soviet and Indian influence; 

and to destroy Soviet authc·ri ty and build up Chinese authority among 

Com~unist and national revolutionary movements as far as possible, 

The strategies applied in pursuit of these objectives have included 

the attempt to pose as champion of the Afro-Asian, and to a lesser 

extent the Latin-Junorican, peoples and to involve them in conflict v1ith 

the United States; the propaganda of revolutinnccry 'people 1 s wars 1 

everywhere as a means to tie do'ovn and \\reaken American strength, and 

particularly the support of 011 uncompromising line in Vietnam; the 

support of Pakistan against India and of Indonesia against Malaysia; 

and the strict rejection of all Soviet offers for a united front in 

aid of Viotnam on the grounds that the Soviets vmre really co-operating 

with the Lmericn.ns to end the 'people's war 1 • 

d) Over the past two years, these stratGgies l1ave been remarkably unsuccess7 

ful, Peking l1as torpedoed its cwn project for a 1 seccnd Bandung 1 con

ference when it turned "ut that most Afro-Asian governments were unwilling 

to turn it into an anti-American clemonstra tion. No 1 people 1 s vrars 1 have 

erupted outside Vietn~m, ancl the Vietnam vw.r has· led to a massive 

strengthening of tl1e iunerican military presence around China's borders. 

China has been unable to l1elp Pakistan effectively in hur clash with India, 

and as a result could not prevent Russia from gaining prestige as a mediator. 

The coup attempterL by a group of pro-Cm1munist officers in Indonesia with 

the support of the pro-Chinese Indonesian Communist Party, and probably of 

Peking itself, has ended in spectacular defeat, with the strongest pro-

. Chinese CP crushed, and the Indonesian government turning away from its 

pro-Chinese course, abandoning its confrontation withMalaysia and returning 

to the UN. Finally, the rejection of Soviet offers for a United Front 

has len. to an increasing self-isolation of Chine, in the international 

Co,nmunist movement, ni th the North Korean and Japanese Cc,mrnunists turning 

from a pro-Chine so position to incroCLsingly critical neutr.ali ty, the neutral 
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Rumanians becoming cooler and the Cubans becoming openly critical, 

and even the Vietnamese Communists moving from a predominantly pro

Chinese attitude to a carefully maintained balance between the two powers 

on whose support they depend. Only Peking's struggle against economic 

isolation has attained a measure of success, but, even here Soviet trade 

with Japan has increased more rapidly than Chinese trade while the 

improvement of exchanges with \ifcstern L'urope has been modest. 

e) This series .of partly dramatic setbacks must have contrilmted to 

precipitating the present internal crisis of the Peking regime, though 

its basic causes arc probably linked with the problems of generation 

change _in the Chinese leadership, the conflict between revolutionary 

veteran elites and new expert elites in military and economic life, and 

the effort to assert the domination of a single leader against the 

tendency of the party institutions to limit his powers; to that extent, 

the causes of the crisis, though not the solution so far attempted, show 

a parallel with Stalin's purges of the 1930es. For the time being, the 

most likely effect of the crisis on China's international position is to 

increase her self-isolation as the militant_ energies of the regime are 

turned inv;ard, presenting to the outside world a solid facade of largely 

passive hostility. As a result, the day when China will constitute a 

major threat to the surrounding region is likely to be further delayed. 

IT. The Impact on the Soviet bloc in Europe. 

a) By weakening Soviet ideological authority and forcing liloscow to compete 

for influence on other Communist parties and governments against 

Peking, the Sine-Soviet conflict has been a major factor favouring the 

emancipation of most of the Communist regimes of Eastern Europe from 

satellite status. This process began as early as 1956/7 with Chinese 

support for the 'Polish October' and reached a climax with the 

Rumanian Corrununists 1 "declaration of independence" of April, 1964, which 

was also a declaration of ideological neutrality. Since then, however, 

the momentum of this development appears to have largely exhausted 

itself, On one side, Soviet ideological authority has been so far 

eroded that the European Soviet bloc has by now become much more 

similar to a classical alliance under a hegemonial power, resting in 

part on common interests and in part on Russian military and economic 

preponderancy in the region, and much less sensitive to ideological 

issues than before .•. On the other hand, the tactical skill of Khrushchev's 

successors and the doctrinaire .. rigidity of the Chinese leadership have 

left the East Europeans very little scope for independent manoeuver 

in exploiting the dispute for their advantage, This is not to say 

that these governments and parties are likely to be brought back under 

stricter Soviet discipline - only that they will henceforth have to 

defend their independence ;d thin the alliance by relying on their ovm 

increased domestic stability and national identification rather than 

by playing on the Soviet need for ideological competition with China 
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that has largely ceased to be effective in this area. 

b) The impact of the potential military threat constituted by an independent, 

powerful and largely hostile Chi~a on Soviet strategy, on the other hand, 

is bo1lnd to grow, but it is inits nature long-term rather than short-:' 

term. In view of the long common frontier, the unsettled Chinese 

territorial claims and the pressure of Chinese population, the Soviets 

have long accepted futuro territorial conflict as a possibility! as 

disputes with Peking intensified with the growth of Chinese power, 

they must have come to view it as a probability. Even the post

Khrushchev leaders cannot have seriously coUnted on the success of 

their efforts at reconciliation, and the marked anti-Soviet trend of 

the current 'Peking purges' has evidently confirmed their worst fears. 

In view of the relation of forces, they do not regard a major war 

with China a's a danger for the near future; but the frequency of 

frontier incidents makes the possibility of armed :infiltration on a 

gradually increasing scale a constant worry to them. Moreover, the 

Soviets, like most Western observers (and for equally doubtful reasons) 

tend to take it for granted that China will solve her problem of 

industrialisation whatever the present errors of her leaders, and that 

her tremendous potential power will then become actual. For the time 

being, this means that the Soviets, besides ideologically competing 

with the Chinese for the allegiance of the Communist parties and above 

all of the nationalist movements arid regimes of the.underdeveloped 

world, are endeavouring to create potential counterweights among ChinFt's 

neighbours and to make their ovm frontier forces strong enough to deal 

with infiltration attempts. This requires a policy of economic and i,n 

·part military aid to India, of mediation between India and Pakistan, 

of improved diplomatic and above all economic relations with Japan, and 

of enough aid for Vietnam to offset Chinese irifluence there, but so 

far only a very limited transfer of armed· forces to Asia- either for 

frontier protection or for aid to Vietnam. 

c) This means that as of now, the preservation, consolidation and 

legitimation of the Soviet position in Europe remains the priority 

objective of Soviet foreign and military policy; in other words, the 

rise of the Chinese problem has so far had only a limited impact on 

Soviet policy in Europe; The Soviet leaders themselves probably expect 

that this will change eventually, depending on the increase of Chinese 

power on one side,· the presUn!ed disintegration of the 1.'/estern alliance 

on the other. It foll~ws.that they see their major interest in 

reaping the fruits of that disintegration before the Chinese danger 

assumes major proportions. The replacement of "NATO and the Warsaw 

Pact'' by a •'Eliropean Security System", as advocated by them, would not 

end the European Soviet bloc, which has other effective ties, but would 

end the present tie~ between the US and Western Europe and thus free 
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the Soviet Union from the strain of a military confrontation with 

.. ,'\merican power, permitting it to devote the resources .now tied down 

by that confrontat.ion either to the Asian thE'atre or to domestic 

purposes; moreover, it would.achieve this objective together with two 

.others~ the ac:ceptance by the West of .the permanence of German partition 

and the permanent exclusion of Western Germany from access to nuclear 

weapons. All the signs point to it that the Soviets regard the 

simultaneous or successive achievement of these three closely linked 

objectives of their European policy as within reach in the comparatively 

near future, i.e. before the Chinese danger reaches proportions demanding 

a reversal of priorities; ' 

d) On the tactical.level, however, Soviet policy in Europe is somewhat 

hampered even now by the needs of ideological competition with China 

in other.regions, and aboye all by the war in Vietnam. ·This situation 

makes active negotiation with the United States difficult and may 

temporarily prevent partial agreements which would otherwise be possible, 

thus imposing a certain rigidity on the Soviet diplomatic posture, But 

for the present phase, this does not prevent the Soviets from encouraging 

the independent initiatives of General de Gaulle and thus weakening the 

cohesion of the Western alliance; it is only when Western disintec,Tat~on 

appears far enough advanced for a settlement on Soviet terms that dirf!Ct 

negotiation with the USA will become indispensable. In such a situat~cn, 

the Soviets would presumably not allow themselves to be deterred by 

Chinese ideological attacks from exploiting an opportunity for scoring 

substantial diplomatic gains in the West, 

III. The Impact on the Western Alliance, 

a) The i\irect effect of the rise of China as an independent· power on the 

policies of the West European states is definitely of a ·minor order. 

Only Britain still has substantial·interests in the region threatened 

by Chinese expansion; the ·danger to Malaysia and the widespread 

apprehension in Australia have combined vnth the Chinese-Indian conflict 

in making Britain support the American policy for the military contai~ent 

of China, The continental powers, having no such regional concerns, are 

free in principle to consider China's. economic development as an opportunity 

for increased trade, and the growth of her political. and military power 

as a welcome potential pressure on the Soviet Union. But the economic 

opportunities are limited by the narrow range of China's capacity for 

exports, Political speculation on the need to support China against the 

. Soviet Union has at tir.ws been outspoken in Germany, but has found no 

echo in responsible circles in view of the acuteness of Chinese-American 

conflict ancl the obvious· dependence of German policy towards Russia on 

American support, In France, where no such inhibitions operate, the 

diplomacy of General de Gaulle has viewed the improvement of relations 

with Russia as crucial for its strategy of European independence; hence 
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de Gaulle has established diplomatic relations with Peking chiefly as a 

mearts or raising the value cif French goodwill for Moscov1 1 and also as a 

preparatory move for possible French participation in a settlement cf the 

Vietnam war - but he has never seriously considered· giving major support 

to Chinese ambitions. Even de Gaulle's outspoken criticism of US policy 

in Vietnam is based on the asslimption that. a unified·, Communist Vietnam 

will not be a tool of Chinese eX<)ansion, but will on tr.e contrary offer 

a more stabl-G basis for containing that expansion than would a continuation 

o.f the war. 

b) In the United States, on the other hand, the rise of China as an independent 

power has tended to produce a gradual but major _reversal of ~olitical and 

strategic priorities. ih~erican policy-makers have tended to view the 

Communist military effort in Vietnam as the spearhead of a Chinese 

expansionist offensive which, though using different· methods,· would. be 

comparable in sericiu~ness to Stalin·• s 'p-ost-war expansion' in Eastern Europe, 

and have interpreted the· Chinese propaganda for the spreading of '•people 1 s 

wars' as proof of ~erious plans for such-an offensive, with scant regarp_ 

for actual Chinese capacities· or actions. The fact that· an acute uanger of 

·communist victory in Vietnam in 1964/5 coi-ncided with a period- of com

parative detente or at any rat'e quiescence in Sovie.t-1\mericah relations in 

Europe has therefore led the US administrati•m to c -nclude that thecon;flict 

with China in Asia had·bcicome more practically urgent, if not niore 

theoretically important, than the·conflict with the Soviets in Europe, and 

that the military containment of Chirui - of· ivhich the Vietnam 'var is 

viewed as a focal sector - has become the priority task of lli~erican policy, 

to be pursued at the price of a withdrawal first cf initiative and attention, 

and eventually also of part of the armed forces, from Europe. In this 

framework,. the fact that the conflic,t with the_ Soviet Union is not mili tarily 

acute, and that ;;Joviets and Americans have a common interest in settling it 

as the Chine.se danger gains in importance, has led to a tendency. to . regard 

that older conflict as outdated and tending to settle itself, or at any 

. rate as no longer dangerous enough to justify the economic and_ military 

effort involved in maintaini:p_g American forces on the. former scale in Europe 

or. the political and mental effort i:nvolved in the active pursuit of a 

settlement favorable to Western interests. The result has been a de fapto 

withdrawal of American leadership from the \,'estern alliance. 

c) The withdrawal of American leadership in tUrn has greatly strengthened yhe 

disintegrative tendencies ·•>Ti thin the lie stem alliance: which had long beim 

at work for· other reasons. It has enabled General de Gai:tlle to withdraw 

France from the integrated NliTO ·organisation with overwhelming popular 

support. It has· also enabled him to take· an independent· initiative-in offer

ing-the Soviets proposals for a European settlement which, while substantially 

different from the Soviets' o"in objectives and in accord with essential 

Western interests, cannot possibly achieve the results desired unless 

coordinated with 1\merican policy an<!. backed -,;i th the full iveight of American 
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power. West German opinion, aware that a collective settlement fulfilling 

their demand for national u11i ty cannot be achieved without such backing, 

and watching as the decisive bargaining asset for such a settlement -

the presence of American forces on the Elbe - is being frittered away, is 

increasingly turning to ideas of seeking their own bilateral arrangements 

with the Soviets, and if necessary even with the East German government, 

on the Gaullist model. The most probable outcome, if these developments 

continue, is a European settlement on Soviet terms, leading to a cutting 

of the present links betvmen the USA and Western Europe and to a gradually 

increasing dependence first of West Germany and then of the rest of continental 

Europe on the preponderant power of the Soviet Union. 

Conclusion. 

The grov1th of Communist China into an independent factor in world affairs 

constitutes a potential threat to both the present superpowers and their 

allies, but not a major actual threat to either. A successful solution 

of the difficult problems of Chinese industrialisation is likely to make 

her a more immediate threat to the Soviet Union than to the United States, 

if and when it happens. Yet while the Soviet Union has responded to the 

potential threat in a rational way, i.e. by a limited long-term effort'with

out an immediate shift of priorities, and is still concentrating its main 
' 

energies on obtaining a favourable settlement in Europe before the Chinese 

danger becomes acute, the United States have anticipated the danger of tomorrow 

by a present, shift of priorities to the detriment of thPir Europe~n j~tereots. 

As a result, the rise of China has in the last few years led to a much more 

rapid disintegration of the Western than of the Eastern alliance in Europe, 

and may paradoxically help to bring about a major shift in the world balance 

of pov1er in favour of the Soviet Union • 
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LEO MATES 

The recovery of the econo~ies of the European countries 

after the devastation of the Second lvorld War has enhanced their 

general position in the international community and given new 

dimensions and a better prospect to the role of Europe in the 

·affairs of the world. There could be little doubt even in 1945 

that the dislocation of the economy of Europe was only a temporary 

factor. It affected the international position and status of 

most European countries deeply, but they still had all the human--and 

material resources that were needed to bring about rapid rehabilita

tion. · 

Although the position of the countries which lost the 

war made their recovery more ·difficult, they also made rapid progress, 

partly on account of the advantage of not having to bear during 

the crucial years of reconstruction the costs of the postwar re

armament and other expenses connected with the activities of the 

victOrious nations overseas. The reappearance of European countries 

as important economic factors on the world market occurred was 

little affected. by which side. they had been on in· the past war. 

Postwar Europe could now be playing an even more impor

tant role were it not for another effect which the war had on the 

Old Continent. The division of Europe into two political spheres, 

caused over a period profound and lasting damage to international 

reiations both ·within Europe and on a world-wide scale. This 

division was not caused by European antagonisms alone. It 

started principally from disputes over the postwar settlement 

within Europe, but it soon expanded to cover issues about areas 

far awaY frOm Europe, in some caseS areas \vhich had never been 

under European influence before. 

/0 
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Even more significant is the fact that this division 

developed into a prolonged state of high tension between the two 

Super Powers, the United States and the Soviet Union. The first 

of these is not a European Power and the other is not a solely 

European PO\<er, the greater part of ,its territory being in Asia. 

The Cold \var gradually became a conflict of world-wide significance, 

but Europe remained itsmost,important scene·for many years. There 

can be no doubt that this development, much more than the ravages 

of the war, affected the international position and the foreign policy 

of each and every European country. As an area, Europe certainly 

remained handicapped after the 11ar because of the division aria the 

Cold War. 

There is, however, more to this development than the direct 

consequences of the division and the ensuing conflict. In the East 

of Europe a Super Power developed and soon was involved in a prolonged 

Cold War' with the other Super Power across the Atlantic, the United 

States. None of the Western European Po;1ers developed, into a 

Super Ppwer. A fundamental and lasting disequilibrium thus emerged 

and must ,be a.dded to the ?ther effects, of the division, causing,further 

harm and creating new problems for international relations in Europe. 

The efforts of the Western countries to organize a purely 

',European coalition soon proved unsatisfactory and in the spring of 

1949 -NATO came into being. , ~·he Western European countries ·entered 

in this way into an alliance with the United States, under the 

pressures of the rapidly intensifying Cold War. It would lead us 

too far astray to discuss here whether these countries could not 

have acted differently and have avoided thereby the full development 

of the Cold War with all its consequences. The fact is that the 

division of Europe, once accepted as a lasting feature with the 

development of the Cold vlar, necessarily brought the introduction of 

the United States into the internal affairs of Europe. 

This new element in the modern history of Europe could' 

not be,overcome either rapidly, or by relying, chiefly on the re

sources of the countries concerned, as was possible with the economic 

recovery. Only a complete and final disappearance of Cold War 

tensions and of their traces could contribute decisively to the 

ending of the political dependence of lvestern Europe on the United 

States of America. 

The attributes of a Great Power have changed profoundly 

since the beginning of the Second,World War and during the postwar 

years.· Hodern scientific developments and their application to 

the military and economic activities o'f industrially developed 

• 
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nations emphasize bigness in all respects: · the size of the domestic 

market, the huge aggregate national production and financial. resources, 

as well as vastness of territory. 

The United States was the one nation which immediately 

after the war possessed all the attributes for a modern Great Power, 

a Super Power. It was in that country that the nuclear .weapon · 

was first manufactured and tried out. Relying on all her advan-

tages, the United States could embark on an ambitious course of 

foreign policy. It appeared to many that this was the only possible 

country qualifying for the status of a real Super Power. 

Union. 

The other possible Super Power was, of course, the Soviet 

It was by no means obvious that she could make up for the 

heavy damage and losses sustained during the war and at the same 

time raise her technical and industrial level to the mark needed for 

a successful entry into the race as a·super Power. But, as frequent-

ly happens in history, that which was not obvious happened never-

the less. The Soviet Union performed the miracle and comparatively 

soon after the war the world faced the emergence of the second 

nuclear Super Power. 

The balance thus established,.which has contributed greatly 

to the lessening of the Cold clar, did not solve. the problem of the 

disequilibrium in Europe. In other words, the ending of the Cold 

War in Europe still depended, now even more, on the solution of 

conflicts between the Super Powers. 

The most important consequence of the East-West division 

in Europe was, therefore, the dependence of Western Europe on the 

United States and the increased influence of relations in other 

parts of the world on relations within Europe. It is not necessary 

to emphasize that this influence brought new complications.to the 

relations between the two parts of Europe and that the continual 

turbulence in various parts of the world became a continuing 

negative factor in the political relations among European countries. 

The problems brought to Europe by the aftermath of the 

war, together with the additional complications injected into the 

European situation through the Cold War in other parts of the world, 

made real progress in the direction of East-\lest co-operation 

practically impossible. The effects of situations in remote ~laces 

were heightened by the fact that in most cases European Powers still 

had considerable interests there and were linked with the problems 

in which the postwar disturbances had their origins. 
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On the other hand; we cannot overlook the' fact that the 

conflicts in the under-developed regions and where new States emerged 

after the crumbling of colonial empires, would nev.er have grown to 

existing proportions if there had. not been the. Cold vlar, which . ' ' ' . 
injected so much fuel into the flames of the process of decoloniza-

•• 0 0 A ', 

tion. Furthermore, the Cold War influenced the internal develop-

ment in most of those countries and regions, prolonging the period 

needed for stabilization or even introducing new factors, such as 

to make_it unlikely that stability would_be attained in the fore

seeable future. 

The major problems inherent in these _regions are of a 

lasting nature: inadequate economic development, stagnant standards 

of living, problems connected with the shaping of new States and 

the remodelling of society after independence etc. uli th the 

probability of the continuation of the confrontation of_the ?uper 

Powers on a world-wide scale, it has to be assumed that these 

regions will for a long time to come exercise_ a.negative influence 

on internal developments in EUrope, if intra-European relations 

continue to depend directly on the relations between the Super 

Powers. This probably remains true even if we accept that the 

Cold liar has lost its intensity and will not be revived to the 

same degree known in the early Fifties. 

In this argument no attempt has been made to pass judg

ment on the merits of the case of either of the Super Powers in the 

overall confrontation of the Cold War. This should not be taken 

as a lack of personal opinion, nor as an ·indication that no 

distinction could be drm•n· This has been done partly because 

such a judgment would not change the conclusions drawn and because 

it would be difficult in a·brief review to treat the subject in a 

conscientious ·manner and cover adequately all situations and all 

periods of the.Cold War. 

In sum then, the Cold ·;Jar is a confrontation which cannot 

be solved as a European problem and >Jithin EUrope alone. For the 
. ' 

purpose of our examination it is therefore of paramount importance 

to examine whether it is possible to insulate in some wa:y the 

internal problems of EUrope from the negative influences of a world 

full o~ continuing_ problems >Jhich may well lead in the future to 

conflicts of one sort or another. In practical terms the. question 

is whether it is possiple to relieve the pressure exercised_by the 

conflict between the_ Super PO\•ers on the relations of European 

countries with each other and with the Super Powers. 

• 

\ 
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It is obviously neither possible nor desirable to try to 

reduce the communication, and today this means interdependence, 

between EUrope and other parts of the world·· On the contrary, 

it is desirable that European countries develop further their 

relations with non-European countries,as in fact some of them are 

doing with increasing effectiveness. The direct involvement of 

the European countries in the Cold War led to a reduction in the 

scope and content of these relations: the lessening of Cold War 

tensions resulted in an improvement once more. · 

The anti-colonial movement ·in Asia arid in Africa and 

the process of decolonization has not unnaturally-produced tense 

relationships bet~~een the former· colonial Powers and the newly 

established States, but taken as a whole the-countries of Western 

Europe have eventually succeeded in bringing about tolerable if not 

co-operative relations with the former colonies. Except for some 

cases of acute conflict in the colonies remaining and some cases of 

post-colonial conflicts, the major source of conflicts in the former 

colonial empires is not primarily based on the relations of those 

areas with former colonial Pm4ers. 

The main problem therefore appears to be how to mitigate 

the effect of the involvement of Europe in the Cold War, In other 

words, how would it be possible to reduce the negative effect of 

the nuclear disequilibrium in .EUrope? Developments so far have 

shown that it is possible to establish better East-West relations 

on a bilateral basis in Europe without Jeopardizing the security or 

other interests of either side. It appears to be worth the effort 

to examine further the opportunities and possibilities which would 

open up if the assumptions and anxieties of the early postwar years 

v-Iere more radically overcome. 

This examina-tion must, naturally, start from the present 

situation of still very close and exclusive groupings on both sides 

·in llirope. It would be unrealistic to advocate starting with the 

elimination of the several forms of close association binding 

together the. countries on either side. Most of them have grown 

out of co-operation in peaceful activities and even the military 

pacts are more likely to wither away through disuse than to be 

abrogated suddenly. 

This proposition depends, however, on the reply to 

several important questions, ·among· them particularly whether it is 

possible and acceptable to ignore the threat of a possible conflict 

in which the two sides of Europe would stand in the shadow of a 

major nuclear clash of the giants;: whether it is possible to develop 

' 
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friendly relations among countries with such· different v1ays of life 

and systems of Government; and whether it is possible. to overcome 

the internal problems of Europe, particularly the German question. 

The first of these questions, about the threat-of a major 

nuclear war, leads to another preliminary question: how much do the 

existing military-blocs contribute to the defence of the participants? 

This is one of the most ·important questions relating to the European 

political situation. There are· now three distinct positions: 

reliance on the military establishment of one of the Super Powers, 

development of national nuclear forces and non-reliance on nuclear 

weapons. A real alternative to.the existing position can only be 

a general acceptance of the third·attitude: non-reliance-on nuclear 

lfeapons. Reliance on national forces can, obviously, apply to only 

a small number of -European countries and also implies to some extent 

.the reliance on a Super Polfer; we can therefore exclude 'this. 

It has-already been argued that the reliance on weapons 

of another country does not' give security "if the use of'these 

weapons would·bring mortal peril to the country using them. I do 

not propose to dwell at length on this argument, it is well known 

and I believe quite convincing. I am therefore ready to accept 

the general. conclusion that. a Super. P01;er 1dll intervene in a conflict 

only if her vital interests are in jeopardy and that this will apply 

even more strongly in the case where.nuclear arms are to be used 

against an adversary who possesses the capacity of retaliating on a 

. coml'arable level of striking po;;er. 

If we accept this, then we must also accept that: 
. . . 

(a) such Power will intervene even if not formally 
engaged to do so, and 

(b) that any provocation which would cali for an inter
vention will be deterred regardless of the existence 
of formal engagements. · 

In other words, the only military safeguard a non-Super Power can 

count upcn.in an armed world is the existence of counterbalancing 

nuclear Forces, irrespective of legal obligations and alliances; 

In fact, it would be nonsensical - and no Statesman· would do it -

to try to predict the behaviour of an adversary or any third party 

in an anticipated conflict by reference to the text of existing 

treaty obligations. But, there is another side to this problem. 

Even if a -conflict involving, directly or indirectly, the major 

nuclear Powers did not affect the interests of a non-nuclear Power, 

this country could-be drawn into a dangerous situation in the course 

of the conflict, either legally or by reason of geography. This is 

a calculated risk accepted every time a country adheres to an alliance, 
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but this.risk assumes a specific meaning in this era of nuclear 

weapons. The new aspect of this risk is being increasingly recog-

nized in contemporary international relations. 

Apparently the old maxim "si vis pacem para bellum" has 

become obsolete and the preservation of peace is' not well served by 

the rattling of arms. In particular, the adherence to alliances 

does not add to the weight of a deterrent which is concentrated in 

the striking pouer of a fully developed nuclear military establish-

ment. Inasmuch as the balance of nuclear deterrence contributes 

to the maintenance of peace, this balance can hardly be upset by 

the addition to a bloc of non-nuclear military forces. 

~~ On the other hand the two nuclear Super Powers necessarily 

.·· act as polarizing forces in the wider field of international rela-

li 

\ 

tions. They contribute thereby to a more organized pattern of 

international tensions, ·more organized directionally, developing 

dangerous levels of intensity, as we have so frequently witnessed 

in the postwar years. The policy of deterrence and the general 

attitude of preparing for war in order to preserve peace increases 

the danger of war and actually reduces the security of all. This 

has produced an increasing sense of frustration after so much effort 

and resources have been invested in the armaments race. In fact 

the blurring of the sharp edges of polarization in international 

relations and the softening of the structures of the military blocs 

are notable consequences of the failure of the "prepare for war" 

attitude. 

It appears therefore .that an emancipation of European 

countries from the past attitudes towards their external security 

is not an unrealistic dream, but a purposeful projection into the 

future. of attitudes >lhich are already taking shape. The decisive 

element in this new trend of thinking appears·to be the recognition 

of the importance of preventing a relapse into high tensions in the 

relations between European countries which is seen as a threat 

closer to reality than that of facing, in a possible war, an over

whelming adversary fully armed with all types of modern weapons. 

l

r It is not surprising that ·the improvement in intra-

J
!European relations developed simultaneously with the recovery 

the economies of countries on both sides in Europe. Notably 

Western Europe the improvement of the economic position led to 
~~~_,.~==-----..~------ ,--""""'=="'' ,... ~_,..-_.,_.._._ '= - ~ --~-

of 
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greater reliance on non-military elements in foreign relations. It 
-- -----<....o...""'-~...--- --.--.,. .. ~--o= - • ---"- --""--.. --

created a new spirit of national· identity and self-confidence·w~ph 
...--=- --==---"._·,, .,_.. ""'~ _,_,_.~,_,___-__ _,. --- -· _.,_ -_ . - :. _. ·-··_ -··-. -· ----- ""~ ~-~ __ :____-_ : _:_: ••· --. 

led to more independent attitudes in foreign relations. This was 
..-=-<''=--

duplicated by a similar trend in Eastern Europe and the way was 



paved for fuller relations despite the tensions still prevailing· 

over Cold \'i<J.r issues. . Tensions were also lowered under the influence 

of these processes and of other developments in the world. 

Among the other developments which contributed to the 

lessening of Cold Vlar tensions we must include the successful resist

ance of the non-aligned countries to the. pressure of. th·e polarizing 

forces to divide the.whole world into two irreconcilable blocs and 

to the other more positive aspects of the international activities 

of those countries. There ·can be little doubt that the very 

existence. of non-aligned co)lntries and their growing influence on 

international relations contributed greatly to the reduction of 

tensions and to a more flexible pattern in international relations 

in general, and in particular in divided EUrope. 

Thus, under .. several influences, the inherent inter-depend

ence and complementary nature.of the two sides of Europe, helped by 

geographic proximity and historical background, regained strength 

and opened brighter prospects. In particular the Vlestern countries 

began to realize that they must not consider their attitude tm1ards 

the countries of the East only in the light of the might of the 

respective military .establishments, but pri:marily in terms of the 

immediate and.real prospects of co-operation in fields in which they 

are by no means inferi·or and in which they do not have to rely on 

support from across the Atlantic. The Eastern countries.began to 

regard their relations with.the West.without the overwhelming 

distrust and anxiety of the earlier years of high tensions. With 

a greater sense of internal and external security, they became more 

and more ready to expand and intensify relations with partners on 

the other side of the fence. 

It would be too much to say that the nuclear disequili

brium between the East and the West. of Europe, of which mention was 

.made in the beginning, has thus been overcome, but the shifting of 

emphasis from themilitary to the civilian aspect of foreign 

relations undoubtedly creat·es more favourable openings for further 

progress in East-West relations. 

The ·second point, concerning the possibility of co

operation beh1een countries· with differing social systems, should 

cause no particular .problems. My own country, Yugoslavia, has given 

ample evidence that these differences, if they are not burdened with 

other .. elements of a. more specifically political nature, do not present 

too great an obstacle to friendly co-operation.· Examples illustrat

ing such relations "across the fences" are abundant and well-known. 
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They range from close co-operation in economic affairs, including 

industrial and scientific co-operation, to the elimination of visas 

and in some cases even passports for the movement of persons across 

the border. At one time even military assistance proved to be a 

form of co-operation acceptable to both sides. Contingencies which 

led to this aspect of co-operation have fortunately long since 

disappeared. 

In recent years the experience of Yugoslavia has probably 

been of some use in the efforts to develop more extensive contacts 

between the countries of the East and West in Europe in general. 

It is significant that co-operation along these lines could'develop 

to the existing level of intensity and in so many fields in spite 

of the existing military organizations on both sides. It still 

remains, however, to be seen how far this development can proceed 

and it is worth examining what could expedi.te it. 

It is apparent that' the recognition of a mutual inter€st 

in the development of economic relations and in particular in 

matters related to economic development can serve as an initial 

inducement. Ideological and conceptual differences in general, 

cannot be fully overcome but it is possible to set them aside, 

without sacrificing them, of course, and pass on to practical 

activities. It is better to do this than to try to remove the 

differences by searching for a compromise orby_trying to impose 

one's own views. Ideological-differences, eliminated-from- the 

sphere of inter-State relations, can continue to exist. Liberated 

from the constraints of the raison d'etat, they can even become 

a positive factor,_stimulating the progressive development of 

mankind. 

In the case of East-\Jest relations in 1urope, as ·well 

as in other similar cases, the real reason for conflicts are not 

conceptual differences, but the practical, eminently pragmatic 

attitudes and aspirat'ions of States. All existing international 

differences can easily be explained without blaming them on ideo-

logical differences. It is significant that all ideological or 

religious wars of the past have been settled without solving the 

conceptual or religious difference. 

The last of the three questions relates to the practical 

problems of contemporary Europe, particularly to the German question. [i~ 

This,of course, is a real problem,·but it can become an obstacle to\ 

the consolidation of relations in Europe only if the countries of l 
Europe make it an obstacle. From a practical point of view it 

appears generally accepted that the German question cannot be solved 
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without a consolidation of relations in E~rope; and also that it is. 

impossible to change or shift any existing boundary or dividing line 
' 

in Europe ;dthout a war and that a war must be avoided. All this 

~ould normally lead to the conclusi9n that this particular problem 

should be laid aside and all efforts applied to creating more 

favourable circumstances for a solution in the future. 

One i~ tempted to add also that the German question is an . . . . . 
outstanding example of a problem which becomes more insoluble in 

; . 
proportion to the endeavours made to force a solution of it. 

' ' . . . 
I do 

not propose_ to discuss this question further here, as it is being 

given .all the attention necessary in another place. vlhile mention

ing it as one s~ecific current political_ problem of Europe, I >dsh 

only to add that one_should not expect the ending of the Cold War 

to open an era without problems or even conflicts • 

. Existing political problems in Europe, if reduced to 

their proper, realistic, proportions cannot be considered as un

avoidable causes of the cont~~tion of the division along the lines 

of the Cold War. Europ~.has had problems in the past just as it 

will have them in the future. Many of them have peen solved or 

successfully set aside even during the postwar years: for example 

the settlement of the Austrian question and that of Trieste •. 

Sununarizing this brief examination of anti-Cold \-Jar trends 

in Europe it is appropriate to emphasize the prevalence of positive 

developments, as· well as the fact that the original pattern of 

relations ·in the Europe of, the Fifties has ·already changed consider

ably for the better. In fact,politieal and economic relations have 

grown substantially over the boundaries set by the bloc pattern on 

both sides. Recent politieal and e~onomic transactions between . _,_ 

the East and the West indicate that the momentum of this anti-Cold_ 

War trend is gaining and the problem of defining the place and role 

of Europe in the >~orld.is steadily_moving out of the sphere of 

speyulation into the sphere of existing or pot.ential realities._-

Rather- thari defining·it in the context of an alignment 

of military po>Jers >~ith centres in the United States and the Soviet 

Union, we must take into consideration other factors affecting more 

directly and continuously the pattern of international relations. 

The world was, after all, not divided into two military blocs and 

the development of nuclear arms has made a show down along these 
• 

lines unprofitable in any circumstances. 

-Areas of the world which were in the past only passive 

elements in the picture ·became active and something .like a new part 
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of'the world came into.being, often referred to as the third world. 

Mostly within this area a new political attitude was shaped, an 

opposition to the division of the world into two blocs, an effort 

to keep out of 

the Cold l-Iar. 

the alignments which developed under the impact of 

We have already noted that the Cold vlar has also 

brought.antagonism and conflict into these parts of the world, 

but an increasing number of countries there succeeded in maintaining 

their independence of action and entered the world scene as a new. 

and independent political force. 

For years most European countries in the East and in the 

West ignored or underestimated the signifi9ance of this new force, 

the non-aligned countries. Even the concept of non-alignment was 

misunderstood and frequently criticized from both 

years this attitude has given place to a slightly 

sides. In recent 

more serious exam-

ination of this development and also to the beginning of contacts in 

a spirit of better understanding. The fact that this change took 

place more or less at the same time both in the East and in the 

West opens some possibilities of co-operation in a much vddened 

framework. 

This would probably not bring the majority of European 

countries to adopt the position of the non-aligned countries as 

it was defined at the high level conferences in Belgrade in 1961 

and in Cairo in 1964. The elements of that platform which are 

derived from the sp,ecific positions of these countries would probably 

not be generally acceptable in the more developed European countries, 

nor would it easily fit into a pattern of regional integrations which 

have developed in the political as well as in the economic fields 

in both parts of Europe. But this is not of particular importance. 

The important prospect which may grow out of closer and 

better understanding between the less developed non-aligned countries 

and the countries of Europe is the placing of the international 

relations of European .countries in a wider framework. In this way 

it may be possible to overcome the uneasy feeling of confrontation 

within Europe and the tendency to overemphasize the military aspect 

of the international situation. 

The success of the less developed. countries, under the 

leadership of the non-aligned countries, in pressing the fundam~ntal 

economic problems of their regions. into the centre of the pre

occupations of the councils of the world has greatly contributed to 

the degree to which demilitarization of international relations has 

already been achieved. Once the economic problem of the less 

developed regions of the world came to compete for priority with the 
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military and political problems of: the more. developed parts of the 

world a fundamental change o.f atmosphere began to develop in the 

debates in the United· Nations and in other places. 

These economic problems became, naturally, highiy charged 

political questions once they were put on the conference table, but 

the distinction is in the way of the solutions which they require. 

In this sense they are here considered as ecohomic problems and by 

virtue of this specific character they have exercised a demilitariza

tion of international relations. 

Of course, this does n~t mean that the military aspect, 

and in particular the ar~amen:t~ race, has been or could be automati

cally put under control. The result to be expected from a more· 

systematic and energetic.effort in the field of economic development, 

particularly in helping an accelerated development of the less 

developed countries, might only be still heavier reliance on economic 

measures in international relations and a greater readiness by all 

sides to accept economically indicated compromises in the debates 

on disarmament and in other fields of political or military 

negotiations. 

In particular one would expect that a gr·eater emphasis on 

economic solutions would contribute to less emphasis on the nuclear 

disequilibrium in Europe. In other words; if on both sides more 

attention is given to the economic problems of the v10rld, it would 

not only mean more resources for peaceful activities but also less 

apprehension about the possible aims of the other side. This could 

create more confidence, because the assumed intentions of the other 

side, rather than the existence of an impressive military establish

ment, are the main sources of anxiety and of an over-emphasis on 

military matters. 

As a matter of fact, on both sides in Europe the main 

anxiety is no longer generated by the fear of a conflict across the 

dividing line in Europe but by the fear of the possible spreading of 

a conflict which might originate in some place far away from ·Europe, 

even without the direct participation of any European Pov1er in the 

initial stage. 

On both sides in Europe countries are now taking a more 

independent view of these problems, thus enhancing the trend of 

moving away from a pattern·in foreign affairs subordinating the 

·national interest to a group interest. The balancing of military 

potentials through alliances is giving place to the effort towards 

strengthening the internal and ineternational position of a country 

through the extens.ion of its ·economi; i-elations. and activities. 
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.. ·• r ·- ·• . The' continuation of this trend is favoured also by the • 

evolution of the policies of the less developed-non-aligned countries. 

They have successfully resisted the" efforts directed toward including 

'theni" into bloc alliances and have established an area of non-alignment 

in the \-IO~ld, which has received recognition as an important element 

in tlie ·pattern of· international relations. ·, They are now bent ni'ore 

on ~fforts to find better solutions to 'their-individual .and collec

tive economic problems and to the prevention of the spreading o£ local 

conflicts in areas of the less developed parts of the world, than on 

efforts to reconcile the Super Powers, as they tried to do until only 

a few years ago. 

It may therefore be easier now than ever before to find an 

increasing number of points of agreement and co-operation, on a 

platform which would unite the non-aligned countries of the less 

developed regions of the world and the countries of Europe and which 

would be founded on purposes and aims acceptable irrespective of the 

adherence to a military alliance or a bloc. 

The lesson of the last ten years, beginning with the initial 

period of the relaxation of tensions of the Co]d Warafter the 1955 

Summit, does not necessarily point to the adoption of the full 

platform of non-alignment by all European countries, but rather to a 

further shifting of the emphasis from military to non-military, 

principally economic, problems. After all, the adoption of the 

policy of non-alignment by all European countries, including the 

Soviet Union and the major l!."'uropean Powers of the West, would not 

have much sense. The policy of non-alignment has had its justifica

tion primarily because the major Powers of the world did not accept 

it. 

On the other hand that content of the platform of non

alignment which reflects the specific position of the less developed 

countries would necessarily become redundant if the highly developed 

countries assumed a co-operative attitude to these questions. The 

European countries cannot disregard the plight of the less developed 

parts of the world without paying for it with a deterioration of 

relations in their midst. 

Europe has ceased to be the breeding ground of Great Powers 

and the mastery over Europe no longer automatically brings with it 

domination over the world. Europe has lost most of its physical 

projections in other parts of the world, its overseas possessions. 

The sooner the remainder goes the better for all European nations. 

The links between Europe_ and the rest of the world must of necessity 
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LEO MATES 

The recovery of· the econo~ies of the European countries 

after the devastation of the Second World War has enhanced their 

general position in the international commUnity and given new 

dimensions and a better prospect to the role of Europe in the 

affairs of the world. There could be little doubt even in 1945 

that the dislocation of the economy of Europe was only a temporary 

·factor. 'It affected the international position ruid status of 

niost European countries deeply, but they still had all the human and 

material resources that were needed to bring about rapid rehabilita

tion. 

Although the position of the countries which lost the 

war made their recovery more difficult, they also made 'rapid progress, 
I 

partly on account of the advantage of not having to bear during 

the crucial years of reconstruction the costs of the postwar re

armament and other expenses connected with the activities of the 

victorious natiOns overseas. The reappearance of European countries 

as important economic factors on the world market occurred was 

little'affected by which side they had.been on in the past war. 

Postwar Europe could now be playing an even more impor

tant role were it not for another effect which the war had on the 

Old Continent. The division of Europe into two politicai spheres, 

caused over a period profound and lasting damage to international 

relations both within Europe and on a world-wide scale. This 

division was not caused by European antagonisms alone. It 

started principally from disputes over the postwar settlement 

within Europe, ·but it soon expanded to cover issues about areas 

far away from Europe, in some cases.areas which had never been 

under European influence before. 
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Even more significant is the fact that this division 

developed into a prolonged state of high tension between the two 

Super Powers, the United States and the Soviet Union. The first 

of these is not a European Power and the other is not a solely 

European Power, the greater .part of its territory being in Asia. 

The Cold War gradually became a conflict of world-wide significance, 

but Europe remained its most .important scene for. many years. There 

can be no doubt that this development, much more than the ravages 

of the war, affected the international position and the foreign policy 

of each and every European country. As an area, Europe certainly 

remained handicapped after the war because of the division and the' 

Cold War. 

There is, however, more to this development than the direct 

consequences of the division and the ensuing conflict. In the East 

of Europe a Super Power developed and soon was involved in a prolonged 

Cold War with the other Super Power across the Atlantic, the United 

States. None of the \o/estern European. Po<J.ers developed into a 

Super Power. A fundamental and lasting disequilibrium thus emerged 

and must be added to the other effects of the division, causing further 

harm and creating new problems for international relations in Europe • 

. The efforts nf the West,ern· countries to organize a purely 

European coalition soon proved unsatisfactory and in the spring of· 

. 1949 NATO came. into being. The Western European countries entered 

in this way into an alliance with the United States, under the. 

pressures of the rapidly intensifying Cold vlar. It would lead us 

too far astray to discuss here whether these countries could not 

have acted differently and have avoided thereby the full development 

of the Cold War with all its consequences. The fact is that the 

division of Europ~, once accepted as a lasting feature with the 

development nf the Cold vlar, necessarily brought the introductinn of 

the United States into the internal affairs of Europe. 

This new ·element in the modern history of Europe could · 

not be overcome either rapidly, or by relying chiefly on the re

sources of the countries concerned, as '"as possible with the economic 

recnvery. Only a complete and final disappearance of Cold War 

tensions and of their traces could cnntribute decisively to the 

ending of the political dependence of Western Europe on the United 

States of America. 

The attributes.of a Great Power have changed profoundly 

since the beginning of the Second World War and during the postwar 

years. Modern .scientific developments and their application to 

the military and economic activities of industrially developed 

• 
• 
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nations emphasize bigness in all respec~ts: the size of the domestic 

·market, the huge aggregate national production and financial resources, 

as well as vastness of territory. 

The United States was the one nation ~ihich immediately 

after the war possessed all the attributes for a modern Great Power, 

a Super Power. It was iil that country that the nuclear weapon 

was first manufactured and tried out. Relying on all her advan-

tages, the United States could embark on an ambitious course of 

foreign policy. It appeared to many that this was the only possible 

country qualifying for the status of a real Super Power. 

Union. 

The other possible Super Power was, of course, the Soviet 

It was by no means obvious that she could make up for the 

heavy damage and losses sustained during~the'war and at the same 

time raise her technical and industrial level to the mark'needed for 

a successful eiltcy into the race as a Super POI<er. But, as frequent

ly happens in history, that which was not obvious happened never

theless. The Soviet Union performed the miracle and comparatively 

soon after the war the world faced the ~emergence of the second 

nuclear Super Power. 

The. balance thus established, which has contributed greatly 

to the lessening of the Cold \'iar, did. not solve the problem of the 

disequilibrium in Europe. In other words, the ending of the Cold 

War in Europe still depended, now even more, on the solution of 

conflicts between the Super Powers. 

The. most impor.tant coi)sequence o:f the East-West. division 

in Europe was, therefore, the dependence.of Western~Europe on the 

United States and the increased influence of relations in other 

parts of ~the world on relations .within Europe. It is not necessary 
< • 

to emphasize .that this influence brought new complications to the 

relations between the two parts of Europe and that the continual .. 
turbulence in various parts of the world became a continuing 

negative factor in the political relations among European countries. 

The problems brought to Europe by.the aftermath of the 

war, together with the additional complications injected into the 

European situation through the Cold War in other parts of the world, 

made real progress in ~the direction of East-\vest co-operation 

practically impossible. The' effects of situations in ·remote places 

were heightened.by the fact 'that in most cases European Powers still 

had considerable interests there and were linked with the problems 

in which the postwar disturban6es had their origins. 
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On the other h~d, we cannot overlook the fact that the 

conflicts in· the under-developed ·regions and where new States emerged 

after the crumbling of colonial empire·s, would never have grown .to 

existing _proportions if there had not been the Cold ~lar, which 

injected so much fuel into the flames of the process of deco],oniza

tion. Furthermore, the Cold War influenced the internal develop

ment in most of those countri.es and regions, prolonging_ the period 

needed for stabilization or even introducing new factors,such as 

to make it unlikely that stability would be attained in the fore

seeable future. 

The major problems inherent in these regions are of a 

lasting nature: inadequate economic.development, stagnant standards 

of living, problems connected with the shaping of new States and 

the remodelling of society after independence etc. ·v/i th the 

probability of the continuation of the confrontation of the Super 

Powers on a world-wide scale, it has to. be assumed that these 

regions will for along time to come exercise a negative influence 

on internal developments in Europe, if intra-European ~elations 

continue to depend directly on the relations betw~en the Super. 

Powers. This probably remains true even if we accept that the 

Cold War has lost its intensity and will not be revived to the 

same degree known in the early Fifties. 

In this argument no attempt has been made. to pass judg~ 

ment on the merits of the case of either of the Super Powers in the 

overall confrontation of the Cold War. This should not be taken 

as a lack of personal opinion; nor as an indication that no 

distinction could be drawn. This has been done partly because 

such a judgment would not ·change the conclusions drawn and because 

it would be difficult in a brief review to treat the subject in a 

conscientious manner and cover adequately all situations and all 

periods of the Cold War. 

In sum then, the Cold dar is a confrontation which cannot 

be solved as a European problem and >Iithin Europe alone. For the 

purpose of our examination. it is therefore of paramount importance 

to examine whether it is possible to insulate in some way the 

internal problems of Europe from the negative influences of a world 

full of continuing problems >Ihich may well lead in the future to 

conflicts of one sort or another. In practical terms the question 

is whether it is possible_to relieve the pressure exercised by the 

conflict between the Super Powers on the relations of European 

countries with each other and with the Super Powers. 
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It is obviously neither possible nor desir~ble to try to 

reduce the communication, and today this means interdependence, 

between Europe. and other parts of the world. On the contrary, 

it is desirable that European countries develop further their 

relations with non-European countries,as in fact some of them are 

doing· with increasing effectiveness •. The direct involvement .of 

the European countries in the Cold War led to a reduction in the 

scope-and content of these relations: the lessening of Cold War 

tensions resulted in.an improvement once more. 

The anti-colonial movement in Asia and in Africa and 

the process of decolonization has not unnaturally produced tense 

. relation~hips bet\~eezi th~ former colonial Powers and the newly 

established States, but taken as a whole the countries of Western 

Eurbpe have eventually succeeded in bringing about tolerable if not 

co-operative relations With the former colonies. Except for some 

cases of acute conflict in the colonies remaining and some cases of 

post-colonial conflicts, the major source of conflicts in the former 

colonial empires is not primarily based on the r·elations of those 

areas >lith former colonial Powers. 

The main problem therefore"appears to be how to mitigate 

the effect of the involvement of Europe in the Cold War, In other 

·words, how would it be possible·to reduce the negative effect of 

the nuclear disequilibrium in Europe? Developments so· far have 

shown that it is possible to establish ·better E~st~West relations 

on a bilateral basis in Europe without jeopardizing the security or 

other interests of either side. It appears to be worth the effort 

to examine further the opportunities and possibilities which would 

open up if the assumptions and anxieties of the early postwar years 

were more radically overcome. 

This examination must, naturally, start from the present 

situation of still very clcise and exclusive groupings on both sides 

in Europe. It would be unrealistic to advocate starting with the 

elimination of the several· forms of close association binding 

together the countries on either side.- Most of them have grown 

out of co-operation in peaceful activities and even the military 

pacts are more likely to wither away through disuse than to be 

abrogated suddenly. 

This propo~ition depends, however, on the reply to 

several important questions, among them particularly whether it is 

possible and acceptable to ignore the threat of a possible conflict 

in which the two sides of Europe would stand in the shadow of a 

major nuclear clash of the giants; whether it is possible to develop 

' 
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friendly relations among countries with such different v1ays of life 

and systems of Government; an<:! whether. it is possible. to over,come 

the internal problems of Europe, particularly the German question_., 

The first of these questions, about the threat of a major 

nuclear war, leads to another preliminary question: how much·do the 

existing military blocs contribute to. the defence of the .participants? 

This is one of the.most important questions relating to the European 

political situation. .There are now .three distinct .positions: 

reliance on the military establishment of one of· the. Super Powers,' 

development. of national nuclear forces and. non-reliance on nuclear 

weapons. A real alternative to the existing position can only be 

a general acceptance of the third attitude: non-reliance on nuclear 

lveapons. Reliance on national forces can, obvious;Ly, apply to only 

a small number of European countries and also. implies to some extent 

the reliance on a Super Power; we can therefore exclude this. 

It·has already been argued that the reliance on weapons 

of another country does not give security if the use of these 

weapons would bring mortal peril to the country using them. I do 

not propose to dwell at length on.this argument, it is well known 

and I believe quite convincing. I am therefore ready to accept 

the general conclusion that a Super Power will intervene in a conflict 

only if her vital·interests are in jeopardy and that this wil~ apply 

even more strongly in the case where nuclear arms are to be used 

against an adver:>ary who possesses the capacity of retaliating on a 

comparable level of striking p01ver. 

If we accept this, then we' ·must also accept tnat: 

(a) such Power will intervene even if not formally 
engaged to do so, and 

(b) that any provocation which would call for an inter
vention will be deterred regardless of the existence 
of formal engagements. 

In other words, the only military safeguard a non-Super Power can 

count upon in an armed world is_ the existence of counterbalancing 

nuclear Forces, irrespective of legal obligations and alliances. 

In fact, it would be nonsensical - and no Statesman.would do it -

to try to predict the behaviour of an adversary or any third party 

in an anticipated conflict by reference to the text of existing 

treaty obligations. But, there is another side to this problem. 

Even if a conflict involving, directly or indirectly, ~he major 

nuclear Powers did not affect the interests of a non-nuclear Power, 

this country could be dravl!l into a dangerous situation in the course 

of the conflict, either legally or by reason of geography. This is 

a calculated risk accepted every time a country adheres to an alliance, 
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but thi:s risk assumes a specific meaning in this--era of· nuclear 

weapons. ·The new aspect of this risk is being incr·easingly recog~ 

nized in contemporary international relations.· 

Apparently the old maxim "si vis pacem para. bellum" has 

become obsol.ete and the preservation ·of peace is not well served by 

the rattling of arms. In particular; the adherence to alliances 

does not add to the weight of a deterrent which is concentrated in· 

the striking pov1er of a fully developed nuclear military establish

ment. Inasmuch as the. balance of nuclear. deterrence contributes 

to the maintenance of peace, this balance_ can hardly be upset. by: 

the addition to_· a bloc of non-nuclear, military forces. 

On the other hand the two nuclear Super Powers necessarily 
. . . ;" [ .... · 

act as polarizing forces in the wider field of international rela-· 

tions. They contribute thereby to-a more organized pattern of 

international tensions, more ·organized direct~onally, developing 

dangerous levels of intensity,. a:S we hav.e· so -frequently witnessed 

in the postwar years. The policy of deterrence; and the general 

_attitude_ of preparing for war in order to preserve peace increases 

the danger of war and. actually reduces the security of all.. . This 

has pr.oduced an increasing sense of. frustration ~fter so much effort 

and resources have been invested-in'the. armaments race. In fact 

the blurring of the sharp edges of polarization in international 

relations and the softening of the .. structures of-. the .military blocs 

are no.table consequences of the failure .of' the. "prepare. for' war" 

attitude. , .. 

- It appears·· therefore that an emancipation of European 

countries from the past attitudes towards their external security 

is not an unrealistic dream, but a purposeful projection into the 

future of attitudes >Jhich are already -taking shape•· · The decisive 

element in this new trend of .thinking appears to· be the recognition 

of the importance of preventing a relapse into high· ,tensions in the 

relations between European countri_es which is·_ seen as a threat 

closer to reality than that of ·facing, in a_ possible -war, an over

whelming adversary fully armed with all types of modern ~1eapons. 

- ·It is not· surprising that the ;i-mprovement in intra

European relations· developed. simul taneuusly, with the r.ecovery of 

the economies of countries on both_sides in Eu:rcpe.. Notably in. 

Western Europe the impr_o.vement of the _econo)llic· position led to 

. greater reliance on non-military elements in foreign relations. It 

created· a new spirit of national identi.ty and self-confidence which 

led t_o more independent attitudes in foreign relations.: This was 

duplicated by a similar trend in Eastern Europe and the way was 
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paved for fuller relations·despite the tensions still prevailing 

·OVer Co:).d ~lar issues. Tensions were also lowered under the influence 

of these processes and of· other developments in the. world. 

'Among the other developments which contributed to the 

lessening of Cold ~/ar tensions l'le must include the successful ·re·sist

ance of the non-aligned countries to the pressure. of the polarizing 

forces to divide the·whole world·into t~<o irreconcilable blocs and 

to the other more positive a'spects of the international activities 

of·those countries. There can be little doubt that· the very 

existence of non-aligned countries and their growing influence on 

international relations contributed greatly to the reduction of 

.tensions and to _a more flexible pattern in international relations 

in. general, and in particular in divided Europe •. 

. Thus, under several influences,· the inherent inter-depend

ence and' complementary nature• of' the· two. sides of Europe, helped by 

geographic proximity and historical background, regained strength 

and opened brighter prospects. In particular the V/este!'n countries 

began to realiz!3 that th(ily must not consider their attitude towards 

the countries of the ·East. only in the light of the might of the 

·respective military ·establishments, but primarily in terms of the 

immediate and.real prospects~f co-operation in fields in which they 

are by no means' inferior and in which they do not have to rely-on 

.support from .across· the Atlantic. The Eastern.countries began to 

regard their relations with .the West without the overwhelming 

distrust and anxiety of the earlier years of high tensions. \vith 

a greater.sense of internal and external security, they became more 

and more ready to expand and intensify relations with partners on 

the other side of the fence. 

It would be too much. to say that the nuclear disequili- · 

brium between the East and the· West of Europe, of which mention was 

made in the beginning, has thus been overcome, but the shifting of 

emphasis from the military to the civilian aspect of 'foreign 

relations undoubtedly creates-more favourable-openings for further 

progress in East-West .relations. 

·The .second point; concerning the ·possibility of co

operation·between countries·with differing social systems, should 

cause no particular problems. · My own country, Yugoslavia, has given 

ample evidence· that· these differences, if ·they are not burdened with 

other elements .of'amore.specifically political nature,'do not present 

too great an obstacle to friendly co-operation •. · Examples illustrat

ing such' relations "across the .fences" ar·e abundant and well-known·. 
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They range from close co-operation. in economic affairs, includin~ 

industrial and scientific co-operation, to the elimination of visas 

and in some cases even passports for the movement of persons across 

the border. At one time even military assistance proved to be a 

form of co-operation acceptable to both sides. Contingencies which 

led to this aspect of co-operation have fortunately long since 

disappeared. 

In recent years the experience of Yugoslavia has probably 

been of some use in the efforts to ·develop more extensive contacts 

betl<een the countries of the East and West in Europe in general. 

It is significant that co-operation along these lines could develop 

to the existing level of intensity and in so many fields in spite 

of the existing military organizations on both sides. It stHl 

remains, however, ·to be seen how far this development can proceed 

and it is worth examining.what could expedite it. 

It is apparent that the recogriition of a mutual intel'·<oot 

in· the development of economic relations and in particular in 

matters related to economic development can serve as an initial 

inducement. Ideological and conceptual differences in general, 

cannot be fully overcome but it is possible to set them aside, 

without sacrificing them, of course, and pass on to practical 

activities. It ·is better to 'do this than to try to remove the · 

differences. by· .searching for a compromise or by trying to impose 

one's own views. Ideological differences, eliminated from the 

sphere of inter-State relations, can continue to exist. Liberated 

from the constraints of the raison d'etat, they can even become 

a positive factor, stimulating· the progressive development of 

mankind. 

In the case of East-VIest relations in l!.urope, as well 

as in other similar'cases, the real reason for conflicts are not 

conceptual differences, but the practical, eminently pragmatic 

attitudes and aspirations of States. All existing international 

differences can easily be explained without blaming them on ideo

logical differences. It is significant that all ideological or 

religious wars of the past have been settled without· solving the 

conceptual or religious difference. 

The last of the three questions relates to the practical 

problems of contemporary Europe, particularly to the German question. 

This,of course,·is a real problem, but it can become an obstacle to 

the consolidation of relations in Europe oniy if the countries of 

Europe make it an obstacle. From a practical point of view it 

appears generally accepted that· the German question cannot ·be. solved 
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without a consolidation of relations in Europe; and also that it is 

impossible to change or shift any existing boun<_iary or dividing line 

in Europe without a war. and that a. war must be avoided. All this 

would normally lead to the conclusion that this particular problem 

should be laid aside and all efforts appli:d to creating more 

favourable circumstances for a solution in the future. 

One is tempted to add also that the German question is an 

outstanding example of a problem which becomes more insoluble in 

proportion to the endeavours made to force a solution of it. I do 

not propose to discuss this_ question further here, as it is being 

given all. the attention necessary in another place. vlhile mention

ing it as one specific current political problem of Europe, I wish 

only to add that one should not expect the ending of the Cold War 

to open an era without problems or even conflicts. 

Existing political problems in Europe, if reduced to 

their proper, realistic, proportions cannot be considered as un

avoidable causes of the continc.atiol!li of the division along the lines 

of the Cold War. Europe has had problems in the past just as it 

will have them in the future. Many of them have been solved or 

successfully set aside even during the postwar years: for example 
. ' 

the settlement of the Austrian question and, that of Trieste. 

Summarizing this brief examination of anti-Cold vlar trends 

in Europe it is appropriate to emphasize the prevalence· of ·positive 

developments, as well as the fact that the original-pattern of 

relations in the Europe of the Fifties has already changed consider-

ably for the better. In fact,politieal and economic relations have 

grown substantially over the boundaries set by the bloc pattern on 

both sides. Recent politieal and eronomic transactions between 

the East and the West indicate that the momentum of this anti-Cold 

War trend is gaining and ~he problem of defining the place and role 

of Europe in the v/Orld is .steadily moving out of the sphere of 

speculation into the sphere of existing or potential realities. 

Rather than defining it in the context of an alignment 

of military powers with centres in the United States and the Soviet 

Union, we must take into consideration other factors affecting more 

directly and continuously the pattern of international relations. 

The world was, after all, not ·divided into two military blocs and 

the development of nuclear arms has made a show down _along these 

lines unprofitable in any circumstances •. 

Areas of the \.rorld which were in. the past only passive 

elements in .the picture became active and something like a new part 

-. 
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of ·the world came into being, often referred to as the third world. 

Mostly within this area a new political attitude was shaped, an 

opposition to the division of the world into" two blocs, an effort 

to keep out of the alignments which developed under the impact of 

the Cold \'lar• We have already noted that the Cold Vlar has also 

brought antagonism and conflict into these parts of the world, 

but an increasing_ numb_er of countries there succeeded in maintaining 

.their independence of action and entered the world scene as a new 

and independent political force. 

For year,s most European countries in the East and in the 

West ignored_ or underestimated_ the significance of this new force, 

the non-aligned countries. Even the concept of non-alignment was 

misunderstood and frequently criticized from. both sides. In recent 

years this attitude has given place to a slightly more serious exam

ination of this development and also to the beginning of contacts in 

a-spirit of better understanding. The fact that this change took 

place. more or less at the same time both in the East and in the 

West opens some possibilities of co-operation in a much widened 

framework. 

This would probably not bring the majority of European 

_countries to adopt the position of the non-aligned countries as 

it was defined at the high level conferences in Belgrade in 1961 . . 
and in Cairo in 1964. The elements of that platform which are 

derived from the specific positions of these countries would probably 

not be generally acceptable in the more developed European countries, 

nor would it easily fit into a pattern of regional integrations which 

have developed in the political as well as in the economic fields 

in both parts of Europe. But this is not _of particular importance. 

The important prospect which may grow out· of closer and 

better understanding between. the less developed non-aligned countries 

and the countries of Europe is the placing of the international 

relations of European countries in a_ wider framework. In this way 

it may be possible to overcome the uneasy feeling of confrontation 

within Europe and the tendency to overemphasize the military _aspect 

of the international situation. 

The success of the less developed countries, under the 

leadership of the non-aligned countries, in pressing the fundamental 

economic problems of their regions into the centre of the pre

occupations of the councils of the world has greatly contributed to 

the degree to which demilitarization of international relations has 

already been achieved. Once the economic problem of the less 

developed regions of the world came to compete for priority with the 
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military and political problems of the.more developed parts of -~he 

world a fundamental change of atmosphere began to develop,in the 

debates in the:United Nations . .and in other places. 

These economic problems b~i:ame, naturally, highly charged 
. ' I • . • 

political questions once they were put on the conference table, but 

the distinction is in the wai/ of the solution~ >~hich they require;· 

In this sense they are here considered as economic problems and by' 

virtue of this specific character they have' ·exercised a demilitariza

tion of international relations. 

Of course, this does not mean that the military aspect, 

and in particular the armaments race, has been ~r could be automati

cally put under control. The result to be expected from a more 
. . . 

systematic and energetic effort ·in the field of economic development, 

particularly in helping an accelerated development of the less 

developed countries, might only be still heavier reliance on economic 

measures in int0rnational relations and a greater readiness by all 

sides to accept economically indicated compromises in the debates 

on disarmament and in other fields of political or military 

negotiations. 

In particular one would expect that a greater emphasis on 

economic solutions would contribute to less emphasis on the nuclear 

disequilibrium in Europe. In other words, if on both sides more 

attention is given to the economic problems of the world, it would 

not only mean more resources for·peaceftil activities but also less 

apprehension about the possible aims of the oth0r side. This could 

create more confidence, because the assumed intentions of the other 

side, rather than the existence of an impressive military establish

ment, are the main sources of· anxiety and of an over-emphasis on 

military matters. 

As a matter of fact, on both sides in Europe the main 

anxiety is no longer generated by the fear of a 'conflict· across the 

dividing line in Europe but by the fear of the possible spreading of 

a conflict which might originate in ·some place far away from· Europe, 

even without the direct participation of any European Po>Jer in the 

initial stage. 

On both sides in Europe countries are now taking a more 

independent view of these problems, thus enhancing the trend of 

moving away from a pattern in foreign affairs subordinating the 

national interest to a group interest. The balancing of military 

potentials through alliances is giving place to the effort towards 

strengthening the internal and ineternational position of a country 

through the extension of its economic relations and activities• 

• 
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The continuation of thi·s trend is favoured· also by· the 

evolution of the policies of the less developed non-aligned countries. 

They have successfully resisted the efforts directed toward including 

them into bloc alliances and have established an.area of non-alignment 

in· the world; which h~s··received>recognition· as an important 'element 

in the pattern of international relations. They are now bent more 

on efforts to find ·better solutions to their ·individual and .collec

tive economic problems and to the prevention of the spreading.of local· 

conflicts in areas of the less developed parts of the world, than on 

efforts to reconcile the Super Powers, as they tried to do until only 

a few years ago. 

It may therefore be easier now than ever before to find an 

increasing number of points of agreement and co-operation, on a 

platform which would unite the non-aligned countries of the less 

developed regions of the world and the countries of Europe and which 

would be founded on purposes and aims acceptable irrespective of the 

adherence to a military alliance or a bloc. 

The lesson of the last ten years, beginning with the initial 

period of the relaxation of tensions of the ColdWarafter the 1955 

Summit, does not necessarily point to the adoption of the full 

platform of non-alignment by all European countries, but rather to a 

further shifting of the emphasis from military to non-military, 

principally economic;--problems. After all, the adoption of the 

policy of non-alignment by all European countries, including the 

Soviet Union and the major European Powers of the West, would not 

have much sense. The policy of non-alignment has had its justifica

tion primarily because the major Powers of the world did not accept 

it. 

On the other hand that content of the platform of non

alignment which reflects the specific position of the less developed 

countries would necessarily become redundant if the highly developed 

countries assumed a co-operative attitude to these questions. The 

European countries cannot disregard the plight of the less developed 

parts of the world rrithout paying for it vdth a deterioration of 

relations in their midst. 

Europe has ceased to be the breeding ground of Great Powers 

and the mastery over Europe no longer automatically brings with it 

domination over the world. Europe has lost most of its physical 

projections in other parts of the world, its overseas possessions. 

The sooner the remainder goes the better for all European nations. 

The links between Europe and the rest of the world must of necessity 
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change· further than that. Only with more independence of judgment 

and freedom of ·action tov1ards other ·Powers, can thG countries. of 

Europe re-establish·the internal balance in their· continent and the 

proper .balance with other .. parts. of· the ·1~orld• They cannot .expect 

security and stability in:one part of the continent if this is not 

true for the other, regardless of all differences and conflicts which 

may still exist or which may arise from. their living so closely 

together. 

• 


